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Abstract

In this thesis we address the problem of characterizing the behavior of multimedia docu-

ment presentations, with the goal of comparing them, to detect redundancies (i.e., if the

same document is defined more than once using different models) and to capture behavioral

similarities.

The need to compare documents could arise from the requirement of finding out doc-

uments or parts of them during the process of authoring, in order to identify “pieces” of

presentations which can be used or “reused” in a new document. In addition this analysis

could be necessary if a document is not suited for a given context, i.e., its specification has

not the characteristics consistent with environment properties or user preferences. In this

case, the identification of alternative documents or parts of them is necessary: they can

replace the undeliverable one, in order to “construct” a new document suited for the given

context, taking into account resource management.

Such analysis could be very difficult in presence of documents specified according to

different models. In this thesis we present a unifying framework, which allows the compar-

ison, the integration, and the reuse of fragments of documents possibly defined in different

formalisms. We propose an automaton that captures the relevant dynamic aspects of the

evolution of a document, deduced from a log file obtained from a delivery of the document,

from its activation to its termination, abstracting from the specific reference model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The integration of multimedia material into hypermedia documents is nowadays very

widespread in many fields: traditional hypermedia information is enriched by means of

multimedia objects, like audio, video, animation, in order to improve the quality of the

presentation of the information. Different applications make use of various types of media

and require an organized and sound representation of these components and their relation-

ships.

A multimedia document can be described as a collection of different types of media

objects (or items), which have to be presented at different instants of time for different

duration and in different position on the output device. In a distributed environment,

media items are files dispersed over a computer network: they have to be downloaded,

coordinated and delivered to a client, according to the specification given by the author of

the document.

Multimedia documents contain non-continuous media, like text pages and images, that

once displayed on the screen do not evolve along time, and continuous media, like video

and audio files, which have their own behavior.

The correct synchronization and presentation are obtained by means of temporal and

spatial constraints among the media. Authoring such complex documents is more difficult

when they are interactive, since the unexpected user interaction can alter the correct timing

relationships between media objects.

In literature, many design models have been proposed to address this problem. Among

them SMIL [of W3C, 2001] Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language is a W3C stan-

dard markup language to describe multimedia documents: a SMIL script is the structured

composition of autonomous media objects and SMIL defines their synchronization rela-

1



2 1. INTRODUCTION

tions, and their position into the screen. The language does not define a reference model

for the data structure, but only tags for describing the behavior of media objects.

We can find a different approach to modelling multimedia document in [Gaggi, 2003]:

the author defines a synchronization model based on a set of synchronization relationships,

which specify behavior of items during presentation playback, channels in which to play

them and effects of user interaction. The model is formally described in terms of changes

in the presentation state due to media-related events.

In addition, Flash [MacromediaInc., 2005] is a proprietary content media type that is

primarily used for small animations. It does not describe media composition, like SMIL,

but defines a particular type of media: a SMIL document can include Flash objects.

The mentioned models are examples of models for multimedia documents: besides

them, there exist several approaches and formalisms to define the relationships among

media objects in order to create a synchronized composition of such items.

Given a collection of multimedia documents, expressed according to their reference

model, the comparison between them allows the detection of redundancies (i.e., if the

same document is defined more than once using different models) and different analysis

could be performed in order to capture similar or different aspects in their behavior: for

example, we could be interested in the identification of documents or parts of them which

have the same temporal evolution or which convey the same information. This analysis

could be necessary if a document is not suited for a given context, i.e., its specification

has not the characteristics consistent with environment properties or user preferences. In

this case, the identification of alternative documents or parts of them is necessary: they

can replace the undeliverable one, in order to “construct” a new document suited for the

given context. Since such analysis could be very difficult in presence of documents specified

according to different models, we aim at defining a unifying framework, which allows the

comparison, the integration, and the reuse of documents and parts of them even if defined

with different languages.

Starting with the hypothesis that we do not know the specification of a document,

we can “learn” its structure directly from its execution, i.e., after the document has been

presented at least once. In the following we shall use the terms presentation, delivery,

evolution, execution with the same meaning, to indicate a run of a multimedia document.

From the presentation of a document we can find the sets of media items which play

together, the sets of media which play in sequence, and the time instants in which some

changes occur, i.e., time instants in which some media terminate, while other begin.
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We assume that during a document run, a log file is used to register the information

concerning the evolution of a document:

(i) changes in the status of the media objects, and

(ii) the time instants in which these changes take place.

The changes can occur because of properties of the items, like their duration, temporal

constraints defined in the specification of the document, or user interactions. We char-

acterize the situation of the presentation in a specific time interval by means the notion

of state, and we associate the time instants in which synchronization takes place to the

concept of event : the occurrence of an event causes a state transition, i.e., the presentation

evolves along time as a consequence of an event. Then, in this thesis we propose an au-

tomaton that captures the relevant dynamic aspects of the evolution of a document, from

its activation to its termination, abstracting from the specific reference model.

Using the log file as starting point, we construct the automaton: every record in the

file corresponds to an event which occurs at a given time instant and the states are build

as a consequence of these events. Since we are interested in the temporal evolution of a

multimedia document, spatial disposition of the objects is neglected in this thesis and we

will not explicitly deal with spatial constraints: this is not a limitation since the approach

we use for temporal constraints could be suitably adapted for spatial constraints.

We use this automaton as a formalism to describe the temporal structure of a document,

independently from the model used to specify it. As seen previously, this “intermediate

language” between the specification and the presentation of a document can solve the

problems of comparison, adaptation and reuse in presence of different definitions.

The comparison among multimedia documents could be necessary for finding out doc-

uments or parts of them during the process of authoring, in order to identify pieces of

presentations which can be used and “reused” in a new document. Moreover, in a multi-

media database, a document example can be specified to express queries and the answers

are obtained by means of the comparison between the sample and the information stored

in the database.

In this thesis we use the automaton to infer some properties concerning the evolution

of different documents: the comparison of states and events captures the behavior of a

document respect to another one. The properties are the following:

• equivalence: two documents are equivalent if they have the same temporal behavior,
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i.e., the same media are played in the same time interval, and the events occur at

the same time instant;

• inclusion: one document is included in another one if the first has the same behavior

of a part of the second;

• intersection: one document intersects another one if there exists an intersection in

their behaviors, i.e., a section of the first has the same behavior of a section of the

second one.

Moreover, according to these definitions, we define the concept of fragment, i.e., sub-

presentation. This notion is useful in the case of the adaptation problem: if a multimedia

document is not suitable for a given context (the delivery environment, the device proper-

ties, the user preferences), the adaptation process is needed in order to adjust the document

structure: the process presented in this thesis first verifies the feasibility of a presentation,

finding out the undeliverable fragments, i.e., the part of a document not presentable in

the given context; then the phase of replacement takes place: we look for alternatives

with the same temporal behavior and the same semantic content (semantic equivalence)

and we establish a set of rules that are used in order to turn a document into a new one,

substituting the undeliverable fragments with suitable alternatives.

The last aspects presented in this thesis concern the verification of the results of the

adaptation process from the point of view of resources allocation: in a distributed environ-

ment media items could be dispersed over a computer network and their retrieval can cause

some conflicts, if different media require the same resources. We analyze the evolution of

a single media, and then we define a more detailed automaton, whose state transition are

constrained by means of some preconditions, which verify if the actual resource allocation

is consistent with the transition; moreover, the effects of a transition affect the resource

allocation, taking into account the media that begin or terminate.

Actually, is available a prototype that constructs the automata starting from the log

files and that infers their properties; the phase of adaptation is under construction for the

implementation.

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents some models that allow the

definition of multimedia documents. In Chapter 3 we introduce the formal definition

of multimedia document and the automaton representing its evolution. In Chapter 4

we define the properties that allow us to compare multimedia documents, based on the
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defined automaton. Chapter 5 presents the context adaptation process, defining the notion

of fragment, semantic equivalence, and replacement. Chapter 6 shows the validation of the

context adaptation, taking into account resource allocation. Chapter 7 presents some final

remarks and future works. In Appendixes A and B we present two extension to the defined

concepts, using as starting point the specification of the document, instead of the log file

coming out in the delivery of the document: in Appendix A we define the algorithm to

construct the automaton given a SMIL script; in Appendix B we present the rules for

resource allocation in presence of a document specified in the formalism defined in [Gaggi,

2003].
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Chapter 2

Modelling multimedia documents:

the state of the art

The authoring of a multimedia document is a complex task, since we have to take into

account several aspects: the involved media items, their durations, the synchronization

relationships among them, the spatial specification, and so on. Usually, if we have a set of

media objects concerning different aspects of the same subject, we can use them in order

to construct a structured document, which conveys in a synchronized way, the overall

information of the single media.

Consider for example, a multimedia document about an artwork, composed of a video

that introduces the history period related to the artwork, an audio stream describing the

details of the artwork, an image showing the artwork, and a second audio file containing

the information about the museum hosting the artwork. Individual media objects (audio,

video, . . .) have to be synchronized in order to obtain the requested goal: the author of

the document have to specify, in some formalism depending on the adopted model, the

relations among objects. In the example, the presentation can begin when the user starts

video V ; when the video ends, audio A1 and image I start playing in parallel; at the end

of the audio, the display of the image ends too and audio A2 is started. We have to be

able to model the following temporal synchronizations: (i) the beginning of audio A1 is a

consequence of the termination of the video, (ii) audio A1 and the image play together, (iii)

the termination of audio A1 causes the forced stop of the image, and (iv) the termination

of audio A1 causes the beginning of audio A2.

Such temporal relations, which express the temporal constraints among the media, can

be specified according to different models: we analyze some of them in the following.

7
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2.1 The SMIL language

SMIL [of W3C, 2001], Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language Specification, is a

W3C standard markup language to describe multimedia documents. It is a collection of

tags, used to describe the temporal and spatial constraints of one or more media items.

SMIL does not define a reference model for the data structure, but only tags for describing

the behavior of media objects: a SMIL description does not define the implementation of

a document and this aspect is dealt by the SMIL player.

A SMIL file is called script and is divided in two sections:

• the head section defines the properties not concerning the temporal behavior of the

document; such information are the following:

– meta information: the meta and metadata elements are used to define properties

of a document (e.g., author, expiration date, a list of key words, etc.) and assign

values to those properties. Each meta element specifies a single property/value

pair, while the metadata element contains RDF element and its sub-elements.

Considering the previous example, the author and the date can be specified with

the following tags:

〈 head 〉
〈 meta id="meta-smil1.0-a" name="Publisher" content="Bertolotti" 〉
〈 meta id="meta-smil1.0-b" name="Date" content="2005-10-12" 〉

〈 /head 〉

– layout information: the layout element defines the regions, i.e., rectangular

areas on the user screen in which media items are visualized; for the previous

example we can define two regions:

〈 head 〉
〈 layout 〉

〈 root-layout width="320" height="480"/〉
〈 region id="a" top="5"/〉
〈 region id="b" bottom="5"/〉

〈 /layout 〉
〈 /head 〉
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– transitions: the transition element defines aspects of presentations commonly

seen on television, such as fades and wipes, i.e., visual effects between two

objects. In section body, explained in the following, the transition types are

instantiated on media elements; the following tag define a fades transition:

〈 transition id="toblack" type="fade" subtype="fadeToColor"

fadeColor="#000000" dur="1s"/ 〉

• the body section contains the definitions of media items involved in the presentation

and the temporal relationships among them.

The timing and synchronization aspects defined in body section are the core of the SMIL

specification: a script is the structured and synchronized composition of autonomous media

items. Synchronization is achieved through three basic tags:

• seq element: its children are rendered sequentially, so that a child cannot start before

its predecessor terminates;

• par element: its children are played in parallel;

• excl element: it is used to model some user interactions: it provides a list of children

elements, and only one of them may play at any given time.

Considering the previous example, we have:

〈 seq 〉
〈 video region="a" src="V1.mpg" id="V" transOut="toblack"/ 〉
〈 par 〉
〈 audio src="A1.aiff" id="A1"/ 〉
〈 image region="b" src="I1.jpg" id="I"/ 〉

〈 /par 〉
〈 audio src="A2.aiff" id="A2"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉

We notice that (i) the media are associated with a region defined in the head section,

and (ii) the video element fades to black and this type of transition in defined in the head

section.
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These basic tags can be nested in a hierarchy structure: seq, par, and excl can be chil-

dren of a seq, par, or excl elements. Moreover, these elements can contain the definition

of the media objects they synchronize.

A switch element allows an author to specify a set of alternative elements from which

only the first acceptable element is chosen; considering the example, different alternative

audio files (based on different system bit-rate), describing the details can be defined with

the following tags:

. . .

〈 par 〉
〈 switch 〉
〈 audio src="A1.aiff" id="A1" systemBitrate="56000"/ 〉
〈 audio src="A11.aiff" id="A11" systemBitrate="28800"/ 〉

〈 /switch 〉
〈 image id="I"/ 〉

〈 /par 〉
. . .

These elements are supported by several timing and synchronization attributes, divided

in different classes, as defined in [Bulterman, 2001]:

• timing control: the attributes begin, end, and dur allow to fix the start time, the

end time, and the duration of a media item. Consider a media item inside a par

block. If its attributes begin, end or dur are undefined, the media item starts at

the beginning of the par block and ends with its natural termination. Otherwise it

begins (ends) a certain amount of time after the beginning (end) of the par block,

given by the corresponding attribute value. Therefore, the beginning and the end of

a media item can be defined with reference to the tag in which it is contained, or

according to a particular event, even completely changing the semantic of tags par

and seq;

• extended activation: the attributes min and max define the maximum and the mini-

mum values of the active duration, and attribute endsync specifies the termination

constraints in order to synchronize an element par or excl with its children. For

example, if a par element contains this attribute with value “first”, the parallel block
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terminates when its first child terminates. Its default value is “last”, i.e., the block

terminates when ends the last of its active elements;

• object persistence: the attributes fill and fillDefault specify that an element

should be extended beyond the active duration by freezing the final state of the

element;

• repeating control: the attributes repeatCount and repeatDur are used to repeat a

media element or an entire time container; they specify the number of iterations and

the total duration for repeat, respectively;

• synchronization: attributes synchBehavior, synchTolerance, and synchMaster con-

trol the runtime synchronization behavior of a document, i.e., in case of network de-

lays or interrupts, these attributes control whether the media element can slip while

the rest of the document continues to play, or whether the time container must also

wait until the media delivery resumes;

• XML timing integration: attributes timeContainer and timeAction allow to add

temporal support to any XML language element, in order to integrate SMIL into

them.

Then the introduced SMIL script becomes:

〈 seq 〉
〈 video region="a" src="V1.mpg" id="V" transOut="toblack" max="200s"/ 〉
〈 par endsynch="first" 〉
〈 audio src="A1.aiff" id="A1" dur="120s"/ 〉
〈 image region="b" src="I1.jpg" id="I" end=A1.end/ 〉

〈 /par 〉
〈 audio src="A2.aiff" id="A2" dur="60s"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉

Given a continuous media, attributes clipBegin and clipEnd allow to play segments

inside the time span of an object: they specify the beginning and the end, respectively, of

a sub-clip of a continuous media object as offset from the start of the media object. This

offset is measured in normal media playback time from the beginning of the media.
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In addition, SMIL supports a hyperlink architecture: the a element defines a naviga-

tional link, in order to seek a temporal “position” in a presentation. Several attributes

allow define the destination URI, the type of activation of the link (by the user or by

a media), and so on. The area element allows to define links associated with a spatial

portion of an object.

An further interesting aspect is related to animations, i.e., modifications to the value

of some attributes (e.g., the color, the size, the position, etc.) of a media item; this aspect

does not affect temporal characteristics of media items.

The complete description of characteristics and functionalities of SMIL 2.0 can be found

in [of W3C, 2001].

In [Rutledge et al., 1999] three case studies of standard SMIL are presented, used

for different forms of multimedia presentations: it can be used to create (i) infotainment

multimedia documents which present information using a great variety of video and audio

media, and more interaction with users; (ii) multimedia documents which make information

more accessible and adaptive for users not be able to perceive it; and (iii) multimedia

documents which convey particular artistic concepts.

2.2 A “video-centered” hypermedia model

In [Gaggi, 2003] a synchronization model for hypermedia presentations is introduced: sev-

eral media objects are delivered in a distributed environment and presented to the user in

a coordinated way.

The author defines the model as “video-centered hypermedia”: one or more continuous

items (video and audio files, which evolve along time) are presented to the user , while

other media are displayed in synchrony with them. Such synchrony have to be kept also

after user interaction.

A presentation is modelled taking into account the document structure and the temporal

synchronization between its components.

For the first aspect, the author considers a hypermedia presentation composed of a set

of modules, i.e., a collection of items relating to a common topic and presented to the user

at the same time. Each module is divided into sections : each section is a continuous media

(the “master” of the section) and a set of other media which are presented in parallel. The

continuous media stream is a clip, and the sequence of clips, one for every section, makes

the story, which constitutes the main content of a module. Moreover, a clip can be divided
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in scenes, i.e., temporal intervals inside the time duration of an object. Such structure is

a logical structure and might not correspond to the physical structure.

Considering the example introduced previously, all the media items are contained in

the same module; this module is divided in three sections, corresponding to the continuous

objects, that represent the clip of the section; the three media constitute the story of the

module and the section corresponding to the audio A1 includes also the image.

The model requires also some virtual devices in order to play or display media objects

and calls these devices channels : they are used by one media at a time and for all the

duration of its playback. A channel is busy if an active object is using it, otherwise it is

free.

The temporal behavior of the presentation components and the corresponding channel

occupation are described by means of a set of five synchronization primitives, which model

the media reactions to some events or to their intrinsic properties, like duration. The

relations are:

• a plays with b (a ⇔ b). This relation models the parallel composition of two media:

the activation of one of them causes the activation of the other, and the natural

termination (i.e., it reaches its end point) of a causes object b to stop. Media a is

the “master” and the relation is asymmetric with respect to media termination. The

two media use different channels.

• a activates b (a ⇒ b). This relation models the sequential composition of two media:

the natural termination of a causes the beginning of b. The objects can share the

channel.

• a terminates b (a ⇓ b). This relation models the forced termination of b as a conse-

quence of the forced termination of a by the user. The media release their channels.

• a is replaced by b (a ⇀↽ b). This relation specifies that the activation of media b

forces the termination of a. The channel used by a can be occupied by b.

• a has priority over b with behavior α (a
α
>b). This relation means that, when item a

is activated, b is paused (if α = p) or stopped (if α = s). Media b releases its channel

and, when a terminates, it is resumed, if it was paused.

Given the previous example, we can model the synchronization between media items

according to the following relations: V ⇒ A1, A1 ⇔ I, and A1 ⇒ A2.
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The hierarchical structure and the temporal relations defined in the module are de-

scribed by means of an XML source document, that contains (i) the spatial layout of the

document (the layout section defines the channels and the presentation windows); (ii)

the media involved in the presentation (the components section contains the description

of the objects according to the hierarchical structure of the document); (iii) the temporal

behavior of the items (the relationships section contains the list of synchronization rela-

tionships of the presentation). This XML document stores hypermedia documents dividing

temporal constraints, spatial constraints, and data definition. For example:

〈 layout width="500" height="400" 〉
〈 channel name="dynamic" SupX="158" SupY="2" InfX="495" InfY="394"/ 〉
〈 channel name="static" SupX="0" SupY="2" InfX="155" InfY="325"/ 〉
〈 channel name="voice"/ 〉

〈 /layout 〉
〈 components 〉
〈 module id="M" 〉
〈 clip id="V" channel="dynamic" type="video" file="V1.mpg" 〉
〈 clip id="A1" channel="voice" type="audio" file="A1.aiff" 〉
〈 clip id="A2" channel="voice" type="audio" file="A2.aiff" 〉
〈 page id="I" channel="static" type="image" file="I.jpg" 〉

〈 /module 〉
〈 /components 〉
〈 relationships 〉
〈 play 〉
〈 master 〉 〈 cont object id="M"/ 〉 〈 /master 〉
〈 slave 〉 〈 cont object id="V"/〉 〈 /slave 〉
〈 master 〉 〈 cont object id="A1"/〉 〈 /master 〉
〈 slave 〉 〈 cont object id="I"/〉 〈 /slave 〉

〈 /play 〉
〈 act 〉
〈 activated 〉 〈 cont object id="A1"/ 〉 〈 /activated 〉
〈 ended 〉 〈 cont object id="V"/〉 〈 /ended 〉
〈 activated 〉 〈 cont object id="A2"/〉 〈 /activated 〉
〈 ended 〉 〈 cont object id="A1"/〉 〈 /ended 〉

〈 /act 〉
〈 /relationships 〉
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Formally, a hypermedia presentation1 is a 4-tuple 〈MI, CH, E ,SR〉 where MI is the

set of media items, CH is the set of channels, E is the set of possible events (in the form e(m),

e ∈ {start, end, pause, stop}, m ∈MI), and SR is the set of synchronization relationships

between objects (expressed in the form m1 rel m2, with rel ∈ {⇔,⇒,⇓, ⇀↽,
p
>,

s
>}). The

channel occupation is given by means of two mapping functions: channel : MI → CH,

that returns the channel associated with a given media, and isUsed : CH →MI ∪ { }
that returns the media occupying a given channel ( represents the free channel).

At every time instant the presentation is described by the set of media that are active

at that time instant, according to the set of synchronization relationships defined by the

author, and the corresponding channel occupation: the state of a presentation captures

this information, formally described by the sets of active and paused media, and the set of

pairs 〈c,m〉 which denote the relation channel - media.

At any observable time instant, one “master” event occurs (i.e., a media is activated,

stopped, paused, or it reaches its natural termination) and other items are activated,

stopped, or paused, on the basis of the temporal relations: all the possible evolution of

the presentation is captured by means of an automaton AUT (P ) = 〈S, E , s0, next, F inal〉,
where S is the set of possible states, E is the set of occurred events, s0 is the initial state (in

which all media are not active and the channels are free), next is the transition functions,

which, given a state and an event calculates the next state, and Final is the set of states

representing the termination of the presentation.

Taking into account that an event involving a media might have consequences also on

the remainder of the presentation, closure of an item is defined, with respect to synchro-

nization rules: a closure is the set of media which start or terminate as response to an

activation or the termination of a given item.

In [Celentano et al., 2004] such formalization is used in order to identify consistent

fragments of a presentation: the user queries a repository of multimedia presentations and

obtains a set of media items. Based on the synchronization schema of the presentation and

on the automaton, the authors propose an algorithm which reconstructs all the fragments

containing only the media items which play together with the retrieved media in the original

presentation.

The described model allows to define the relationships among the media objects com-

posing the presentation, taking into account user interaction: all the possible evolution of

1In this approach the term “presentation” is used with a different meaning respect to our formalization
(see Chapter 1): in the current section the term “presentation” is synonymous of “document”.
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presentation element 1

presentation element 2

v1 v2

v3v2v1

binding points

variables

Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of presentation elements in ZYX model.

such presentation are represented by means of paths on the automaton.

2.3 The ZYX model

The ZYX model [Boll and Klas, 1999] is an approach for the semantic modelling of mul-

timedia content: it is implemented on the basis of an object-relational database system

and it provides support for reusability, interaction, adaptation, and presentation-neutral

description of the structure and content of multimedia documents.

The model is based on a repository that contains pre-orchestrated reusable multimedia

document fragments which can be composed in order to obtain the final presentation,

according to specific requests and characteristics of the users. The ZYX model represents

the support of such kind of modelling.

The model describes a document by means of a tree, whose nodes are the presentation

elements, while edges represent the hierarchical binds between the presentation elements:

a presentation element has one binding point, i.e., a connector which binds a presenta-

tion element to another presentation element, and 0 to n variables, which relates other

presentation elements to it (see Figure 2.1).

A presentation element is described by means of its type, its binding point, the set

of variables, and the of projector variables. A projector variable can be bound to projec-

tor elements, i.e., elements (described in the following) that determine how presentation

elements are presented.

Presentation elements can play different roles; they can be

• single media elements: they represent the single media objects. They are associated

with the corresponding media data, and do not contain variables;
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• complex media elements: they encapsulate a fragment, i.e., an undirect graph which

described a part or an entire multimedia document. The fragments are units that

can be reused and recomposed in different documents;

• temporal operator elements: they specify the temporal relationships between presen-

tation elements. There exist four types of such elements:

– par: the elements connected to its variables are played in parallel;

– seq: the elements connected to its variables are played in sequence;

– loop: its presentation starts the repeated presentation of the single presentation

elements bound to its variables;

– delay: it models a temporal delay;

• projector elements: they add layout information to a presentation element p:

– spatial − p is projector element which defines the visual presentation of the

element p on a rectangular presentation area;

– temporal−p specify the playback direction (forward or backward) and the speed

of the element p;

– acoustic− p indicates the acoustic effects of the presentation (volume, balance,

and so on);

– typographic− p affects parameter as font, size, and so on;

This type of elements allows the reusability of the fragments, since a projector element

decides how a media element or a fragment (and their subtree) are presented: different

projectors specify different layout of the same document in different context;

• selector elements: these elements are used in order to reuse parts of media elements

and fragments, specifying what part of the media is presented; in particular:

– the temporal selector element temporal− s specifies the starting point, respect

to the original one, and the duration of a fragment;

– the temporal selector element spatial−s indicates the visual part of an element

p and its successor that are visible;

• interaction elements: they support the interaction. There exist:
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seq

v1 v3v2

v2

video V
switch[ (bitrate=56000),

(bitrate=28000)]

audio A1 image I audio A2

par

v1 v2

audio A11

v1

pv

pv spatial-p [x,y,w,h]

typographic-p [font,size,style]

Figure 2.2: Multimedia document defined with ZYX model.

– link elements: they model the hypertext structure of a document, and the

navigational interaction between documents. They specify the anchor and the

target of a link and their presentation terminates when an interaction with one

of the defined anchors occurs;

– menu elements: they allow the navigation within a document, i.e., the selection

of one of a set of presentation paths;

• adaptation elements: they allow to adapt a document to user’s profile by means of:

– switch element: it specifies different alternatives (corresponding to different

profiles) for a part of a document; the set of user characteristics is compared with

metadata associated with the presentations bound to the variables of the switch

element: the best match implies the selection of the corresponding presentation;

– query element: it is represented by a set of meta data and at time of presenta-

tion, it is evaluated and replaced with the fragment that best matches the meta

data.

The example introduced previously can be described with the tree depicted in Figure

2.2: we define the spatial and topographic layout of the sequence and its subtrees; moreover,

the third variable is connected to a switch element: the media element is selected according

to the system bitrate.
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2.4 A framework for collaborative multimedia docu-

ments

In [Candan et al., 1998a] the authors introduce a mathematical framework that supports

the creation and incremental modification of multimedia documents, composed of a set

of media objects and a set of presentation requirements including temporal and spatial

constraints. This framework is directed to towards collaborative multimedia document

authoring and it deals with inconsistent requirements, user interaction, and changes in

resource and object availability.

A collaborative multimedia system aims at modifying the document structure accord-

ing to changes made to a media-object by a collaborator which has write-access to that

object, and at presenting only a portion of the document according to user interests. The

collaborative environment consists of a set of users (collaborators) U , a set of information

sources S (other users, dedicated object servers, sensors), a set of media objets Omed, and

a network G which connects the users with each other and the sources. More formally, a

collaborative multimedia system consists of:

• an un-directed weighted graph G = (V,E, ℘) where V is the set of nodes (including all

nodes in U , in S, routers and compute servers), E is the set of edges, and ℘ : E → R+

specifies the cost of sending a byte of information along an edge in the graph;

• a set Omed of media objects;

• a function loc : Omed → V that specifies the location of media objects;

• a set HC of host capabilities (i.e., their capability to display, edit and convert a media

objects);

• a function CAP : V → 2HC that specifies what capabilities are available at a given

node.

The media objects which compose a document can be distributed over a set of multime-

dia servers and then they might to be retrieved during the presentation of the multimedia

document. The retrieval of the object impose a Quality of Service constraint, which has

to be satisfied by the network service provider. Each object has a type: it could be (i)

static, if it is composed by a single component (e.g., a text), (ii) quasi-static, if it consists

of multiple pages (e.g., postscript files), and (iii) temporal, if it contains a predetermined
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number of atomic components and a frequency to display these components (e.g., video

and audio files). An object o is specified by means of:

• a data structure ds(o),

• a name name(o),

• an object type ot(o),

• an object characteristic oc(o), and

• a component size(o).

For example, given the example introduced previously, we can describe media V 1 by

means the following values:

name(o)=V1.mpg

ds(o)=.mpg

ot(o)=temporal

oc(o)=(5000, 2), that specifies that the object consists of 5000 chunks of data, each having

duration 2

size(o)= 1 Mbyte

A multimedia document consists of a set of media objects, presented to the user ac-

cording to a set of temporal, spatial, and user interaction specification.

The temporal constraints To are associated with object o and they specify the time and

the duration of the presentation of the object and its synchronization with other objects.

These constraints are in the form x1 − x2 ≤ b, called difference constraints, where x1 and

x2 are temporal variables with the following meanings:

• st(o) denotes the start time of the display of the object O,

• et(o) denotes the end time of the display of the object O,

• sti(o) denotes the start time of the ith components of the object O, and

• eti(o) denotes the end time of the ith components of the object O.

The temporal constraints have the form:

• T 1 − T 2 ≤ δt
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• T 1 − T 2 ≥ δt

where T 1 and T 2 represents the variable and δt is a constant.

Considering the previous example, the simultaneous display of audio A1 and image I

can be described using the following constraints:

st(A1)− st(I) ≤ 0

st(I)− st(A1) ≤ 0

et(A1)− et(I) ≤ 0

et(I)− et(A1) ≤ 0

The spatial constraints specify the presentation of media objects on the user’s screen,

using a set of spatial variables which denote the width, the height, the coordinates of the

corners and the position of the borders of objects.

Given a set of constraints C containing v1, . . . , vm variables, a solution for C is a set

of values of the variables such that all the constraints in C evaluate to true. If the set

of constraints is inconsistent, a conflict handler resolves the conflicts. A set of difference

constraints is associated with a graph G = (V, E) where the vertices represent the variables

which occur in the constraints (in addition, two nodes specify the start and the end of the

document), and the edges represent the constraints, i.e., if τi− τj ≤ δt ∈ C, E contains an

edge from vi to vj with weight δt.

The shortest path on this graph corresponds to the solution of the temporal constraints,

resulting on a schedule that satisfies the temporal specification. Since the set of difference

constraints is solvable iff the graph is free of negative cycles, the framework allows to check

the consistency of a multimedia document by checking whether a graph has a negative

cycle.

In case of unsolvable constraints, they have to be relaxed in order to obtain a consistent

set of constraints, and such relaxation should maintain as many of the initial set as possible.

The relaxation of C is the set C ′ ⊆ C such that C ′ is solvable and different optimal

constraints relaxations are proposed. In addition, an algorithm that finds the solution to

the priority optimal constraint relaxation is proposed: it finds the relaxation C ′ such that

if c is in C −C ′, then there exists a set of conflicting constraints S in C where for all ci in

S, pri(c)i) ≥ pri(c), where pri denotes the priority of the constraint.

Two different algorithms are also presented in order to deal with the addition/delation

of constraints. In the first case, the algorithm computes a new presentation schedule,

adding the new constraint: this operation is equivalent to the insertion of an edge into the
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graph associated with the constraint set, identifying and removing the negative cycle that

the insertion can create (the algorithm removes the edge with minimum priority). In case

of deletion of constraints, two approaches are followed: in the first case, the corresponding

edge is deleted and the algorithm for computing priority optimal relaxation of the graph is

applied; in the second one, all the edges associated with the deleted constraints are marked

and removed, and then the algorithm attempts to re-insert the marked edges in order of

priority.

The CHIMP (Collaborative Heterogeneous Interactive Multimedia Platform) project

includes, among several issues, a multimedia document authoring framework: its interface

contains two windows for editing temporal and spatial specification, handled as previously

described.

2.5 The TANDEM language

In [Guercio and Bansal, 2004b] the authors describe the multimedia language TANDEM

for Transmitting Asynchronous Non-deterministic and Deterministic Events in Multimedia

systems, in which deterministic and asynchronous events have to be integrated.

Such model is based on the definition of different types of multimedia streams; a mul-

timedia stream is a sequence of tuples with two components: attribute-set, that specifies

the properties of the stream, and data. It can be:

• continuous: the stream is produced by sensors;

• periodic: the stream is associated with a period signal; and

• aperiodic: the stream is generated by an event or external interaction.

Each multimedia stream is associated to a clock, that provides time-bases to which the

associated stream relate for implicit synchronization. Each clock is related with a common

clock in order to control the synchronization of different streams. A group is a set of two or

more streams which share a common clock or whose clocks are related in order to establish

synchronization.

TANDEM is based on the model defined in [Guercio and Bansal, 2004a]: this model

integrates asynchronous events, deterministic events and triggers, in order to model reactive

distributes multimedia systems. The model has the following components:
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(i) sources are the points in which media are generated: they can be local or remote and

correspond to a multimedia stream with the associated clock;

(ii) sinks are the points in which media are rendered or archived, represented by an URI;

(iii) transformers change the values of the attributes of the streams, applying the appro-

priate transformation function. For example, they can change the rendering rate, or

the number of used channels;

(iv) triggers provide a mechanism for the activation of events in response to the satis-

faction of a set of conditions. They control the media streams and produce actions,

turned to a given destination (a transformer, a procedure, or a sink). These actions

can concern the transformation of the attributes of multimedia streams, the defini-

tion of a new destination, etc. Triggers can fire when some conditions hold (and they

are called event-based), or periodically (they are called period);

(v) active repository is a persistent database containing sets of conditions, associated

with a trigger: it continuously analyzes the media content and the aperiodic signals,

verifying the conditions in order to activate the triggers. The process does not aim at

changing the original stream or data, but at analyzing data to extract information.

Groups of periodic multimedia streams or aperiodic signals, active repository, and trig-

gers form the block that generate an event, that perform the reaction to the specific

condition verification.

TANDEM is an XML based language, that allows the definition of the main components

of a reactive system (triggers, active repository, transformers, groups of media stream, and

synchronization) by means of constructs, that follow the XML style.

An application framework has the following outline:

〈 application 〉
definition of the media streams

〈 mediastream 〉 media stream 1 〈 /mediastream 〉
. . .

〈 mediastream 〉 media stream M 〈 /mediastream 〉
definition of the triggers

〈 trigger 〉
definition of the loops involving media stream
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〈 loop 〉 loop 1 〈 /loop 〉
. . .

〈 loop 〉 loop N 〈 /loop 〉
definition of the groups

〈 group 〉 group 1 〈 /group 〉
. . .

〈 group 〉 group G 〈 /group 〉
definition of the events

〈 event 〉 event 1 〈 /event 〉
. . .

〈 event 〉 event E 〈 /event 〉
definition of the transformers

〈 transformer 〉 transformer 1 〈 /transformer 〉
. . .

〈 transformer 〉 transformer S 〈 /transformer 〉
〈 /trigger 〉
. . .

〈 trigger 〉 trigger T 〈 /trigger 〉
〈 /application 〉

The definition of the media streams allow to collect information about all the remote or

local sources needed for the application. Considering the example introduced previously,

audio A1 can be defined as follows:

〈 media stream name="A1" 〉
〈 source name="source1" URI="192.168.2.102"/ 〉
〈 type 〉
〈 audio name="A1.aiff"

samples per sec="56000"

no of channels="1"

bits per sample="16"

scaling constraints="[0.5,2]"/ 〉
〈 /type 〉

〈 /media stream 〉

The loop construct performs the repetition of streams. Its structure is the following

(not applied to the example since it does not contain any loop):
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〈 loop name="loopname" times="3" 〉
〈 loop element name="namestream"/ 〉

〈 /loop 〉

An event is generated when specific conditions are satisfied and it has a destination

according to the action that the event must perform. Considering the previous example,

the beginning of video V can be defined as follows:

〈 event name="start video" Start="immediately" priority="1" 〉
〈 condition name="cond1" signal type="rightclick" presence="present"/ 〉
〈 destination name="transformer1" source="V1"/ 〉

〈 /event 〉

A group is a cluster of media streams or other groups, related by means of synchroniza-

tion relations:

〈 group name="groupname" 〉
〈 member name="M1"/ 〉
〈 member name="M2"/ 〉

〈 /group 〉

The synchronization constructs provide: (i) synchronization in the presence of external

constraints (e.g., user interaction), (ii) synchronization in the presence of system environ-

mental constraints (e.g., resource availability), and (iii) synchronization for user defined

media groups. An event is activated when specific conditions are satisfied and this activa-

tion can be started immediately or delayed. In presence of an event, the trigger identifies

the specified transformer, that contains the (temporal and spatial) synchronization action

to be performed. For example, the following construct allows to specify the parallelism

between media A1 and I in the previous example:

〈 trigger name="trig1" 〉
〈 event name="parallel start" 〉
〈 destination name="transf1" 〉

〈 /event 〉
. . .

〈 transformer name="transf1" 〉
〈 action 〉
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〈 synchronize 〉
〈 temporal type="start&end" scaling="stretch" reference="A1"

start="0" end="0" 〉
〈 element name="I" diffstart="0" diffend="0"/ 〉

〈 /temporal 〉
〈 /synchronize 〉

〈 /action 〉
〈 destination name="player1/" 〉

〈 /transformer 〉
. . .

〈 /trigger 〉

The language TANDEM integrates deterministic and non-deterministic events, asyn-

chronous events, and spatio-temporal synchronization. The active repository allows storing

partial conditions and relaxing the order of events.



Chapter 3

Modelling multimedia document

evolution: a unifying framework

Multimedia documents are collections of media objects, synchronized by means of sets of

temporal and spatial constraints. No matter which textual or visual tools authors use, they

define objects and presentation constraints for their documents. These media items are

files stored in a database in the local site, or remotely in multiple heterogenous database

servers.

The media items have to be retrieved from their storage places and a mechanism for

composing data elements is required. The presentation problem requires simultaneous,

sequential, and independent display of heterogeneous data: their presentation to a user

and the correct synchronization are obtained by means of temporal and spatial constraints

among the media: temporal relationships specify the timing control of the media items,

while spatial relationships concern visual layout of media objects during the presentation.

A multimedia document can be described according to different models, in order to

specify the correct timing and spatial relationships between objects. To avoid being limited

to any specific model for multimedia documents, we consider an intermediate reference

tool, that abstracts and captures the relevant aspects of the evolution of any document,

independently from the authoring language and model: the automaton introduced in this

thesis describes the possible behavior of a multimedia document and the different states

of such automaton correspond to different phases of the document execution, from its

activation to its termination.

27
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3.1 Definition of a multimedia document

Multimedia documents dynamics can be described according to a great variety of design

models and our formal description of the evolution of a document is independent from the

reference model used to specify it.

As introduced above, a multimedia document can be modelled as the synchronized

composition of continuous media files together with static items:

Definition 3.1.1 (Media item) A media item (or media object) is the atomic component

of a multimedia document. Multimedia applications are based upon two types of data:

• non-continuous (or static) media are items which, once displayed on the screen, do

not evolve along time, like text pages and images;

• continuous media which have their own behavior, like video and audio files.

The presentation of images and texts implies data display; for audio and video components,

the presentation indicates a dynamic aural and visual reproduction of the data.

We assume that every media item is referenced using an identifier: for example, we can

use the identifier of the file in which it is stored, while, in a distributed environment, we

can use the URL at which it is downloaded.

The relations between media items contained in a document are specified by means of

temporal and spatial constraints :

Definition 3.1.2 (Temporal constraint) A temporal constraint is a rule that deter-

mines the synchronization between media objects in order to define their presentation sched-

ule.

The temporal constraints can be expressed in several ways: for example, [Allen, 1983]

defines a set of temporal relations, i.e., a list of thirteen relationships between temporal

intervals which can be used in domains where interval duration are known. In the [Gaggi,

2003] model the temporal constraints are obtained by means of a set of synchronization

primitives, which express the mutual relationships between pairs of media objects: these

relations specify the behavior of an object with respect to the others without considering

quantitative aspect of elapsed time, i.e., without specific information about time instants

or durations. A different approach is used in SMIL [of W3C, 2001], that describes syn-

chronization relationships inside a multimedia presentations, using the tags seq, par, and
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excl, and their corresponding attributes in order to specifies the time instants in which

synchronization takes place.

Example 3.1.1 Consider a very simple document in which a video V is followed by a text T .
The temporal constraints that rules such transition depend on the model used to specify it. In
[Allen, 1983] the relation x before y indicates that the item x is played before y, but it does not
specifies the time elapsed between the two objects. Using SMIL we can use the construct seq,
adding the necessary timing attributes:

〈 seq id="seq1" 〉
〈 video id="V" dur="60s"/ 〉
〈 text id="T" dur="30s"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉

If we consider the model defined in [Gaggi, 2003], the synchronization primitive ⇒ is suitable
to represent this temporal relationship, without specifying further temporal information: V ⇒ T .

¦

Then the temporal constraints can be expressed in different ways, according to the

specification document. More generally, without referring to a specific model, temporal

constraints can be expressed as bound on difference constraints, i.e., they are in the form

c1 ≤ inst(e1) − inst(e2) ≤ c2, where inst(e1) and inst(e2) represent the time instants in

which the two mentioned events e1 and e2 will occur, and c1 and c2 are constants defining

a lower and an upper bound on the difference between such instants1. A significant class of

temporal constraints can be expressed with reference to an initial event e0 which happens at

time instant 0. In this case, constraints have the form c′1 ≤ inst(e1) ≤ c′2, which defines an

interval in which the event e1 must occur. These constraints are more tractable than general

bound on difference constraints. Unfortunately they are less expressive, since they do not

express mutual relationships (like, for example, the requirement of being simultaneous)

between pairs of events. We refer to [Bertino and Ferrari, 1998; Brusoni et al., 1995;

Console and Terenziani, 1999] for a discussion on different alternative ways to express

temporal constraints.

After a delivery/run of a document, we obtain one solution to the temporal constraints:

1The constants c1 and c2 can be interpreted as seconds, tenths, hundredths, and thousandths of second,
according to the device resolution and the system properties.
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Definition 3.1.3 (Solution) A solution to the set of temporal constraints, independent

from the formalism used to express them, is a function that associates any event to the

time instant in which it occurs.

Definition 3.1.4 (Spatial constraint) A spatial constraint is a rule that defines the lay-

out of the objects, i.e., the areas in which they are visualized.

Example 3.1.2 The layout section in a SMIL script allows to define the regions in which the
items are visualized:

〈 head 〉
〈 layout 〉
〈 root-layout width="320" height="480" / 〉
〈 region id="clip" top="25" left="50" / 〉
〈 region id="caption" top="100" left="50" / 〉

〈 /layout 〉
〈 /head 〉
〈 body 〉
〈 video region="clip" id="V" dur="60s"/ 〉
〈 text region="caption" id="T" dur="30s"/ 〉

〈 /body 〉

An analogous layout section is defined in the XML file which describes a document in the
model defined in [Gaggi, 2003] and specifies the channels and the presentation windows.

¦

In a multimedia document, the same media items can be presented more than once. To

avoid conflicts due to the presence of multiple occurrences of the same media item in the

same presentation, we explicitly consider multiple occurrences of the same item as having

distinct object identifiers. More specifically, we will conceptually distinguish between the

locator of the actual media file (loc) and the instance of the media that has to be presented:

media item can be described by a couple 〈id, loc〉, where id is an identifier used in temporal

and spatial constraints, and loc is the reference to the actual media file (a locator), used

also to define its physical features. We “redefine” an item creating a new identifier, i.e.,

a new “name”, for the same locator: two media items 〈id1, loc〉 and 〈id2, loc〉 are distinct

media items with refer to the temporal and spatial constraints, but refer to the same
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physical object. Consequently, each presentation of the associated media will have exactly

one starting time instant and one ending time instant, and one specified position. In the

following we refer to media as m, assuming that the conflicts due to multiple occurrence

are solvable.

Beside media items, temporal and spatial constraints, our formalism also introduces

the concept of timer to better specify synchronization relationships among objects:

Definition 3.1.5 (Timer) A timer is a dynamic object with a specified duration, that can

represent offsets between media items playback, or constraints on their duration.

As an example, if in a document specification a temporal constraints establishes that a

media must start twenty seconds after another one, a timer is initialized to twenty, when

the first media starts; this value is decremented according to the system clock and when

the timer expires, i.e., its value becomes zero, the constrained media can start. Therefore,

according to temporal constraints in a document, a timer is initialized to a value that

represents its duration: adding this value to the time instant in which the timer t is

initialized, we obtain the time instant n ∈ N in which t will expire. Therefore, the role of

the timers is to mark the meaningful time instants for the evolution of the presentation, i.e.,

the instants in which synchronization takes place. The set of timers used by a multimedia

presentation is defined on the base of the temporal constraints of the document itself.

Example 3.1.3 Consider Example 3.1.1: when media V begins their playback, a timer t1 is
initialized to 60. When t1 expires and taking into account the sequence block, media T starts
and a new timer t2(30) is initialized in order to mark the time instant in which the item will
terminate.

¦

Finally, we consider a set of events :

Definition 3.1.6 (Event) An event is the “registration” of some changes in the state of

the components of the document, and, accordingly, to the document itself. These changes

are due to some properties of the objects, like their duration, to temporal constraints of the

document, to the expiration of a timer, or to user interactions.

We denote the set of events characterizing the document with E. Every event in E is

in the form e(m), where e is the event type and m is a media item, and it can assume the

following values:
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• start(m): the media item m is activated;

• stop(m): a user forces the termination of the media m;

• end(m): the media m reaches its natural termination.

Example 3.1.4 Considering again Example 3.1.1, the changes in the evolution of the document
can be “registered” by means of the events (i) start(V ); (ii) end(V ) and start(T ); and (iii)
end(T ).

¦

Given these elements, a formal definition of a multimedia document is as follows:

Definition 3.1.7 (Multimedia Document) A multimedia document is a 5–tuple D =

〈MI, T S, E, T C, SC〉 where

• MI is the set of media items {m1, . . . , mn} involved in the presentation and presented

to the user;

• T S is the set of timers t(n) where n ∈ N indicates the time instant in which t will

expire;

• E is the set of events expressed in the form e(m), as described in Definition 3.1.6;

• T C is the set of temporal constraints representing the synchronization relationships

among the objects, described according to the reference model of the document;

• SC is the set of spatial constraints representing the layout of the presentation, de-

scribed according to the reference model of the document.

After a delivery/run of a document, we obtain the solution to the temporal constraints

by means of a log file:

Definition 3.1.8 (Log file) A log file registers the most relevant information concerning

the playout of a document. In particular we are interested in

• changes in the status of the media, i.e., being activated or stopped, and so on;

• time instants, expressed usually in terms of system clock, that register the exact mo-

ment in which above changes take place.
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We use a simplified version of a log file, and we consider it as a sequence of records,

each of which contains (i) the time instant in which an event occurs, expressed in the form

hh:mm:ss:ms, (ii) the media involved in the event, and (iii) the type of event:

• started indicates that the corresponding media starts;

• terminated indicates that the corresponding media naturally ends;

• interrupted indicates that a user stops the corresponding media.

Example 3.1.5 Let us consider the following script:

〈 par id="par1" 〉
〈 video id="A" min="20s"/ 〉
〈 audio id="B" dur="30s"/ 〉
〈 img id="C" dur="60s"/ 〉

〈 /par 〉

A possible log file corresponding to one of the solutions of this document is the following:

12:10:23:153 presentation started

12:10:23:153 A started

12:10:23:174 B started

12:10:23:180 C started

12:10:46:836 A terminated

12:10:53:526 B terminated

12:11:23:715 C terminated

11:11:23:715 presentation terminated

¦

Remark 3.1.1 We notice that, since we use a log file as a starting point, the solution

of temporal constraints is given and we can identify the relevant time instants in which

synchronization takes place. The timers would play the same role: they register the relevant

time instants: thus, timers (which we have introduced for the sake of completeness) will

not play any role in the following of this section. Instead, they will be a key concept for

Appendix A, when we will work in the hypothesis of building the automaton starting from

the document specification (and thus, from temporal constraints) instead of the log file

(and thus, from constraints solutions).
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Remark 3.1.2 Analogously to temporal constraints, models provide mechanism to deal

with spatial constraints. We do not take into account this aspect, since it is out of the

scope of this discussion.

Remark 3.1.3 For Remarks 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 from now on we will refer to a multimedia

document as a 3–tuple D = 〈MI, E , T C〉, where timers and spatial components have been

dropped.

Example 3.1.6 We introduce an example of a multimedia document Doc, whose temporal be-
havior is depicted in Figure 3.1, available at the web site of a museum to give some information
about a picture. The presentation is divided in some sections: an introduction explains the his-
tory period related to the picture, presented with an audio (intro) and an image (logos); after
the introduction, a video (artist) gives some information about the artist who made the artwork.
This video is followed by a second video (descr) that describes the picture; at the end of descr,
an audio (details) and a sequence of images (image1, image2, and image3) show some details in
the artwork. When details and the last image end, an audio (concl) and a text (info) give the
information to reach the artwork in the museum.

This document can be described by means of any formalism. The following log file registers
one of its possible evolutions, i.e., represents a possible solution to the temporal constraints
defined in the document:

15:11:03:863 presentation started

15:11:03:863 intro started

15:11:03:891 logos started

15:14:05:129 intro terminated

15:14:05:133 logos terminated

15:14:05:150 artist started

15:19:06:997 artist terminated

15:19:07:016 descr started

15:29:07:019 descr terminated

15:29:07:034 details started

15:29:07:052 image1 started

15:32:07:012 image1 terminated

15:32:07:021 image2 started

15:35:07:128 image2 terminated

15:35:07:130 image3 started

15:38:08:000 image3 terminated
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intro

logos

artist descr

details

image1 image2 image3 info

concl

t (sec)

Figure 3.1: Timeline of the document Doc introduced in Example 3.1.6.

15:38:08:005 details terminated

15:38:08:013 concl started

15:38:08:024 info started

15:41:08:638 concl terminated

15:41:08:646 info terminated

15:41:08:646 presentation terminated

¦

3.2 Learning the presentation structure from the log

file

The general characterization given in Definition 3.1.7 for any multimedia document defines

possible evolutions of the presentation: based on the given set of available media, and any

solution to the sets of synchronization constraints, the state of the presentation is uniquely

determined, at any time instant, and registered in the log file.

From the analysis of the log, we are able to recognize simultaneous events, and to

evaluate possible distances (with respect to the original constraints) between events. On

the base of this information we can “learn” the structure of the played document, and we

express simultaneous requirements for the resulting simultaneous events. Analogously, we

constraint the distances between those events resulting as different. In order to express the

information obtained by means of the registered evolution, we will define a notion of state

of the presentation, which captures, for every time interval the set of active media in that

interval, and which changes only as a consequence of an event occurrence.
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We introduce an automaton to characterize the behavior of a given document corre-

sponding to a possible solution to temporal constraints, and the states of the automaton

represent the possible states of the presentation at every time instant.

3.2.1 The automaton

The automaton we are defining models the way the state of the presentation reacts to

events, at the time instants in which they occur. In particular, one state transition is

defined for every time instant in which at least one event occurs, and such time instants

are stored in the log file. From every record in the log we obtain the event that occurs. In

particular, with reference to Definition 3.1.6 we extract the following information:

• the record hh:mm:ss:ms m started means that media m starts and then event

start(m) occurs at time instant hh:mm:ss:ms;

• the record hh:mm:ss:ms m terminated means that media m ends and then event

end(m) occurs at time instant hh:mm:ss:ms;

• the record hh:mm:ss:ms m interrupted means that media m is stopped by the user

and then event stop(m) occurs at time instant hh:mm:ss:ms.

Remark 3.2.1 The time instant in which the event occurs, expressed in terms of a global

clock. Since we want to fix the time instants as delays with respect to the beginning of

the presentation, which we choose be at time instant 0, we shift and transform them in a

value defined in thousands of seconds as follows:

inst =(hh∗3600000+mm∗60000+ss∗1000+ms)−( HH∗3600000+MM∗60000+SS∗1000+MS)

where HH:MM:SS:MS is the instant in which the presentation starts being delivered, i.e., is

the time registered in the first record of the log file.

Two or more events are simultaneous if they occur at times denoted by the same value of

the variable inst. Since the sequential nature of a processor implies that distinct temporal

instants are associated to events that are very near and these distances are evaluated in

terms of thousandth of seconds, we assume that the granularity of the temporal analysis

is a parameter of the model and in the remainder of the chapter we assume to choice
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a granularity at the level of seconds, cutting off the numbers corresponding to the finer

granularity levels2.

Example 3.2.1 Given the log file introduced in Example 3.1.6, the first record represents the
beginning of the presentation:

15:11:03:863 presentation started correspond to inst = 0 ms ' 0 s.

The next record 15:11:03:863 intro started corresponds to the event start(intro) at time
instant inst = 0 ms ' 0 s.

The record 15:11:03:891 logos started corresponds to the event start(logos) at time in-
stant inst = 28 ms ' 0 s, i.e., start(intro) and start(logos) are simultaneous.

The record 15:14:05:129 intro terminated corresponds to the event end(intro) at time
instant inst = 181266 ms ' 181 s, i.e., intro ends 181 seconds after the beginning of the
presentation.

A similar approach is applied to all records in the log file.
¦

The evolutions along time registered in the log file of a multimedia document D can be

described by a finite state automaton, defined as follows:

Definition 3.2.1 (Automaton) Let D = 〈MI, E, T C〉 be any multimedia document.

Its associated finite state automaton is the 5–tuple AUT (D) = 〈S, s0, sf , T R, next〉,
where

• S is the set of possible states of the presentation. Each state is a 4-tuple s = 〈AM,

Bg, End, Stop〉 where:

– AM is the set of media that are active (i.e., playing or being displayed);

– Bg is the set of pairs 〈m, inst〉 where m is a media item and inst is the time

instant in which m begins, according to the log file;

– End is the set of pairs 〈m, inst〉 such that inst is the time instant in which media

object m naturally ends, according to the log file;

– Stop is the set of pairs 〈m, inst〉 such that inst is the time instant in which the

user stops media object m, according to the log file;

2We are currently implementing the process of learning the automata from a log file. The parametric
level nature of the temporal granularity is one of the specific of the implementation.
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• s0 is the initial state, s0 = 〈AM0, Bg0, End0, Stop0〉, where AM0 = ∅, and Bg0 =

End0 = Stop0 = {〈m,null〉 ∀ m ∈MI};

• sf is the state which corresponds to the end of the presentation playback, sf = 〈AMf ,

Bgf , Endf , Stopf〉, where AMf = ∅, Bgf = {〈m, inst〉, inst 6= null ∀ m ∈ MI},
Endf = {〈m, inst〉, inst 6= null ∀ m ∈ M ⊆ MI}3, and Stopf = {〈m, inst〉, inst 6=
null ∀ m ∈MI \M}, i.e., all media are started and terminated;

• T R is the the set of symbols that label possible transitions. A transition is a pair 〈ev,
inst〉 where

– ev ∈ E is an event described in Definition 3.1.6 and obtained as previously

described;

– inst is the time instant in which the event occurs, respect to the time instant in

which the presentation start.

In case of two or more simultaneous events, the instances with the same inst are de-

noted by a unique complex transition in the form 〈{e0(m0),. . ., en(mn)},inst〉, where

{e0(m0),. . ., en(mn)} is the set of events that occur at the same time instant inst.

In practise, a complex transition is a more compact form for the list of contemporary

events 〈e0(m0), inst〉,. . ., 〈en(mn), inst〉;

• next is the transition function (next : S × T R → S); given a state s = 〈AM, Bg,

End, Stop〉, a set of events ev, and a time instant inst, next(s, 〈{ev}, inst〉) = s′ =

〈AM′, Bg′, End′, Stop′〉 where

– AM′ = AM \ ({m ∈ MI | stop(m) ∈ {ev}} ∪ {m ∈ MI | end(m) ∈
{ev}}) ∪ {m ∈MI | start(m) ∈ {ev}};

– Bg′ = {〈m, inst〉 | m ∈MI ∧ start(m) ∈ {ev}};
– End′ = {〈m, inst〉 | m ∈ AM∧ end(m) ∈ {ev}};
– Stop′ = {〈m, inst〉 | m ∈ AM∧ stop(m) ∈ {ev}}.

Intuitively, the new state s′ keeps track of the items which have terminated or have

been stopped at time instant inst (and have to be deleted from the set of active media,

accordingly), and the items which are starting at the same time instant (and thus,

3The set M contains the media naturally ended.
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have to be inserted in the set of active media). The sets Bg, End, and Stop record

the occurred events.

The states of the automaton are implicitly associated with a temporal dimension: each

state is entered at a specific time instant associated with the events that cause the transition

from the previous state to it. It is exited when the next set of events (if more than

one, simultaneously) occurs. The automaton describes the evolution of the system as

consequence of a particular event.

Obviously, the initial state of the automaton models the situation in which no media

is active. At the end of the run of the document the set of active media is empty and the

sets Bg, End, and Stop contain the solution for the given temporal constraints T C. These

sets, in some sense, register the history of the presentation:

• 〈m, inst〉 ∈ Bg means that m started at time instant inst (event start(m));

• 〈m, inst〉 ∈ End means that m ended at time instant inst for natural termination

(event end(m));

• 〈m, inst〉 ∈ Stop means that m ended at time instant inst for termination forced by

the user (event stop(m)).

The possible sequences of transitions form the language recognized by the automaton;

one of these sequences is a word of such language:

Definition 3.2.2 (Word) A word of the language recognized by the automaton is a se-

quence of transitions in the form 〈e0(m0), inst0〉 . . . 〈en(mn), instn〉.

Example 3.2.2 Figure 3.2 depicts the evolution of document introduced in Example 3.1.6. Ini-
tially no media is active:

s0 = 〈AM0 = ∅
Bg0 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
End0 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop0 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉
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The first change occurs at time instant 0, when media intro and logos start: the occurrence
of events start(intro) and start(logos) causes the transition to state s0 to s1. In s1 media intro

and logos are active:

s1 = 〈AM1 = {intro, logos}
Bg1 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
End1 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop1 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉

The next events, end(intro), end(logos), and start(artist), produce state s2: intro and logos

end (and they are removed from the set of active media), while media artist starts:

s2 = 〈AM2 = {artist}
Bg2 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
End2 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop2 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉

The termination of artist and the beginning of the media descr are registered by means of
the simultaneous occurrence of events end(artist) and start(descr):

s3 = 〈AM3 = {descr}
Bg3 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
End3 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop3 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉
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The transition from s3 to s4 takes place when events end(descr), start(details), and start(image1)
occur:

s4 = 〈AM4 = {details, image1}
Bg4 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
End4 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop4 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉

The next events, end(image1) and start(image2), cause state s5: image1 ends, while image2
starts:

s5 = 〈AM5 = {details, image2}
Bg5 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,

〈image2, 1263〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
End5 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, 1263〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop5 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉

The termination of image2 and the beginning of the media image3 is registered by the
occurrence of events end(image2) and start(image3):

s6 = 〈AM6 = {details, image3}
Bg6 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,

〈image2, 1263〉, 〈image3, 1443〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
End6 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, 1263〉,

〈image2, 1443〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop6 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉
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When the two active media terminate (events end(details) and end(image3)) and the events
start(concl) and start(info) occur, media concl and info start:

s7 = 〈AM7 = {concl, info}
Bg7 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,

〈image2, 1263〉, 〈image3, 1443〉, 〈concl, 1624〉, 〈info, 1624〉}
End7 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, 1624〉, 〈image1, 1263〉,

〈image2, 1443〉, 〈image3, 1624〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop7 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉

Finally, as a consequence of the last events (end(concl) and end(info)), the presentation ends:

sf = s8 = 〈AM8 = ∅
Bg8 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,

〈image2, 1263〉, 〈image3, 1443〉, 〈concl, 1624〉, 〈info, 1624〉}
End8 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, 1624〉, 〈image1, 1263〉,

〈image2, 1443〉, 〈image3, 1624〉, 〈concl, 1804〉, 〈info, 1804〉}
Stop8 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉

¦

3.2.2 The uses of the automaton

The automaton defined so far represents one of the possible behaviors of a multimedia

document: according to a log file, the evolution of the document is represented by means

of the sequence of states of the automaton and each state models the situation in a specific

time interval.

Since it is very difficult compare documents, especially if they are defined with different

models, we can see the defined automaton as an intermediate language in which the be-

haviors of different documents (even modelled with different formalisms) are “translated”.

In the following chapter, we show how such automaton can be used in order to compare

document behavior. In particular we will define the following notions:
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Figure 3.2: The automaton representing the evolution of the document Doc. The infor-

mation in every state only concerns the active media. The whole information is listed in

Example 3.2.2.
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(i) behavioral equivalence: models the situation in which different documents have the

same temporal behavior, i.e., they have the same media items active at the same

time and for the same duration;

(ii) inclusion: models the situation in which a document is included in a second one;

(iii) behavioral intersection: models the situation in which two documents share a common

section.

These notions are based on the comparison between states and words of the automata

representing the evolution of the documents.

Moreover, based on the definition of inclusion we will define a fragment as a “part” of

a document: different fragments can be analyzed more in detail, not only for the temporal

behavior, but also for its informative content. Taking into account the semantic content

in every media, we will define the notion of sematic equivalence between fragments, that

can be extended to the entire document.

The results of the comparison can be used in different applications. In particular we

will study the problem of context adaptation and the consequent resource allocation.

3.3 Alternative models to specify multimedia docu-

ment behavior

The defined automaton is built according to the information stored in a log file concerning

a particular run of a multimedia document, abstracting from the specific reference model:

we learn the document structure from its evolution along time and the sequence of states

captures this behavior.

If we change goal, i.e., we want model a multimedia document, we can use one of the

several approaches proposed in literature (example of them are sketched in Chapter 2).

In addition, any model that supports concurrent events and temporal specification can be

used in order to specify document dynamics.

In the following we present three models that extend well-known formalisms in order

to model multimedia documents:

• the OCPN model [Little and Ghafoor, 1990] extends traditional Petri Nets,

• hypercharts [Paulo et al., 1999] extend the statechart formalism, and
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• timed automata [Alur and Dill, 1994] extend traditional automata with the notion

of time.

The models introduced in this section are more expressive respect to our formalism,

since they allow the specification of temporal durations of media items and temporal con-

straints among them, in order to synchronize and compose multimedia documents. Our

formalism has the advantage to be very simple, and it is adequate for our goals.

3.3.1 Petri nets

In [Little and Ghafoor, 1990] the authors define a presentation as the activities of delivering

the various media to the user and they provide a formal specification for the synchroniza-

tion, the retrieval, and the presentation of multimedia objects.

Multimedia presentations require simultaneous, sequential, and independent display of

heterogeneous media to the user, taking into account the temporal relationships between

them and their storage and retrieval. The authors choose to model a coherent presentation

by means of Petri nets, which are able to specify real-time process interaction based on

timing relationships. Moreover this model allows to represent concurrent and asynchronous

events.

A marked Petri net is a directed graph NM = {T , P , A, M} where T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}
is the set of transitions (graphically represented by means of bars), P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} is

the set of places (represented by circles), A : {T ×P}∪{P ×T} → I, (I = {0, 1, 2, . . .}) is

the set of arcs, and M : P → I is a marking which assign tokens (represented with dots)

to each place in the net. In other words a Petri Net is a bipartite graph consisting of place

nodes, which represent conditions, and transition nodes, which represent events; moreover

tokens are assigned to places, in order to define the execution of the Petri net. For this

kind of net, the time in which transitions fire is unspecified and indeterminate: firing of a

transition is assumed to be an instantaneous event. Timed Petri nets introduce the notion

of time, attaching an execution time variable to each node and assigning a firing duration

to each transition.

In [Little and Ghafoor, 1990] the Object Composition Petri net (OCPN) are presented:

this model augments the conventional Petri Nets with values of time (duration) and re-

source utilization on the places in the net, in order to model the synchronization require-

ments for multimedia objects. An OCPN is defined as COCPN = {T , P , A, D, R, M}
where D : P → R is the mapping between places and real numbers (duration), and
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Figure 3.3: The Petri Net that models the document Doc introduced in Example 3.2.2.

R = P → {r1, r2. . . . , rk} is the mapping between places and a set of resources. The basic

idea is to represent the playout of the multimedia objects as places and their temporal

relationships as transitions. The transitions indicate points of synchronization and places

processing.

Three firing rules govern the semantic of the model: (i) a transition fires immediately

when each of input place contains an unlocked token; (ii) upon firing a transition removes

a token from its input places and adds it to its output places; (iii) after receiving a token

a place is active for the interval specified by the associated duration: in this interval the

token is locked and it becomes unlocked when place becomes inactive or duration expires.

Figure 3.3 depicts the OCPN representing the presentation of the document Doc in-

troduced in Example 3.2.2. Every place corresponds to the delivery of a media with the

associated duration.

The proposed model can be used also to construct a logical database structure used

to synchronize and compose multimedia items and an objects retrieval and presentation

algorithm is defined.

Although this model is able to define multimedia objects composition with respect to

synchronization, specifying all of the basic interval relationships presented in [Allen, 1983],

some issues are not addressed: spatial considerations are not taken into account, and user

input is not described by the OCPN model.

The lack of a facility for describing the user inputs to modify the presentation sequence

is a gap of OCPN model: in order to fill it, in [Prabhakaran and Raghavan, 1994] Dynamic

Timed Petri Nets model is suggested: it can be adopted by the OCPN for specifying the

user participation in a multimedia presentation. The authors propose a model that allows

to define “interrupt” to pre-empt the net execution sequence and modify the time durations

associated with the process. Their model is based on timed Petri nets with the following
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characteristics: nonnegative execution times are assigned to places, firing transition is an

instantaneous event, tokens are locked during the execution duration and unlocked after

that, and the pre-emption of the execution in an active place is allowed when the token is

in the locked state. In addition, they introduce different types of modification of execution

after pre-emption:

(i) termination of execution: the execution is prematurely ended;

(ii) deferring of execution: the remaining time duration associated with the pre-empted

place is changed taking into account the elapsed time before pre-emption; and

(iii) modification of execution time: the time duration associated with the pre-empted

place is modified according to the type of user input; this modification can be tem-

porary, if the remaining time duration associated with the place is modified, or

permanent, if the execution time duration is modified.

The OCPN model can be modified adopting dynamic timed Petri nets. An Augmented

OCPN is a 8-tuple {T , P , A, D, R, M , C, E} where C represents a set of escape arcs, from

a place to a transition, and E : P → Real represents the remaining duration associated

with each place. The new firing rules take into account the pre-emption:

1. a transition is immediately fired when each input place contains an unlocked token;

2. after the firing transition, a token is removed from the input places and added to the

output places;

3. when a place riceve a token, it is active and its token is unlocked until the duration

is spent, then it becomes unlocked;

4. a transition with escape arcs may pre-empt the execution if its normal input places

are active and contain a locked token, and at least one of its escape places contains

a token; after pre-emption the locked token is removed from active input places and

added to each of the output places;

5. the duration of a pre-empted place is modified according to the nature of the inter-

rupt:

a. the duration is modified taking into account the time spent till the pre-emption;

b. the remaining duration is reduced to zero;
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c. the remaining duration of execution is set to a new value, which depends on the

type of user input;

d. in case of permanent modification, also the time duration of the place is modi-

fied.

This model allows to specify the user participation in a multimedia presentation.

These models can be used in case of time and durations values precisely known and fixed.

However temporal uncertainties are very common in multimedia document synchronization:

in [Zhou and Murata, 2001] a new temporal Petri net model is proposed in order to

handle uncertainty or fuzzy temporal requirements. The Extended Fuzzy Timing Petri

Net (EFTN) deals with common problems in distributed multimedia systems, e.g., the

author of the document usually does not know the duration of objects, or the duration of

a single unit of an objects can vary according to variability induced by the distributed and

asynchronous system. This model is a Petri net (P , T , A, M) augmented with: (i) the

set D of all fuzzy delays dtp(τ) associated with arcs (t, p) from transition t to place p; (ii)

a set FT of all fuzzy timestamps π(τ) associated with each token and each place, which

give the numerical estimate of the possibility that a token arrives at time τ in a particular

place; and (iii) a function CT : T → Q+ × Q+ × (Q+ ∪∞), which represents a mapping

between the set of transition and the firing intervals with possibility p, i.e., each transition

is associated with a firing interval p[α, β]: if a transition is enabled at time instant τ , it

may not fire before time instant τ + α, and must fire after time instant τ + β; p ∈ [0, 1]

represents the priority among transitions in conflict.

The EFTN model are used to verify if QoS requirements are satisfied in fuzzy scenar-

ios of distributed multimedia synchronization, starting from a temporal relation among

objects.

3.3.2 Hypercharts

The statecharts formalism [Harel, 1987] defines a rigorous approach to specification of

reactive systems, whose behavior is event-driven, i.e., they continuously react to external

and internal stimuli: this behavior is represented by means of a set of sequences of input

and output events, conditions, and actions, with additional information about temporal

constraints.

Statecharts constitute a visual formalism for describing states and transitions , enabling

clustering, concurrency, and encouraging “zoom” capabilities for moving easily back and
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Figure 3.4: Example of statechart with XOR decomposition.

forth among levels of abstraction. The conventional state diagrams are extended with

AND/OR decomposition of states with inter-level transitions, and a broadcast mechanism

for communication between concurrent components: these extension are allowed by the

definition of the notions of “deep” description and orthogonality, i.e.,

statecharts = state-diagram + depth + orthogonality + broadcast communication.

In the visual representation, rounded rectangles depict states at any level, and encap-

sulation expresses the hierarchy relation; arrows among states are labelled with events or,

optionally, with conditions. States with the same incoming and outcoming arrows can be

clustered : in Figure 3.4 the semantic of D is the exclusive-or (XOR) of A and C, i.e., to be

in state D one must be either in A or in C, and not in both, and then D in an abstraction

of A and C.

A different decomposition of states is depicted in Figure 3.5: the AND decomposition

captures the properties that, being in a state, the system must be in all of its components

and Y is the orthogonal product of A and D.

The broadcast communication mechanism specifies that one part generates an event,

and all other parts sense it, acting in response if so specified.

A statechart is given by a state tree together with a set of transition, each of which is an

ordered pair of configurations (a source and a target) labelled with some legal combinations.

More details can be found in [Harel, 1987].

A further step is done in [Paulo et al., 1999]: their hypercharts extend statecharts to

support hypermedia specification.

The construct introduced by hypercharts are the following:
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Figure 3.5: Example of statechart with AND decomposition.

(i) timed history: this mechanism lets the execution of steps resumes at the point where

it was previously stopped. A timed history, associated to a transition t with a target

state S implies that, if S has been active in the past, the firing of t will recover the

value of the timed-history register of S, in addition to recovering the last configuration

of S.

(ii) Timed transitions: they are temporal notations that allow the specification of transi-

tions whose firing is determined by the progress of time along the active time period

of its source state: temporal transitions specify the temporal behavior of presentation

activities associated with states and allow the specification of multimedia presenta-

tion requirements such as delay and jitter. Timed transitions are associated with

timed events, which have the form [α, η, β], where α and β represent a maximum

and a minimum temporal boundary of the duration of the presentation, and η is the

ideal presentation duration. Considering the parallel block containing media details

and the sequence of images of the document Doc in Example 3.1.6, their temporal

behavior can be described as shown in Figure 3.6.

(iii) Synchronization mechanism: it is provided by M : N synchronized transitions, i.e.,

transitions with M source states (whose respective outgoing arcs are labelled with

[αi, ηi, βi], 1 ≤ i ≤ M) which have relative firing moment θ evaluated according to

the adopted synchronization policy. For example, given the master type of policy,

αj ≤ θ ≤ βj, where sj identifies a master source state4. Given Figure 3.6 and

4The synchronization policies supported in hypercharts include five basic types (strong-or, weak-and,
master, or, and end) and four composite types derived from combination of the previous ones (or-master,
strong-master, weak-master, and and-master). More details can be found in [Paulo et al., 1999].
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image1
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t2:[179.75,180,180.25]
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Figure 3.6: Hyperchart that models one section of the document Doc introduced in Ex-

ample 3.2.2. The notation within : Ai represents the activity Ai associated with the state

(in this case the display of a media item): Ai remains active when the system is in S and

stops when S is exited.

considering media details as master, we can synchronize the parallel block as depicted

in Figure 3.7.

3.3.3 Timed automata

In [Alur and Dill, 1994] the authors propose an extension of finite state automata in order

to introduce real-time considerations in the design of systems that interact with physical

processes: the defined timed automata support automated reasoning about such systems

and capture their several interesting aspects, both qualitative (e.g., liveness, fairness, non-

determinism) and quantitative (e.g., periodicity, timing delays).

Timed automata are based on ω-regular languages : an ω-language over a finite alphabet

Σ is a subset of the set of infinite words over Σ, Σω, and ω-automata represent them. A

transition table is a tuple 〈Σ, S, S0, E〉, where Σ is an input alphabet, S is the set of

automaton states , S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states, and E ⊆ S × S × Σ is the set of
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Figure 3.7: Synchronization mechanism of hypercharts applied to document Doc.

edges. Starting from an initial state, there is the transition from state s to state s′ reading

the input symbol a if 〈s, s′, a〉 ∈ E. Given a word σ = σ1σ2 . . . over Σ, the run r is the

sequence r : s0
σ1→ s1

σ2→ s2
σ3→ . . . in which s0 ∈ S0, and 〈si−1, si, σi〉 ∈ E, for all i ≥ 1.

A Büchi automaton is a transition table with an additional set F ⊆ S of accepting states:

a run r is accepting if and only if some state from the set F repeats infinitely often along

r. A Muller automaton ia a transition table with an acceptance family F ⊆ ∈S : a run r is

accepting if and only if some set in F repeats infinitely often along r.

The ω-automata are extended in order to accept timed words (σ, τ) where σ = σ1σ2 . . .

is an infinite words over Σ, and τ is a time sequence τ = τ1τ2 . . ., i.e., an infinite sequence

of time values τi ∈ R such that τi > 0, τi < τi−1 for all i ≥ 1 (monotonicity), and for every

t ∈ R there is some i ≥ 1 such that τi > t (progress).

A timed word as input to an automaton means that symbol σi occurs at time instant

τi. Considering a timed transition table, the choice of the next state depends on the input

symbol and also to the time instant in which such symbol occurs. In order to take into

account this value, the transition table is enhanced with a set of real-valued clocks : they

can be set to zero with any transition, and, at any instant, the value of a clock represents

the elapsed time from the last time it was reset. If a transition is associated with one

or more a clock constraints, the transition takes place if the current values of the clocks

satisfy the constraints.

Formally, a timed transition table is a tuple 〈Σ, S, S0, C, E〉 where:

(i) Σ is a finite alphabet,
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(ii) S is a finite set of states,

(iii) S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states,

(iv) C is a finite set of clock, and

(v) E ⊆ S×S×Σ×2C×Φ(C) is the set of transitions, where 2C is the set of clocks which

are reset with the transition, and Φ(C) is the set of clock constraints associated with

the transition. An edge 〈s, s′, a, λ, δ〉 represents the transition from s to s′ when

input symbol a occurs; the clocks in λ are reset and δ are the constraints over C.

A run of a timed transition table is a sequence

r : 〈s0, ν0〉 σ1,τ1→ 〈s1, ν1〉 σ2,τ2→ 〈s2, ν2〉 σ3,τ3→ . . .

A timed Büchi automaton is a tuple 〈Σ, S, S0, C, E, F 〉 where 〈Σ, S, S0, C, E〉 is

a timed transition table, and F ⊆ S is the set od accepting state. For a timed Büchi

automaton A, the language L(A) of accepted timed words is the set {(σ, τ) | A has an

accepting run over (σ, τ)}. A timed Muller automaton is a tuple 〈Σ, S, S0, C, E, F〉 where

〈Σ, S, S0, C, E〉 is a timed transition table, and F ⊆ ∈S is the set an acceptance family.

For a timed Muller automaton A, the language L(A) of accepted timed words is the set

{(σ, τ) | A has an accepting run over (σ, τ)}.
The main use of timed automata is the verification of correctness of finite-state real-

time systems: a timed process is a pair (A,L), where A is the finite set of events, and L is

the set of timed traces over A. A timed trace is a pair (σ, τ), where σ is the sequence of

events and τ is a time sequence: each τi is the time in which events in σi occur. The authors

model finite state systems using timed Büchi automata: the transition table corresponds

to the state-transition graph of the system, and the clocks are used to express the timing

delays of the different components of the system.

The set of real-valued clocks can be reset with a transition and constraints over the

clocks control the firing transition, i.e., a transition takes place if the associated clocks

constraints are satisfied. In this case, the clocks control if an event occurs in the right time

instant. In our approach the timers we define, when necessary, analogous to the clocks,

can generate events for their expiration.
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Chapter 4

Comparison of multimedia

documents

The comparison among multimedia documents could be necessary for finding out doc-

uments or parts of them during the process of authoring, in order to identify pieces of

presentations which can be used or reused in a new document. Moreover, in a multimedia

database, a document example can be specified to express queries and the answers are

obtained by means of the comparison between the sample and the information stored in a

database.

The variety of reference models available for multimedia documents provides great

expressiveness, but also some problems in the management of such documents, since it

is very difficult to compare multimedia documents, especially when they are described

by means of different formalisms. Sometimes, the same problem could arise even if the

documents use the same reference model: as an example, we consider SMIL documents

[of W3C, 2001], in which different sequences of tags (and then, different scripts) can describe

the same temporal behavior.

Consider for instance, the following SMIL document:

〈 par id="par1" dur="60s" 〉
〈 video id="A" end="20s"/ 〉 (1)
〈 audio id="B" begin="A.end" dur="30s"/ 〉
〈 img id="C" begin="B.begin+5"/ 〉

〈 /par 〉

Intuitively, its temporal behavior is depicted in Figure 4.1: the video starts with the

55
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Figure 4.1: Timeline of the SMIL documents.

script, the audio starts when the video ends (as specified by the value of the begin at-

tribute) and the image starts five seconds after the audio. After the end of media B, C is

rendered until the termination of the whole script.

The same behavior is also obtained in a different way, since the use of attributes begin,

end and dur can deeply modify the behavior of the corresponding media items, as described

by the following SMIL script:

〈 seq id="seq2" 〉
〈 video id="A" dur="20s"/ 〉
〈 par id="par2" 〉
〈 audio id="B" end="30s"/ 〉 (2)
〈 img id="C" begin="5s" dur="35s"/ 〉

〈 /par 〉
〈 /seq 〉

In fact, at the end of the media A, the audio starts, followed by C after five seconds.

The image ends thirty-five seconds after its start instant, i.e., sixty seconds after the whole

document begins. These two documents are, therefore, behaviorally equivalent.

The notion of behavioral equivalence is particularly important when we do not deal with

single presentations but with databases of multimedia documents. In this case, we need

a formalism to compare them in order to avoid redundancy (i.e., the same presentation

expressed through different reference models) and to express queries. This can be used to

formulate an example presentation to query (by example) the heterogenous database on

the base of the multimedia content, but also of the overall behavior of the document (e.g.,

a sequence of images regarding the Pacific Ocean).

Since the behavioral equivalence finds out only exact matches in the evolution of the

multimedia documents, two additional notions are also discussed in this chapter: the no-

tion of inclusion, i.e., when a document is a section of a second one, and the behavioral
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intersection, i.e., when two documents share a common section, both in term of media

items and temporal relations.

In the following we provide the definition of inclusion, behavioral intersection and be-

havioral equivalence between documents’ run, based on the comparison of the automata

representing them.

A critical aspect when comparing the evolution of multimedia documents concerns

user interaction, since different models allow different types of interactions (e.g., only to

pause/resume the presentation playback or also to fast forward/rewind it, etc.) which can

also be influenced by the interface which can allow to interact only with whole document

rather than with each single media item.

Moreover, in some particular contexts, we are not interested in the response to the user,

but in the natural evolution of the document. This is the case of database of multimedia

presentations: if we query for a particular sequence of media items, we can neglect the

documents’ evolution in case of user interaction. For these reasons, in this chapter we

consider only the natural evolution of a multimedia document. In this case our events

“register” the beginning of a presentation (event start) and the natural termination of

media items (event end), i.e., we do not consider the set E (Definition 3.1.6), but a subset

of it: E∗ = {start(m), end(m)} with E∗ ⊂ E .

Remark 4.0.1 We consider a reduced definition of state of the automaton, respect to

Definition 3.2.1: in this case, each state is a 3-tuple s = 〈AM, Bg, End〉, i.e., we do not

take into account the set Stop, that registers the termination induced by the user.

Given a document D, we construct the automaton AUT (D) = 〈S, s0, Final, T R, next〉
representing one of its possible executions, according to the log file. A word (Definition

3.2.2) is a sequence of transitions to the initial state to the final state.

Remark 4.0.2 Since the log file is finite, also the number of states of the automaton is

finite.

The issues presented in this chapter are also discussed in [Bertolotti and Gaggi, 2004]

and [Bertolotti and Gaggi, 2006].
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4.1 Structural properties of multimedia documents

behavior

The automaton defined in Section 3.2.1 completely describes the evolution of a multimedia

document independently from the reference model used to define the synchronization rela-

tionships it contains. Therefore, it can be used to infer some properties of a presentation or

to compare the evolution of different documents, even if they are modelled using different

models.

In the following, in order to compare multimedia presentations, we define the notion of

inclusion, intersection and equivalence, based on the comparison of automata.

4.1.1 Inclusion

From the user point of view, the only relevant modifications in the state of a presentation

are obtained from the set of media items which are active during the playback. Therefore,

we must check the set of active media AM of each state, to find out possible common paths

in the automata. For example, the automata describing the evolution of two multimedia

documents can be compared to decide if one of them has the same behavior of a section of

the other one: in this case, the first document is a component of the other one, therefore

it is included in the bigger document.

More formally:

Definition 4.1.1 (Inclusion) Let D and D′ be two multimedia documents, D =

〈MI, E , T C〉, D′ = 〈MI ′, E ′, T C ′〉, and MI ′ ⊆ MI. D′ is included in D, denoted by

D′ ⊆ D, if and only if:

• for each word w′ = 〈e′0(m′
0), inst′0〉 . . . 〈e′p(m′

p), inst′p〉, accepted by AUT (D′), there

exists a word w = 〈e0(m0), inst0〉 . . . 〈eq(mq), instq〉 accepted by AUT (D) where

∃j, ε, hop 0 ≤ j ≤ q, ε ≥ 0, hop ≥ 0 such that ∀i, k 0 < i < p, j ≤ k < j+p−1+hop,

and if inst′i = instk + ε then m′
i = mk;

• for each pair of words w, w′ satisfying the above condition, if sq = s0 . . . sk . . . sq+1 and

sq′ = s′0 . . . s′i . . . s′p+1 are the sequences of states reached by AUT (D) and AUT (D′),

respectively, and sk = 〈AMk,Bgk, Endk〉 and s′i = 〈AM′
i,Bg′i, End′i〉, then ∀i, k 0 <

i ≤ p, j ≤ k ≤ j + p − 1 + hop and if inst′i = instk + ε then AM ′
i ⊆ AMk and

(AM′
i \ AM′

i−1) ∩ (AMk \ AM′
i−1) = ∅.
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Figure 4.2: The automaton for D (a) and D′ (b) where D′ ⊆ D.

Considering two multimedia documents D and D′, D′ is included in D if, for the

sequence of states and events which describes the natural evolution of D′, a corresponding

sequence of states and events can be found in the automaton of D in which the sets of active

media items AMk contains the corresponding AM′
i and the events are equal1. If media

items contained in the bigger document, i.e., in AMk, but not in AM′
i (AMk \ AM′

i),

start or end at different time instants, these events are not considered; the number of this

type of events is equal to hop.

Example 4.1.1 Consider the automata depicted in Figure 4.2: if media items B and C play in
sequence during the playback of A in D (see Figure 4.2(a)) and D′ contains only the sequence B

and C (see Figure 4.2(b)), then D′ ⊆ D.

¦

4.1.2 Behavioral Intersection

The inclusion property verifies if a document has the same behavior of a section of another

one. A different situation could occur if only a section of the a document has the same

behavior of a section of a different one.

1We do not consider the first and the last event because we are not interested in which is the media
that starts the presentation and in the subsequent evolution of D.
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We can extend Definition 4.1.1 to a more general definition of intersection, which finds

out possible intersections of the behaviors of the documents. Given two documents, D and

D′, the behavior of D′ intersects the behavior of D if a common (sub)path exists in the

two automata.

More formally:

Definition 4.1.2 (Behavioral Intersection) Let D and D′ be two multimedia docu-

ments, D = 〈MI, E , T C〉, D′ = 〈MI ′, E ′, T C ′〉, and MI ∩ MI ′ 6= ∅. D intersects

D′, denoted by D ∩D′, if and only if:

• for each word w′ = 〈e′0(m′
0), inst′0〉 . . . 〈e′p(m′

p), inst′p〉, accepted by AUT (D′), there

exists a word w = 〈e0(m0), inst0〉 . . . 〈eq(mq), instq〉 accepted by AUT (D) where

∃i, j, δ, ε, hop 0 ≤ i ≤ p, 0 ≤ j ≤ q, δ ≥ 0, ε ≥ 0, hop ≥ 0, such that ∀h, k i ≤ h <

i + δ, j ≤ k < j + δ + hop and if inst′h = instk + ε then m′
h = mk;

• for each pair of words w,w′ satisfying the above condition, if sq = s0 . . . sk . . . sk+δ

. . . sq+1 and sq′ = s′0 . . . s′h . . . s′h+δ . . . s′p+1 are the sequences of states reached

by AUT (D) and AUT (D′), respectively, and sk = 〈AMk,Bgk, Endk, 〉 and s′h =

〈AM′
h,Bg′h, End′h〉, then ∀h, k i ≤ h ≤ i + δ, j ≤ k ≤ j + δ + hop and if inst′h =

instk + ε then AM′
h ⊆ AMk and (AM′

i+1 \ AM′
i) ∩ (AMk \ AM′

i) = ∅.

Two sub-paths of length δ, in which we do not consider hop events involving media

items in AMk \ AM′
i, define the same behavior (and so can be considered a common

sub-path of the automata) if, for the set of the active media items, respectively, for each

pair of states (sk, s
′
h) in the sequences, AMk and AM′

h, AM′
h ⊆ AMk holds and the

events are equals2. In this case the sequences of events and states do not need to cover the

entire evolution of the documents.

Example 4.1.2 Given the automata shown in Figure 4.3, if D contains the sequence of media
items A,B, C during the playback of E (see Figure 4.3(a)) and D′ contains the sequence of media
B,C, F during the playback of G as illustrated in Figure 4.3(b), D ∩ D′ since they share the
common (sub)path which describes the sequence of media items B and C.

¦

We define intersection using a common path and not a sequence of states because both

the multimedia documents can also contain other media items (in the previous example

2As in Definition 4.1.1, we do not consider the first and the last event for the same reason.
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Figure 4.3: The automaton for D (a) and D′ (b) where D ∩D′.

E in D and G in D′): in this case, the set of active media in the automata’s states are

different.

4.1.3 Behavioral Equivalence

Given Definition 4.1.1 we can check if a multimedia presentation is included into another

one by considering the automata which describe their behavior. In the same way we can

decide if two documents, possibly described using different models, have the same playback,

i.e., two documents share the same behavior when the states of the respective automata,

after the same event, contain the same set of active media. More formally:

Definition 4.1.3 (Behavioral Equivalence) Let D and D′ be two multimedia docu-

ments, D = 〈MI, E , T C〉, D′ = 〈MI ′, E ′, T C ′〉, and MI = MI ′. D and D′ are be-

haviorally equivalent, denoted by D ∼ D′, if and only if:

• for each word w = 〈e0(m0), inst0〉 . . . 〈ei(mi), insti〉 . . . 〈ep(mp), instp〉, where

∀i insti ≤ insti+i, accepted by AUT (D) there exists a word w′ = 〈e′0(m′
0), inst′0〉

. . . 〈e′i(m′
i), inst′i〉 . . . 〈e′p(m′

p), inst′p〉 where ∀i inst′i ≤ inst′i+i, accepted by AUT (D′)

such that ∀i = 0 . . . p if insti = inst′i then mi = m′
i;

• for each pair of words w, w′ accepted by the automata, if sq = s0 . . . si . . . sp+1

and sq′ = s′0 . . . s′i . . . s
′
p+1 are the sequences of states reached by AUT (D) and

AUT (D′), respectively, and si = 〈AMi,Bgi, Endi〉 and s′i = 〈AM′
i,Bg′i, End′i〉, then

∀i = 0 . . . p + 1 AMi = AM′
i.
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Intuitively, the documents have the same behavior if the automata accept the same

word and the resulting states contain the same set of active media.

The relationship of behavioral equivalence (∼) is an equivalence relation. Indeed, it

directly follows from the definition that it is reflexive (every document is behaviorally

equivalent to itself: D ∼ D), symmetric (if D is behaviorally equivalent to D′, then D′

is behaviorally equivalent to D: D ∼ D′ ⇒ D′ ∼ D), and transitive (if D is behaviorally

equivalent to D′ and D′ is behaviorally equivalent to D′′, then D is behaviorally equivalent

to D′′: D ∼ D′ and D′ ∼ D′′ ⇒ D ∼ D′′).

Example 4.1.3 Let us consider the evolution of a document Doc′ obtained, as explained in
Section 3.2.1, from a given log file.

Figure 4.4 depicts a part of the automaton representing such evolution:

s′0 = 〈AM′
0 = ∅

Bg′0 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

End′0 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

Stop′0 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

〉

s′1 = 〈AM′
1 = {intro, logos}

Bg′1 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

End′1 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

Stop′1 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

〉

s′2 = 〈AM′
2 = {artist}

Bg′2 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

End′2 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
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〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop′2 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉

s′3 = 〈AM′
3 = {descr}

Bg′3 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

End′3 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

Stop′3 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

〉

s′4 = 〈AM′
4 = {details, image1}

Bg′4 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

End′4 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

Stop′4 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

〉

s′5 = 〈AM′
5 = {details, image2}

Bg′5 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,
〈image2, 1263〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

End′5 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, 1263〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

Stop′5 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

〉

s′6 = 〈AM′
6 = {details, image3}

Bg′6 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,
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〈image2, 1263〉, 〈image3, 1443〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
End′6 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, 1263〉,

〈image2, 1443〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
Stop′6 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,

〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}
〉

s′7 = 〈AM′
7 = {concl, info}

Bg′7 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,
〈image2, 1263〉, 〈image3, 1443〉, 〈concl, 1624〉, 〈info, 1624〉}

End′7 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, 1624〉, 〈image1, 1263〉,
〈image2, 1443〉, 〈image3, 1624〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

Stop′7 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

〉

s′f = s′8 = 〈AM′
8 = ∅

Bg′8 = {〈intro, 0〉, 〈logos, 0〉, 〈artist, 181〉, 〈descr, 483〉, 〈details, 1083〉, 〈image1, 1083〉,
〈image2, 1263〉, 〈image3, 1443〉, 〈concl, 1624〉, 〈info, 1624〉}

End′8 = {〈intro, 181〉, 〈logos, 181〉, 〈artist, 483〉, 〈descr, 1083〉, 〈details, 1624〉, 〈image1, 1263〉,
〈image2, 1443〉, 〈image3, 1624〉, 〈concl, 1804〉, 〈info, 1804〉}

Stop′8 = {〈intro, null〉, 〈logos, null〉, 〈artist, null〉, 〈descr, null〉, 〈details, null〉, 〈image1, null〉,
〈image2, null〉, 〈image3, null〉, 〈concl, null〉, 〈info, null〉}

〉

Figures 3.2 and 4.4 represent the finite state automata AUT (Doc) and AUT (Doc′) where the
word

w = 〈{start(intro), start(logos)},0〉 〈{end(intro), end(logos), start(aritst)},181〉
〈{end(artist), start(descr)},483〉 〈{end(descr), start(details), start(image1)},1083〉
〈{end(image1), start(image2)},1263〉 〈{end(image2), start(image3)},1443〉 〈{end(image3),
end(details), start(concl), start(info)},1624〉 〈{end(concl), end(info)},1804〉

is accepted by AUT (D) with inst1 = 0, inst2 = 181, inst3 = 483, inst4 = 1083, inst5 = 1263,
inst6 = 1443, inst7 = 1624 and inst8 = 1804 and the word
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Figure 4.4: The automaton representing the evolution of document Doc′.

w′ = 〈{start(intro), start(logos)},0〉 〈{end(intro), end(logos), start(aritst)},181〉
〈{end(artist), start(descr)},483〉 〈{end(descr), start(details), start(image1)},1083〉
〈{end(image1), start(image2)},1263〉 〈{end(image2), start(image3)},1443〉 〈{end(image3),
end(details), start(concl),start(info)},1624〉 〈{end(concl), end(info)},1804〉

is accepted by AUT (D′) with inst′1 = 0, inst′2 = 181, inst′3 = 483, inst′4 = 1083, inst′5 = 1263,
inst′6 = 1443, inst′7 = 1624 and inst′8 = 1804.

Therefore we have ∀i = 1...8, insti = inst′i and at every instant the events involve the same
media in MI; moreover, for each word accepted by the AUT (Doc′), the corresponding word in
AUT (Doc) is accepted, and viceversa. Then the first step of Definition 4.1.3 is verified.

Given w and w′ accepted by the automata, we obtain the sequences of states sq = so s1 s2

s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 and sq′ = s′o s′1 s′2 s′3 s′4 s′5 s′6 s′7 s′8 reached by AUT (Doc) and AUT (Doc′)
(detailed in Figure 3.2 and 4.4) such that ∀i = 0...8, AMi = AM′

i: the second step is verified
therefore the two SMIL documents are behaviorally equivalent w.r.t. Definition 4.1.3.

¦
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Remark 4.1.1 The results of the studies done on the automata can be expressed as logical

assertion and stored in a database. Such assertion could have the following form:

• Equ(D,D′) means that D and D′ are behaviorally equivalent;

• Inc(D,D′) means that D′ is included in D, i.e., D′ has the same behavior of a section

of D;

• Int(D,D′) means that the behavior of D′ intersect the behavior of D;

This information can be used for different goals: for example, to establish if a multi-

media database contains different documents with the same behavior, or if a document is

included in another one.

4.2 Canonical form

In Section 4.1 we study the evolution of multimedia documents in the absence of user

interactions. Considering the relation of behavioral equivalence (∼) (Definition 4.1.3), we

can classify multimedia documents evolution according to their behavior along the time. In

particular, let us consider different delivery of the same document: since it is very difficult

to obtain two or more runs with exactly the same time instants, because of network delay

or different elements, we can introduce a tolerance to the definition of equivalence, i.e., two

document are equivalent if they have the same media active at the same temporal intervals,

and the events occur at time instants which differ at most of the specified value of tolerance.

This value can be introduced by the user, in order to obtain a class of equivalent runs.

We can refer to the classes of equivalence induced by the relation ∼3, in order to define

a canonical form, i.e., a document which can be used as a “representative” for all the

documents with the same temporal behavior.

If we call AUT (DC) the set of automata describing the behavior of all possible multi-

media documents DC, we can consider these functions:

3Let DC be the set of all multimedia documents. Every element in the set Q = DC/∼ = {Q1, . . . , Qn}
is a class of equivalence such that ∀i = 1 . . . n we have:

Qi = {D1i, . . . , Dki | Dji ∼ Dri, j = 1 . . . k, r = 1 . . . k}.
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• Automaton : DC → AUT (DC), which returns the automaton describing the behavior

of a multimedia document;

• Representative : AUT (DC) → DC, which extracts the representative of a class of

multimedia documents.

Definition 4.2.1 (Canonical Form) Let D be a multimedia document ∈ DC. The canon-

ical form of D is the document D′ such that:

Representative(Automaton(D)) = D′.

A document D is in the canonical form if and only if D =Representative(Automaton(D)).

If two documents have the same canonical form, they are equivalent since their behaviors

are described by the same automaton.

In the following we propose the algorithm to extract the canonical form, expressed in

SMIL langage: we decide to use SMIL, since it is an accepted standard language.

The algorithm for the extraction of a SMIL script which can be considered the repre-

sentative of an equivalence class, needs some auxiliary functions, that create the different

SMIL tags and attributes, according to the temporal information obtained from the au-

tomaton.

Remark 4.2.1 In the following functions we use the following notation: (i) begin(tag) =

inst specifies the instant in which a SMIL tag starts; and (ii) parent(tag) = tag′ specifies

the parent tag in which another tag is inserted.

Function CreateELEM allows to create a new SMIL tag, defining a single media with

its attributes (e.g., begin, src, etc.)

CreateELEM(media: media; parent: identifier of a SMIL tag; istbegin: time instant)
//media: media to insert in the created smil tag;

//parent: parent of the created tag;

//istbegin: time instant for the beginning of the media.

begin
//creation of the new tag containing media

//write “<media id=media/>” in the script

build a new SMIL tag containing media;
//definition of the beginning instant and the parent for media
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begin(media) = istbegin;
parent(media) = parent;

end.

Function CreatePAR allows to insert a set of media items into a new parallel block.

CreatePAR(ElemSet: set of media; id: index for the created parallel block; parent:
identifier of a SMIL tag; istbegin: time instant): identifier of the created parallel
block

//ElemSet: set of media to insert in the created parallel block;

//id: index for the created parallel block;

//parent: parent of the created parallel block;

//istbegin: time instant for the beginning of the created parallel block and its

// nested elements.

begin
//creation of a new parallel block containing all elem ∈ ElemSet

//write “<par>. . .</par>” in the script

build a new parallel block with all elem ∈ ElemSet;
//insertion of the parallel identifier

//write “<par id=parid>. . .</par>” in the script

add id=parid to the created parallel block;
//definition of the beginning instant and the parent for all elements in the

//set

for all elem ∈ ElemSet do
begin

begin(elem) = istbegin;
parent(elem) = parid;

end
//definition of the beginning instant and the parent for the created parallel

//block

begin(parid) = istbegin;
parent(parid) = parent;
return parid;

end.

Function CreateSEQ allows to insert a media items into a new sequence block.

CreateSEQ(media: media; id: index for the created sequence block; parent: identifier of a
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SMIL tag; istbegin: time instant): identifier of the created sequence block
//media: media to insert in the created sequence block;

//id: index for the created sequence block;

//parent: parent of the created sequence block;

//istbegin: time instant for the beginning of the created sequence block.

begin
//creation of a new sequence block

//write “<seq>. . .</seq>” in the script

build a new sequence block containing media;
//insertion of the sequence identifier

//write “<seq id=seqid>. . .</seq>” in the script

add id=seqid to the created sequence block;
//definition of the parent of media

parent(media) = seqid;
//definition of the beginning instant and the parent for the created

//sequence block

begin(seqid) = istbegin;
parent(seqid) = parent;
return seqid;

end.

A media item can also be inserted into an already existing block using the function

Insert: if media items are inserted into a par block of already active media, an offset must

be defined, otherwise the tag is inserted in the last position of the given sequence block.

Insert(parent: identifier of a SMIL tag; elem: identifier of a SMIL tag; offset: delay)
//parent: tag in which insert elem;

//elem: tag to insert in parent;

//offset: delay for the beginning of elem.

begin
if parent is a parallel block then //insertion in a parallel block

begin
//insertion of the given tag in the given parallel

//write “<par id=parent><media id=elem/>. . .</par>” in the script

add elem to parent;
//definition of the offset for the inserted tag

//write “. . .<media id=elem begin=offset/>. . .” in the script
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add begin = offset to elem;
else //insertion in a sequence block

//insertion of the given tag in the given sequence

//write “<seq id=parent>. . .<media id=elem/></seq>” in the script

add elem to parent in the last position;
end.

A SMIL script, which is in the canonical form, contains a dur or an end attribute for

each media items defined: the algorithm does not distinguish between continuous media,

i.e., media items with a natural evolution, and static media like images and text files which

need a duration, because this information in not deducible from the automaton.

Let us consider the graph representing the automaton of a multimedia presentation and

the path on it, connecting the initial state s0 to the final state sf . Given two states, si

and si+1 = si.next4, they are connected by the edge labelled whit 〈{e1(m1), . . ., en(mn)},
inst〉, where inst represents the time instant in which the events occur.

For each transition, we can define the following sets:

• Started = AMi \AMi−1, containing the media activated by the events which cause

the transition;

• Stopped = AMi−1 \ AMi, containing the media that are stopped by the transition;

• Inv = AMi−1 \ Stopped, containing the media that remain active.

Different combinations of the status of these sets represent the different situations

that have to be dealt with to create a correct SMIL script. We define a function that,

given an automaton representing the evolution of a generic document, builds the SMIL

script representing the canonical form for the desiderate behavior: the algorithm calculates,

for each transition, the sets introduced previously, in order to characterize the different

situations, and afterwards creates the corresponding SMIL tags.

Given the sequence s0 . . . si . . . sf which represents the states in the path of the automa-

ton, where s0 and sf are states in which media items are not active, we have to apply the

following algorithm:

//next returns the next state in the sequence and k is a counter

4This next function returns the following state in an existing path, and it does not construct the next
state .
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si = s0;
k = 0;
repeat

sf = si.next;
//definition of the time instant

if ∃tr = 〈{evk = ek(mk)}, inst〉 then
time = inst; //time is the time instant in which the event occurs

//definition of the media sets

Started = AMf \ AMi; //Started contains the started media

Stopped = AMi \ AMf ; //Stopped contains the stopped media

Inv = AMi \ Stopped; //Inv contains the already active media

if Started 6= ∅ then
if Stopped = ∅ then

if Inv = ∅ then
//Case 1: Started 6= ∅ and Stopped = ∅ and Inv = ∅:
//there exist only started media, i.e., the document begins; a

//a parallel block is created containing media items in Started

//(CreatePAR(Started,k,NULL,time)) or a single tag if |Started| = 1
//(CreatELEM(m, NULL, time))

else
//Case 2: Started 6= ∅ and Stopped = ∅ and Inv 6= ∅:
//some media items are already active, while others are beginning;

//two parallel block are created, CreatePAR(Started,k,NULL,time)

//(if |Started| 6= 1) and CreatePAR(Inv,k,NULL,time) (if it does not

//already exist); par block containing Started, or the single media

//item, is inserted into the par block containing Inv with an

//appropriate offset

else
//Case 3: Started 6= ∅ and Stopped 6= ∅ and (Inv = ∅ or Inv 6= ∅):
//some media items start, while others end; a sequence is created by

//function CreateSEQ(m,k,parent(m),begin(n)) containing first media

//items in Stopped (eventually in a par block) and then media items in

//Started

else //Started = ∅
if Stopped = ∅ then

//Case 4: Started = ∅ and Stopped = ∅ and Inv 6= ∅:
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//this transition does not affect the set of active media items; an

//attribute “repeat” is added to media item which causes the transition

else
//Case 5: Started = ∅ and Stopped 6= ∅ and Inv 6= ∅:
//some media end, while others stay active; definition of the attribute

//“dur” of ended media items

if Inv = ∅ then
//Case 6: Started = ∅ and Stopped 6= ∅ and Inv = ∅:
//there exist only terminating media, i.e., the document ends;

//definition of the attribute “end” or “dur” of ended media items

si = sf ;
until si ∈ Final.

We explain every situation defined in the algorithm in the following:

Case 1: Started 6= ∅ and Stopped = ∅ and Inv = ∅: there exist only started

media, i.e., the document begins; a parallel block is created containing media items

in Started (CreatePAR(Started, k, NULL, time)) or a single tag if |Started| = 1

(CreatELEM(m, NULL, time)).

if |Started| > 1 then //the starting media are more than one

begin
//creation of the parallel containing all the starting media

park = CreatePAR(Started, k, NULL, time);
k = k + 1;

end
else //|Started| = 1, only one media is starting

begin
//creation of the single tag containing the starting media

let startelem be the only element ∈ Started;
CreateELEM(startelem, NULL, time);

end

Case 2: Started 6= ∅ and Stopped = ∅ and Inv 6= ∅: some media items are already ac-

tive, while others are beginning; two parallel block are created, CreatePAR(Started,

k, NULL, time) (if |Started| 6= 1) and CreatePAR(Inv, k, NULL, time) (if it does
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not already exist); par block containing Started, or the single media item, is inserted

into the par block containing Inv with an appropriate offset.

if ∃ pari block with only element ∈ Inv then
//the media already active are contained in a parallel

//block

if |Started| > 1 then //the starting media are more than one

begin
//creation of the parallel containing all starting media

park = CreatePAR(Started, k, pari, time);
//insertion of the created parallel in the existing parallel

//containing the media already active

Insert(pari, park, time− begin(parent(park)));
k = k + 1;

end
else //|Started| = 1, only one media is starting

begin
//creation of the single tag containing the starting media

let startelem be the only medium ∈ Started;
CreateELEM(startelem, pari, time);
//insertion of the created tag in the existing parallel

//containing the media already active

Insert(pari, startelem, time− begin(parent(pari)));
end

else //6 ∃ pari block with only elem ∈ Inv

begin
//creation of the parallel block containing the media already

//active

let elem be the media ∈ Inv with the lowest begin(elem);
park = CreatePAR(Inv, k, parent(elem), begin(elem));
k = k + 1;
if |Started| > 1 then //the starting media are more than one

begin
//creation of the parallel containing all starting media

park = CreatePAR(Started, k, park − 1, time);
//insertion of the created parallel in the parallel containing

//the media already active
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Insert(park − 1, park, time− begin(park − 1));
k = k + 1;

end
else //|Started| = 1, only one media is starting

begin
//creation of the single tag containing the starting media

let startelem be the only media ∈ Started;
CreateELEM(startelem, park − 1, time);
//insertion of the created tag in the parallel containing the

//media already active

Insert(park − 1, startelem, time− begin(park − 1));
end

end

Case 3: Started 6= ∅ and Stopped 6= ∅ and (Inv = ∅ or Inv 6= ∅): some media

items start, while others end; a sequence is created by function CreateSEQ(m, k,

parent(m), begin(n)) containing first media items in Stopped (eventually in a par

block) and then media items in Started.

if |Stopped| = 1 then //only one media is terminating

begin
let ended be the only media ∈ Stopped;
//definition of the duration attribute for the single ending media

//write “. . .<media id=ended dur=. . ./>. . .” in the script

add dur=" time− begin(ended) " to ended;
if 6 ∃ seqi block containing ended then

//the ending media is not contained in a sequence

//block

begin
//creation of the sequence containing the terminating media

seqk = CreateSEQ(ended, k, parent(ended), begin(ended));
//y is the identifier of the created sequence containing ended

y = k;
k = k + 1;

end
else //∃ seqi block containing ended
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//y is the identifier of the existing sequence containing ended

y = i;
if |Started| > 1 then //the starting media are more than one

begin
//creation of the parallel containing all starting media

park = CreatePAR(Started, k, seqy, time);
//insertion of the created parallel in the sequence containing

// the terminating media

Insert(seqy, park, 0);
k = k + 1;

end
else //if |Started| = 1, only one media is starting

begin
//creation of the single tag containing the starting media

let startelem be the only media ∈ Started;
CreateELEM(startelem, seqy, time);
//insertion of the created tag in the sequence containing the

//terminating media

Insert(seqy, startelem, 0);
end

end
else //|Stopped| > 1, some media are terminating

begin
if all elements ∈ Stopped have the same parent z then

//the terminating media have the same parent. . .

if ∃ parj block with only elements ∈ Stopped then
//. . . and this parent is a parallel block

begin
//definition of the duration attribute for the parallel block

//write “. . .<par id=parj dur=. . ./>. . .” in the script

add dur=" time− begin(parj) " to parj;
//the parallel containing the terminating media is the

//terminating tag

ended =parj;
end

else //6 ∃ parj block with only elements ∈ Stopped
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begin
//creation of the parallel block containing all terminating

//media

let ended be the media ∈ Stopped with the lowest begin(ended);
park = CreatePAR(Stopped, k, parent(ended), begin(ended));
//definition of the duration attribute for the created parallel

//block

//write “. . .<par id=park dur=. . ./>. . .” in the script

add dur=" time− begin(park) " to park;
//the created parallel is the terminating tag

ended =park;
k = k + 1;

end
else //the terminating media do not have the same parent

begin
//definition of the duration attribute for all terminating

//media

for all ended ∈ Stopped

//write “. . .<media id=ended dur=. . ./>. . .” in the script

add dur="time− begin(ended) " to ended;
//selection of a random media between the terminating

//media

pick up any elem ∈ Stopped;
//this media is the representative

ended = elem;
end

if 6 ∃ seqi block containing ended then
//ended is not contained in a sequence block

begin
//creation of the sequence containing ended

seqk = CreateSEQ(ended, k, parent(ended), begin(ended));
//x is the identifier of the created sequence

x = k;
k = k + 1;

end
else //ended is contained in a sequence block
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//x is the identifier of the existing sequence

x = i;
if |Started| > 1 then //the starting media are more than one

begin
//creation of the parallel containing all starting media

park = CreatePAR(Started, k, seqx, time);
//insertion of the created parallel in the sequence of ending

//media

Insert(seqx, park, 0);
k = k + 1;

end
else //|Started| = 1, only one media is starting

begin
//creation of the single tag containing the starting media

let startelem be the only media ∈ Started;
CreateELEM(startelem, seqx, time);
//insertion of the created tag in the sequence containing the

//ending media

Insert(seqx, startelem, 0);
end

end

Case 4: Started = ∅ and Stopped = ∅ and Inv 6= ∅: this transition does not affect

the set of active media items; an attribute “repeat” is added to media item which

causes the transition.

//write “. . .<media id=mk . . . repeat=indefinite/>. . .” in the script

add attribute repeat = "indefinite" to mk

Case 5: Started = ∅ and Stopped 6= ∅ and Inv 6= ∅: some media end, while others

stay active; definition of the duration attribute for all ending media.

//definition of the duration attribute for all ending media

for all ended ∈ Stopped

add dur="time− begin(ended)" to ended;
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Case 6: Started = ∅ and Stopped 6= ∅ and Inv = ∅: there exist only terminating

media, i.e., the document ends; the function DefEndAttr defines the attributes

“end” of ended media items.

if |Stopped| > 1 then //the terminating media are more than one

if all elements ∈ Stopped have the same parent z then
//the terminating media have the same parent. . .

if ∃ parj block with only element ∈ Stopped then
//. . . and this parent is a parallel block

//definition of the duration attribute for the parallel block

//write “. . .<par id=parj dur=. . ./>. . .” in the script

add dur=" time− begin(parj) " to parj;
else //6 ∃ parj block with only elements ∈ Stopped

begin
//creation of the parallel block containing all

//terminating media

let ended be the media ∈ Stopped with the lowest begin(ended);
park = CreatePAR(Stopped, k, parent(ended), begin(ended));
//definition of the duration attribute for the created parallel

//block

//write “. . .<par id=park dur=. . ./>. . .” in the script

add dur=" time− begin(park) " to park;
k = k + 1;

end
else //the terminating media do not have the same parent

//definition of the dur attribute for all terminating media

for all ended ∈ Stopped different from m

//write “. . .<media id=ended dur=. . ./>. . .” in the script

add dur=" time− begin(ended) " to ended;
else //|Stopped| = 1, only one media is terminating

begin
let ended be the only media ∈ Stopped;
//definition of the duration attribute for the single ending media

//write “. . .<media id=ended dur=. . ./>. . .” in the script

add dur=" time− begin(ended) " to ended;
end
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Example 4.2.1 In Example 4.1.3 we have showen that the behaviors of Doc and Doc′ are
behaviorally equivalent: they are contained in the same class of equivalence, since they have the
same natural evolution. We can build the canonical form, which can be used as the representative
for their behavior.

Consider the automaton in Figure 3.2; for every edge in AUT (Doc) we apply the algorithm
previously defined.

The first event, 〈{start(intro), start(logos)}, 0〉, represents the beginning of the presentation
(case 1): the two starting media (intro, logos) are nested in a parallel block par0.

When the second event 〈{end(intro), end(logos), start(artist)}, 181〉 occurs, case 3 is verified
since media intro and logos end while artist starts: the existing parallel block par0 and the
starting media are inserted into the created sequence seq1.

The third event, 〈{end(artist), start(descr)}, 483〉, causes an occurrence of case 3: the start-
ing media descr is inserted in the sequence seq1 already containing the ending media artist.

At the occurrence of next event, 〈{end(descr), start(details), start(image1)}, 1083〉, case 3
is verified: a parallel block par2 containing the starting media details and image1 is inserted in
the sequence seq1 containing the ending media descr.

The event 〈{end(image1), start(image2)}, 1263〉 causes the creation of a sequence block seq3
containing image1 (which ends) and image2 (which begins): this sequence is inserted in the
parallel block par2 containing the already active media details.

When the event 〈{end(image2), start(image3)}, 1443〉 occurs, the starting media image3 is
inserted in the sequence seq3 containing the ending media image2.

At the occurrence of event 〈{end(image3), end(details), start(concl), start(info)}, 1624〉,
a new parallel block par4 which contains the beginning media is created and inserted in the
sequence containing one of the ending media (image3).

The last event 〈{end(concl), end(info)}, 1804〉 causes the definition of the termination at-
tributes for the ending media (case 6).

The resulting script CF is the canonical form representing the behavior of Doc and Doc′:

〈 seq id="seq1" 〉
〈 par id="par0" dur="181s" 〉
〈 audio id="intro"/ 〉
〈 img id="logos"/ 〉

〈 /par 〉
〈 video id="artist" dur="302s"/ 〉
〈 video id="descr" dur="600s"/ 〉
〈 par id="par2" 〉
〈 audio id="details" dur="541s"/ 〉
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〈 seq id="seq3" 〉 (CF)
〈 img id="image1" dur="180s"/ 〉
〈 img id="image2" dur="180s"/ 〉
〈 img id="image3" dur="181s"/ 〉
〈 par id="par4" dur="180s" 〉
〈 audio id="concl" dur="180s"/ 〉
〈 text id="info" dur="180s"/ 〉

〈 /par 〉
〈 /seq 〉

〈 /par 〉
〈 /seq 〉

¦

4.2.1 Correctness of the algorithm

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 list the possible basic cases of presentations of documents, and the

corresponding sections of SMIL scripts, that should be constructed: alternative cases can

be lead back to those presented. In the following, we show how the algorithm deals with

these cases in order to obtain the SMIL canonical form. The k value, that represents the

level of nested tags, is initialized to 0 and it is increased of one unit when a nested block

is created.

I. Single media: the algorithm executes two steps, which correspond to the time instants

0 and inst.

(i) time = 0

Started = {m}
Stopped = ∅
Inv = ∅
Case 1 is verified: since |Started| = 1, the media object tag is created by means

of CreateELEM. We obtain begin(m) = time = 0, parent(m) = NULL, and

〈 media id="m"/ 〉
(ii) time = inst

Started = ∅
Stopped = {m}
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I.
m

0 inst

〈 media id="m" dur="inst"/ 〉

II.
m1,...,mn

0 inst

〈 par id="parx" dur="inst" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

III.
m1

0 inst1
m2

inst2

〈 seq id="seqx" 〉
〈 media id="m1" dur="inst1"/ 〉
〈 media id="m2" dur="inst2-inst1"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉

IV.

m1,...,mn
0

inst1

m1’,...,mm’
inst2

〈 seq id="seqx" 〉
〈 par id="pary" dur="inst1" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉
〈 par id="parz" dur="inst2-inst1" 〉
〈 media id="m1’"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mm’"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

〈 /seq 〉
Table 4.1: Cases of automaton faced by the algorithm of canonical form.
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V.

m1,...,mi,...,mn
0

inst1
inst2

m1,...,mi-1,mi+1,
...,mn,m1’ 〈 par id="parx" 〉

〈 media id="m1" dur="inst2"/ 〉
. . .

〈 seq id="seqy" 〉
〈 media id="mi" dur="inst1"/ 〉
〈 media id="m1’" dur="inst2-inst1"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn" dur="inst2"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

VI.

m1,...,mn
0

inst1

inst2 m1,...,mn,
m1’,...,mm’ 〈 par id="parx" 〉

〈 media id="m1" dur="inst2"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn" dur="inst2"/ 〉
〈 par id="pary" begin="inst1" 〉
〈 media id="m1’" dur="inst2-inst1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mm’" dur="inst2-inst1"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

〈 /par 〉
Table 4.2: Cases of automaton faced by the algorithm of canonical form.
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Inv = ∅
Case 6 is verified: since |Stopped| = 1, the duration attribute for the media

object tag is added: dur = time− begin(m) = inst− 0 = inst. We obtain

〈 media id="m" dur="inst"/ 〉
whose evolution corresponds to the given automaton.

II. Parallel block: the algorithm executes two steps, which correspond to the time in-

stants 0 and inst.

(i) time = 0

Started = {m1, . . . , mn}
Stopped = ∅
Inv = ∅
Case 1 is verified: since |Started| > 1, the parallel tag is created by means of

CreatePAR. We obtain begin(mi) = time = 0 and parent(mi) = par0 for all

mi ∈ Started, begin(par0) = time = 0, and parent(par0) = NULL and

〈 par id="par0" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

(ii) time = inst

Started = ∅
Stopped = {m}
Inv = ∅
Case 6 is verified: since |Stopped| > 1 and there exist a parallel block containing

all media in Stopped, the duration attribute for parallel tag is added: dur =

time− begin(par0) = inst− 0 = inst. We obtain

〈 par id="par0" dur="inst" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
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〈 /par 〉

whose evolution corresponds to the given automaton.

III. Sequence block: the algorithm executes three steps, which correspond to the time

instants 0, inst1, and inst2.

(i) time = 0

Started = {m1}
Stopped = ∅
Inv = ∅
Case 1 is verified: since |Started| = 1, the media object tag is created by means

of CreateELEM. We obtain begin(m1) = time = 0, parent(m1) = NULL,

and

〈 media id="m"/ 〉
(ii) time = inst1

Started = {m2}
Stopped = {m1}
Inv = ∅
Case 3 is verified: since |Stopped| = 1, the duration attribute for the media ob-

ject tag is added: dur = time− begin(m1) = inst1− 0 = inst1. In addition, a

sequence block containing m1 is created (CreateSEQ), obtaining parent(m1) =

seq0, begin(seq0) = begin(m1) = 0, and parent(seq0) = NULL; the tag corre-

sponding to m2 is created (CreateElem), obtaining begin(m2) = time = inst1,

parent(m2) =seq0, and added (Insert) in this block in last position. We obtain:

〈 seq id="seq0" 〉
〈 media id="m1" dur="inst1"/ 〉
〈 media id="m2"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉

(iii) time = inst2

Started = ∅
Stopped = {m2}
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Inv = ∅
Case 6 is verified: since |Stopped| = 1, the duration attribute for media tag is

added: dur = time− begin(m2) = inst2− inst1. We obtain

〈 seq id="seq0" 〉
〈 media id="m1" dur="inst1"/ 〉
〈 media id="m2" dur="inst2-inst1/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉

whose evolution corresponds to the given automaton.

IV. Parallel blocks in a sequence block: the algorithm executes three steps, which corre-

spond to the time instants 0, inst1, and inst2.

(i) time = 0

Started = {m1, . . . , mn}
Stopped = ∅
Inv = ∅
Case 1 is verified: since |Started| > 1, the parallel tag is created by means of

CreatePAR. We obtain begin(mi) = time = 0 and parent(mi) = par0 for all

mi ∈ Started, begin(par0) = time = 0, and parent(par0) = NULL and

〈 par id="par0" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

(ii) time = inst1

Started = {m′
1, . . . , m

′
m}

Stopped = {m1, . . . ,mn}
Inv = ∅
Case 3 is verified: since |Stopped| > 1, the duration attribute for the parallel tag

is added: dur = time−begin(par0) = inst1−0 = inst1. In addition, a sequence

block containing par0 is created (CreateSEQ), obtaining parent(par0) = seq1,
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begin(seq1) = begin(par0) = 0, and parent(seq+1) = NULL; the paral-

lel tag corresponding to starting items is created (CreatePAR), obtaining

begin(mi) = time = inst1 and parent(mi) =par2 for all mi ∈ Started, begin(par2)

= time = inst1, and parent(par2) =seq1, and added (Insert) in the sequence

block in last position. We obtain:

〈 seq id="seq1" 〉
〈 par id="par0" dur="inst1" 〉

〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉
〈 par id="par2" 〉

〈 media id="m1’"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mm’"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

〈 /seq 〉

(iii) time = inst2

Started = ∅
Stopped = {m′

1, . . . ,m
′
m}

Inv = ∅
Case 6 is verified: since |Stopped| > 1 and there exists a parallel block containing

all media in Stopped, the duration attribute for parallel tag is added: dur =

time− begin(par2) = inst2− inst1. We obtain

〈 seq id="seq1" 〉
〈 par id="par0" dur="inst1" 〉

〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉
〈 par id="par2" dur="inst2-inst1" 〉

〈 media id="m1’"/ 〉
. . .
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〈 media id="mm’"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

〈 /seq 〉

whose evolution corresponds to the given automaton.

V. Sequence block in a parallel block: the algorithm executes three steps, which corre-

spond to the time instants 0, inst1, and inst2.

(i) time = 0

Started = {m1, . . . , mn}
Stopped = ∅
Inv = ∅
Case 1 is verified: since |Started| > 1, the parallel tag is created by means of

CreatePAR. We obtain begin(mi) = time = 0 and parent(mi) = par0 for all

mi ∈ Started, begin(par0) = time = 0, and parent(par0) = NULL and

〈 par id="par0" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

(ii) time = inst1

Started = {m′
1}

Stopped = {mi} where mi ∈ {m1, . . . , mn}
Inv = {m1, . . . , mi−1,mi+1, . . . , mn}
Case 3 is verified: the duration attribute for media tag is added: dur =

time − begin(mi) = inst1 − 0 = inst1. In addition, a sequence block contain-

ing mi is created (CreateSEQ), obtaining parent(mi) = seq1, begin(seq1) =

begin(mi) = 0, and parent(seq1) = par0; the tag corresponding to m′
1 is created

(CreateElem), obtaining begin(m′
1) = time = inst1, parent(m′

1) = seq1, and

added (Insert) in this block in last position. We obtain:

〈 par id="par0" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
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. . .

〈 seq id="seq1" 〉
〈 media id="mi" dur="inst1"/ 〉
〈 media id="m1’"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

(iii) time = inst2

Started = ∅
Stopped = {m1, . . . ,mi−1,mi+1, . . . , mn, m

′
1}

Inv = ∅
Case 6 is verified: since |Stopped| > 1 and the terminating media do not have

the same parent, the duration attribute for each of them is added: dur =

time − begin(mi) = inst2 − 0 = inst2 for all mi ∈ {m1, . . . , mn}, and dur =

time− begin(m′
1) = inst2− inst1 for m′

1. We obtain

〈 par id="par0" 〉
〈 media id="m1" dur="inst2"/ 〉
. . .

〈 seq id="seq1" 〉
〈 media id="mi" dur="inst1"/ 〉
〈 media id="m1’" dur="inst2-inst1"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn" dur="inst2"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉
whose evolution corresponds to the given automaton.

VI. Parallel block in a parallel block: the algorithm executes three steps, which corre-

spond to the time instants 0, inst1, and inst2.

(i) time = 0

Started = {m1, . . . , mn}
Stopped = ∅
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Inv = ∅
Case 1 is verified: since |Started| > 1, the parallel tag is created by means of

CreatePAR. We obtain begin(mi) = time = 0 and parent(mi) = par0 for all

mi ∈ Started, begin(par0) = time = 0, and parent(par0) = NULL and

〈 par id="par0" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

(ii) time = inst1

Started = {m′
1, . . . , m

′
m}

Stopped = ∅
Inv = {m1, . . . , mn}
Case 2 is verified: since there exists a parallel block containing media in Inv,

and |Started| > 1, the parallel tag corresponding to starting items is created

(CreatePAR), obtaining begin(mi) = time = inst1 and parent(mi) =par1

for all mi ∈ Started, begin(par1) = time = inst1, and parent(par1) = par0,

and added (Insert) in the existing parallel block, defining the suitable begin

attribute: begin = time− begin(parent(par1)) = inst1− 0 = inst1. We obtain:

〈 par id="par0" 〉
〈 media id="m1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn"/ 〉
〈 par id="par1" begin="inst1" 〉

〈 media id="m1’"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mm’"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

〈 /par 〉

(iii) time = inst2

Started = ∅
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Stopped = {m1, . . . ,mn,m
′
1, . . . , m

′
m}

Inv = ∅
Case 6 is verified: since |Stopped| > 1 and the terminating media do not have

the same parent, the duration attribute for each of them is added: dur =

time − begin(mi) = inst2 − 0 = inst2 for all mi ∈ {m1, . . . , mn}, and dur =

time− begin(m′
i) = inst2− inst1 for m′

i ∈ {m′
1, . . . , m

′
m}. We obtain

〈 par id="par0" 〉
〈 media id="m1" dur="inst2"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mn" dur="inst2"/ 〉
〈 par id="par1" begin="inst1" 〉

〈 media id="m1’" dur="inst2-inst1"/ 〉
. . .

〈 media id="mm’" dur="inst2-inst1"/ 〉
〈 /par 〉

〈 /par 〉

whose evolution corresponds to the given automaton.

Cases 4 and 5 in the algorithm deal with particular situations depicted in Figure 4.5:

• a state is followed by a different state with the same active media: in this case, we

are in presence of a repetition and then the attribute repeat is added to one of the

items;

• given a set of active media, only a subset of them terminates: the attribute dur is

added to their corresponding tags.

In both cases, the algorithm does not build a new element, but only adds new attributes

to already existing tags.
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m1,...,mn m1,...,mn... ...

(a)

m1,...,mi,...,mn m1,...,mi... ...

(b)

Figure 4.5: Particular cases of presentations: repetition of media items (a) and termination

of a subset of items (b).

4.3 Different approaches to the notion of equivalence

4.3.1 Equivalence in multimedia adaptation

In [Boll et al., 1999], the authors present a formal model which ensures that multimedia

information can be reused and adapted to different user contexts. In order to obtain pre-

sentation alternatives that preserve the semantics of the document and the correct flow of

information, a notion of equivalence is defined: media elements can be adapted/replaced by

media elements of different quality and type but that are semantic equivalent alternatives.

Given the functions subjects and duration, that return the set of subjects of interest

and the duration, respectively, of a media element, a media-equivalence predicate is defined

with respect to a set of discriminating aspects D ⊆ {subjects, duration}: it specifies that

two media are equivalent with respect to D if the two media are equal in each discriminating

aspect in D.

This definition covers the comparison of features associated with entire media elements:

however, the subject of continuous media can vary along time. Then a subject-synchronism

predicate is defined: two media are synchronized with respect to the subject if all temporal

intervals that are relevant with respect to the same subject are identical. This predicate

assures that the subject-synchron alternatives keep the semantic of the original media

element.

In order to maintain also the information flow, the information-synchronism predicate is

defined: two media are synchronized respect to the information content if they are subject-

synchron and if they communicate the same temporal sequence of information within all

subject-relevant intervals. If this predicate holds, the information flow of the presentation
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is preserved although switches between media elements.

Different from our approach, the authors define an equivalence with respect to certain

aspects of media elements and not with respect to the structure of the document and its

components.

4.3.2 Dynamic Meta Modeling with time

The core diagram of UML, the standard language for building visual models of software

systems, focuses on structure, functions, and dynamics of systems and not on temporal

aspects. [Hausmann et al., 2002] presents a semantics for UML models incorporating

temporal information.

The presented approach, called Dynamic Meta Modelling with Time (DMM + t), is

an extension of Dynamic Meta Modeling (a graph transformation-based approach intro-

duced for the specification of UML’s semantics) including temporal information, in order

to specify the semantics of time-dependent dynamic behavior of UML models.

The dynamic behavior is specified by transformation of timed graphs. The time is

modelled using special attributes of a time data type T = 〈Dtime, +, 0,≥〉, i.e., they are

algebraic structures defined on the set Dtime, with the internal operation + and neutral

element 0, and ≥ defines a partial order with 0 as its least element and + is monotonic

with respect to ≥.

A graph with time over a given time data type T is a graph in which all vertices are

defined with a special attribute cronos of type T , which represents the state of the local

clock of the object. Graph transformation rules with time are pairs of graphs with time,

expressed in the form p : L → R, that respects the following properties of time:

• local monotonicity: for all vertices x ∈ L and y ∈ R: x.cronos ≤ y.cronos, i.e., the

attribute cronos can not decrease; and

• uniform tim stamps: for all vertices x, y ∈ R: x.cronos = y.cronos, i.e., represents

the atomicity of rule application.

These rules assure that the time value of each objects always represents the last point

in time when the object took part in a rule application.

The authors discuss the equivalence of graph transformation rules: if it is not possible

to distinguish different interleaving of concurrent actions, the sequences of transformation

steps are equivalent. In other words, the authors do not compare different documents, but
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sequence of events, i.e., different behaviors of the same document, that are equivalent if

they lead to the same results.

4.3.3 The TAO language

In [LoPresti et al., 2002] the authors specify a high level language for the composition

of multimedia documents. The language is called Temporal Algebraic Operators (TAO)

based on intervals and causal relations between time points. A monomedia objects is a

data structure of one media type; a TAO program is a multimedia presentation composed

of monomedia objects by means of operators that, given as arguments monomedia objects

or presentations, return composed presentations.

The operators are classified in the following types:

• the sequential operators compose their arguments in a sequential way:

– A; B: B is presented immediately after A;

– loop(A): A is infinitely repeated;

– loop[n](A): A is repeated n times;

– delay(d): it returns an interval of d time units referencing no data;

• the simple parallel operators start their argument in a parallel way and terminates

when one of them ends; each subpresentation is called branch:

– master[A||B] terminates when the first argument terminates;

– min[A||B] terminates when the shortest argument terminates;

– max[A||B] terminates when the longest argument terminates;

• the alternative operator allows the beginning of one of its argument:

– alt[A1 ⇒ B1|| . . . ||Ai ⇒ Bi|| . . . ||An ⇒ Bn]: A1, . . . , An are presented in paral-

lel, the termination of the shortest Ai stops the other and activates the corre-

sponding Bi;

• the general parallel operator terminates when all its arguments terminate:

– par[a1 : A1|| . . . ||ai : Ai|| . . . ||an : An]: a1, . . . , an are the names of the different

branches;
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• the link operators allow to stop and be stopped by a branch:

– A ↘{b}: the termination of A causes the termination of a branch b;

– A ↖{v}: A terminates at time point v, that can be the end of another parallel

branch.

Given the document introduced in Example 3.1.6, we can define the following TAO

program:

master[intro || logos]; artist; descr; master[details || image1; image2; image3]; master

[concl || info].

The semantic of these operators is based on causal relations and temporal intervals.

Each interval A is characterized by its beginning beg(A) and its end end(A) : these time

points are called observed time points. During the execution of an operator-based program

in which A appears, the beginning and the end of A are caused by time points start(A)
and stop(A) , respectively, called generating time points.

The observed time points can create a generating point by a relation called causal

relation p 7→ q, where p is an observed time points, and q is a generating one. This relation

means that when p occurs, then q must occur immediately.

Each operator is formally defined by the causal relation imposed on the time points of

arguments. For example, the semantic of the sequential operator A; B corresponds to:

beg 7→ start(A) & end(A) 7→ start(B) & end(B) 7→ stop.

Similarly for other operators.

In this temporal approach the notion of term equivalence as a property of a TAO

program is defined. In order to generate equivalence class of terms (i.e., TAO programs),

the authors define two kinds of equality, based on the semantic of operators. Instead of

automata, the authors define a formal language to compose multimedia presentations: in

our work, we infer some properties by means of the comparison of suitable states in the

automata, while in this approach, properties can be derived inductively from the program

structure.



Chapter 5

Context adaptation: specification

issues

Any multimedia document definition is valid as long as the referred media objects are

available and the constraints are satisfiable: in order for the documents to be of use, they

have to be presentable to the target users.

To ensure that a document is presentable several aspects should be taken into account.

First of all, media and resource requirements have to be compatible with the resource avail-

ability (e.g., network bandwidth, CPU time) and with the presentation device type (e.g.,

desktop, laptop, PDA, or cell-phone). In addition, users’ preferences and the environment

in which the document is being presented might need to be considered. For example, the

user might have a preferred language, or (if the document is being presented in a very

noisy environment) she might want to have audio information coupled with textual writ-

ten information. These aspects that govern how a document is presented to the user are

collectively referred to as the context in which the documents have to be rendered [Dey,

2001]. Context is thus a multi-dimensional notion, where dimensions range from physical

aspects (of the network, of the CPU, of the output device) to human/psychological aspects,

having to do with the users’ preferences and intentions.

It can easily be the case that a multimedia document designed for one context cannot be

suitably rendered in a different context, since some necessary conditions do not hold. For

instance available resources might not be sufficient or some media could be non compatible

with the output device, and with the declared user’s requirements. To deal with these

cases, different versions of a document, with different resource requirements, are authored

to make it presentable in different contexts. In this case, for any given context, the “optimal

95
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version” (according to some appropriate optimality criterion) of the document should be

chosen out of the available ones and presented. Hence, adaptation techniques are needed,

i.e., methods which adjust the document specification and return a version of the document

that satisfies to the best both the author’s specifications and the context in which the

document is delivered.

Adaptive systems provide different versions for a document, each taking into account

different features of the distinct rendering contexts. The process of adaptation acts in two

steps. First, it detects the cause of the problem with the document, i.e., which set of media

cannot be presented and which are the (physical or user’s) violated constraints. Secondly,

it identifies alternative media that can replace the undeliverable ones and that are suitable

for the given context. To do so, physical aspects of the media, semantic information

associated with the document components, and the temporal and spatial constraints of the

presentation are taken into account.

The problem of hypermedia context adaptation has been addressed by several authors

from different perspectives. In particular, some authors [Mohan et al., 1999; Steele et

al., 2004; Wirag, 1997] mostly concentrate on adaptation to physical constraints, while

[Celentano and Gaggi, 2005] takes into account users’ needs and semantic requirements.

In [Boll et al., 1999] both physical and semantical dimensions are considered.

In this chapter, we introduce a method, based on the semantic content of media ob-

jects, to identify semantically equivalent media (or presentation fragments). The notion

of semantic equivalence will be based on users’ explicit statements as well as on inferred

relations. Then we define a partial order on semantically equivalent items and fragments.

Moreover, we describe the different phases of the adaptation process and in particular the

rules to find out alternative for replacement.

The issues presented in this chapter are also discussed in [Bertolotti et al., 2006].

5.1 Structural characterization through fragments

Intuitively, a fragment of a presentation is a ”sub-presentation”, i.e., a restriction to a given

set of objects MI ′ which can be replaced without affecting the presentation constraints of

the other objects. Formally, a fragment is a sub-automaton of AUT (D), with the following

properties (see Definition 4.1.1):

Definition 5.1.1 (Fragment) Given a multimedia document D = 〈MI, E , T C〉, and a
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corresponding presentation automaton AUT (D), the document F = 〈MI ′, E ′, T C ′〉 is a

fragment of the presentation of D, denoted F ⊆f D, iff MI ′ ⊆MI, T C ′ ⊆ T C, and

• if the automaton AUT (F ) representing the fragment is composed by a single state

s′0
1, then ∃j, 0 ≤ j ≤ m such that AM′

0 ⊆ AMj;

• else

– for each word w′ = 〈e′0(m′
0), inst′0〉 . . . 〈e′p(m′

p), inst′p〉, accepted by AUT (F ), with

m′
i ∈ MI ′, there exists a word w = 〈e0(m0), inst0〉 . . . 〈eq(mq), instq〉 accepted

by AUT (D), with mi ∈ MI, where ∃j, ε, hop 0 ≤ j ≤ q, ε ≥ 0, hop ≥ 0 such

that ∀i, k 0 ≤ i ≤ p, j ≤ k ≤ j +p+hop, and if inst′i = instk + ε then m′
i = mk;

– for each pair of words w, w′ satisfying the above condition, if sq =

s0 . . . sk . . . sq+1 and sq′ = s′0 . . . s′i . . . s
′
p+1 are the sequences of states reached

by AUT (D) and AUT (F ), respectively, and sk = 〈AMk,Bgk, Endk〉 and

s′i = 〈AM′
i,Bg′i, End′i〉 then ∀i, k 0 ≤ i ≤ p + 1, j ≤ k ≤ j + p + 1 + hop and if

inst′i = instk+ε then AM ′
i ⊆ AMk and (AM′

i\AM′
i−1)∩(AMk\AM′

i−1) = ∅.

Example 5.1.1 The automaton depicted in Figure 5.1 shows a fragment F = 〈MI ′, E ′, T C′〉 of
the document Doc, introduced in Example 3.1.6 and represented in Figure 3.2.

Given the document Doc = 〈MI, E , T C〉 with MI = {intro, logos, artist, descr, details,
image1, image2, image3, concl, info} and

1In the case of a fragment, s0 is not necessarily the state in which AM′
0 = ∅ and Bg′0 = End′0 =

{〈m,null〉, ∀ m ∈MI}.
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T C = { c1 ≤ inst(start(intro)) ≤ c2,
c3 ≤ inst(start(logos))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c4,
c5 ≤ inst(end(intro))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c6,
c7 ≤ inst(end(logos))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c8,
c9 ≤ inst(start(artist))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c10,
c11 ≤ inst(end(artist))− inst(start(artist)) ≤ c12,
c13 ≤ inst(start(descr))− inst(end(artist)) ≤ c14,
c15 ≤ inst(end(descr))− inst(start(descr)) ≤ c16,
c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− inst(end(descr)) ≤ c18,
c19 ≤ inst(start(image1))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c20,
c21 ≤ inst(end(image1))− inst(start(image1)) ≤ c22,
c23 ≤ inst(start(image2))− inst(end(image1)) ≤ c24,
c25 ≤ inst(end(image2))− inst(start(image2)) ≤ c26,
c27 ≤ inst(start(image3))− inst(end(image2)) ≤ c28,
c29 ≤ inst(end(details))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c30,
c31 ≤ inst(end(image3))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c32,
c33 ≤ inst(start(concl))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c34,
c35 ≤ inst(start(info))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c36,
c37 ≤ inst(end(concl))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c38,
c39 ≤ inst(end(info))− inst(end(concl)) ≤ c40},

we have MI ′ = {artist, descr} ⊆ MI and T C′ = T C \ {temporal constraints which do not
involve media in MI ′}2:

T C′ = { c9 ≤ inst(start(artist))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c10,
c11 ≤ inst(end(artist))− inst(start(artist)) ≤ c12,
c13 ≤ inst(start(descr))− inst(end(artist)) ≤ c14,
c15 ≤ inst(end(descr))− inst(start(descr)) ≤ c16,
c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− inst(end(descr)) ≤ c18} ⊆ T C.

Moreover, starting from s2 in AUT (Doc), the events in the fragment and in the document
involve the same media at the same time instants, and the sets of active media are the same in
the corresponding states.

¦

2Underlined in set T C.
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artist

s
0

descr
<{end(artist).

start(descr)}, 483>

s
1

Figure 5.1: The automaton AUT (F ) for the fragment F .

This definition of presentation fragment, does not take into account the tight temporal

connections existing among objects in the given document. Specifically, the temporal

synchronization constraints can involve several media items and it is not always possible

to isolate a portion of the presentation to be replaced, without affecting the remaining

presentation items. To take into account mutual temporal relationships, we need to specify

the set of fragments without affecting the remaining part of the presentation. This leads

to the notion of closed fragment.

Definition 5.1.2 (Closed Fragment) Let D = 〈MI, E , T C〉 be a multimedia document,

and F = 〈MIF , EF , T CF 〉 ⊆f D be a fragment of D. F is a closed fragment if

• Media items in the fragment are completely presented within the frame, and their re-

moval does not leave unaccomplished media presentations in the rest of the document;

• for every media item mF ∈ MIF for which a temporal constraint which relates mF

to any media item in MI\MIF exists, at least one of the following conditions holds:

(i) the temporal constraints concern the event start(mF ), and mF starts at the time

instant in which F starts, or

(ii) the temporal constraints concern the event end(mF ), and mF ends at the time

instant in which F ends.

In the following examples, in order to abstract from a specific model, we assume con-

straints expressed as bound on difference constraints, as explained in Section 3.1.

Example 5.1.2 Let us consider the fragment introduced in Example 5.1.1. The media items
contained in the fragment are completely presented within the frame. In T C′ there exist two
constraints that relates a media in MI ′ to items in MI \MI ′:
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Figure 5.2: The automaton AUT (F ′) for a not closed fragment F ′.

• c9 ≤ inst(start(artist)− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c10: since artist starts at the beginning of the
fragment, and start(artist) occurs in the constraint, the condition of previous definition is
verified;

• c17 ≤ inst(start(details)) − inst(end(descr)) ≤ c18: since descr terminates at the end of
the fragment, and end(descr) occurs in the constraint, the condition of previous definition
is verified.

Then F is a closed fragment.
¦

Example 5.1.3 Let us consider the fragment F ′′ depicted in Figure 5.2. Here: MI ′′ = {details,
image1, image2} and

T C′′ = { c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− inst(end(descr)) ≤ c18,
c19 ≤ inst(start(image1))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c20,
c21 ≤ inst(end(image1))− inst(start(image1)) ≤ c22,
c23 ≤ inst(start(image2))− inst(end(image1)) ≤ c24,
c25 ≤ inst(end(image2))− inst(start(image2)) ≤ c26,
c27 ≤ inst(start(image3))− inst(end(image2)) ≤ c28,
c29 ≤ inst(end(details))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c30,
c31 ≤ inst(end(image3))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c32,
c33 ≤ inst(start(concl))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c34}.

In this case, media details is not completely presented within the frame; in addition, if we con-
sider constraints c31 ≤ inst(end(image3))−inst(end(details)) ≤ c32 and c33 ≤ inst(start(concl))−
inst(end(details)) ≤ c34}, end(details) occurs, but details does not end at the time instant in
which F ′′ ends. Then F ′′ is not a closed fragment.

¦
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5.1.1 Semantic equivalence

The semantic equivalence between media items, or between presentation fragments, is

based on the information content they provide. Content can be expressed by means of

different formalisms: MPEG 7, metadata descriptions, or logic assertions are examples of

possible formalisms.

We assume the system has access to a database in which metadata associated to each

media item, including its level of detail, is stored. Description of the physical resources

that are needed to present the item is also available through the database. Formally, the

semantics of media items is represented as follows.

Definition 5.1.3 (Semantics of a Media) The semantics of a media item m is a pair

Sem(m) = 〈Contm, Lvm〉, where

• Contm = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} is the specification of the content. We do not make any

strong hypothesis on the domain Dom of elements ci ∈ Cont; for example they can

be keywords explicitly listed by the author, or extracted from the metadata associated

to the item, or they can be concepts extracted by means of any tool for automatic

extraction of semantics;

• Lvm : Dom → R is a function that, given a concept c, assigns a level of detail value

for the object m with respect to c. The function Lvm is a combination of

– lm ∈ R which is the level of detail of the object m (for instance, the resolution

of an image), and

– Wm : Dom → R, a function which assigns to every concept, the weight for that

concept in the considered media item. The function Wm may express different

notions depending on the type of object being considered. For text media items,

for example, it can express term frequency, while for images it can express the

percentage of the image representing the concept.

The notion of semantics of a media item can be extended to define the semantics of a

document.

Definition 5.1.4 (Semantics of a Document) The semantics of a document D =

〈MI, E , T C〉 is a pair Sem(D) = 〈ContD, LvD〉, where

• ContD =
⋃

m∈MI Contm, and
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• LvD : Dom → R is a function such that LvD(c) = maxm∈MILvm(c).

Based on the above definition of document semantics, we can state when two or more

documents or document fragments can be seen as equivalent.

Definition 5.1.5 (Semantic Equivalence) Let D1 and D2 be two multimedia documents,

Sem(D1) and Sem(D2) be their semantics expressed with the same domain Dom, and ≡
be any equivalence relation on the domain Dom.

The two documents D1 and D2 are semantically equivalent if

• ContD1 ≡ ContD2, i.e., if for all ci ∈ ContD1 there exists cj ∈ ContD2 such that

ci ≡ cj, and viceversa, and

• for every pair ci, cj, ci ∈ ContD1 and cj ∈ ContD2 such that ci ≡ cj, it holds that

LvD1(ci) = LvD2(cj).

A simple example of equivalence relation on concepts is string equality. Different notions

of equivalence can be used in different applications, depending on the available knowledge

representation system, such as available ontologies which determine concept equivalence.

Equivalent alternatives are not always available and in most cases suboptimal candi-

dates have to be considered instead. Suboptimal candidates are found by relaxing the

constraint about the equivalence of the detail of the objects, so that simpler (i.e, less

detailed) versions for the same content can be presented.

The level of details of the documents is compared by means of a distance function on

documents, defined as follows.

Definition 5.1.6 (Distance) Let D be the domain of the documents, D and D′ be two

documents, Sem(D) = 〈ContD, LvD〉, and Sem(D′) = 〈ContD′ , LvD′〉, be their semantics,

where ContD ≡ ContD′.

distlev : D×D → R is a function which returns the distance between the detail level of

its arguments.

Example of distance functions are the following:

• distlev(D, D′) = max{(LvD(c)− LvD′(c)) | c ∈ ContD};

• distlev(D, D′) = Σc∈ContD(LvD(c)− LvD′(c));
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• distlev(D, D′) = Σc∈ContD(| LvD(c)− LvD′(c) |).

The distance function defined on documents is the basis for the definition of the pref-

erence relation defined over documents.

Definition 5.1.7 (Preference Relation) Let D, D′, and D′′ be three documents,

Sem(D) = 〈ContD, LvD〉, Sem(D′) = 〈ContD′ , LvD′〉 and Sem(D′′) = 〈ContD′′ , LvD′′〉,
be their semantics, where ContD ≡ ContD′ ≡ ContD′, and let distlev be any distance

function on the detail of the documents.

Both D′ and D′′ are sematic alternatives to D.

D′ is preferred to D′′ wrt. D, D′ ºD D′ if distlev(D,D′) ≤ distlev(D, D′′).

The above definition applies to the entire semantic content of the considered documents.

In some cases, we are interested in restricting the analysis to a subset of the content, K.

In this case we define the notion of preferred alternative of a document D with respect to

the content K. We use (¹K,D, ºK,D) to refer to these cases.

Remark 5.1.1 ¹ (and similarly, ºK,D) is a partial order relation over documents.

Remark 5.1.2 According to Remark 5.1.2, also the results of the studies can be expressed

as logical assertion and stored in a database. In this case we have:

• ClF (F,D) means that F is a closed fragment of D;

• Alt(F, F ′) means that F and F ′ are semantic alternatives.

This information can be used to find out possible alternatives in a context adaptation

problem.

5.2 The context adaptation process

We describe the context by means of a set of properties, which are stored in a database.

Context properties are represented as logical assertions, or facts. They include

(i) users’ profiles: user preferences in terms of language, preferred media, form of pay-

ment, as well as their physical capabilities, stating for example that images must be

replaced by audio descriptions for users who are visually impaired;
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(ii) users’ device characteristics: the screen size, the capability to play audio files or to

display images, the file formats the device supports, etc.; and

(iii) the environment description: for example the network connection modalities, or the

situation in which the user is accessing the document.

In particular, the environment specification might state that a notebook used in an office

can be connected to a LAN, while the same notebook used in a train cannot be. Similarly,

the description of the situation will formalize the fact that a library usually requires silence,

or that a crowded room is usually noisy; in both cases, headsets are needed for the user to

play audio files.

For the first phase of the adaptation process (i.e., the phase that checks the feasibility

of the presentation, and in the presence of problems identifies the critical points in the

presentation specification) we rely on a resolver to compare the features of the media

occurring in the presentation with the context in which the presentation has to be delivered:

Definition 5.2.1 (Undeliverable Closed Fragment) An undeliverable closed fragment

with respect to a given context is any closed fragment that is not presentable in that context.

For the second phase of the adaptation process (i.e., the phase that replaces undeliver-

able (sets of) media with deliverable ones), we look for a semantic equivalent alternative

as candidate for replacement. In the absence of equivalence, we will choose to replace

the undeliverable media with a candidate that minimizes the loss of information/quality

in the presentation. With this goal in mind, we consider the partial order ¹ on me-

dia/presentation fragments, based on the preference relation (Definition 5.1.7), and we

will replace undeliverable media with the maximal deliverable fragment (with the notion

of maximality based on the order ¹).

If a document D cannot be presented in the current context, the adaptation process

looks for self-contained fragments (referred to as closed fragments) as candidates for re-

placement. Thus, we usually consider fragments as modules to be replaced.

5.2.1 Computing alternatives for replacement

Some systems allow an author to explicitly express replacement candidates for a single me-

dia or for part of a document. For example, in SMIL [of W3C, 2001], the switch tag allows

different alternatives to be defined, and used according to resources availability; [Celentano
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and Gaggi, 2005] defines the virtual component as a container of different behaviors chosen

according to the user context. We do not refer to any specific synchronization model. In

general authors can express their alternatives as follows:

• construct based specification: alternatives are specified by means of ad hoc constructs

provided by the underlying model (like the SMIL switch tag);

• metadata based specification: alternatives are specified by means of appropriate

metadata stored in the database. The metadata is used with the media items’ fea-

tures, semantic content annotations, and the device requirements.

In the first case, for context adaptation the system does not need to consider the

semantic properties of possible alternatives: the system simply checks which one, among

the listed alternatives, is the most suitable one for the current resource constraints.

In the second case, whenever a set of media M ⊆MI from the original document D

cannot be delivered in the current context, the adaptation module uses metadata to choose

the most appropriate adaptation approach. We consider as metadata the information

obtained by the analysis of automata, as explained in Chapter 4. In particular we take

into account the assertion Alt(F, F ′), where both F and F ′ are closed fragments. Given

these fragments, the system

(i) checks whether M is the set of media of a closed fragment3, and if this is the case

(ii) computes alternatives for the fragment to be replaced. When adaptation is needed,

with the goal of returning the optimal alternative,

– the database is first queried, to find a semantical equivalent fragment P to the

undeliverable one F which needs adaptation. The query is

(Alt(F, P ) ∨ Alt(P, F )) ∧ presentable(P ) ∧ (P ≡ F )

where presentable(P ) is a predicate which checks if P can be delivered in the

current context. This query binds P to an equivalent fragment, if any and it

is iteratively repeated until an alternative presentable in the current context is

found, if any;

3If M does not define a closed fragment there can be some temporal constraints between “inner” media
items of the fragment (i.e., media items whose start and end do not coincide with the start and the end of
the fragment) and objects of the presentation. In this case it would not be possible to relate such media,
external to the fragment, to media in the replacing candidate.
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– if this first phase does not succeed (no presentable equivalent alternative exists),

the system checks if any weaker version can be found for the undeliverable

fragment and returns the top one (according to the ¹F order relation). The

query

(Alt(F, P ) ∨ Alt(P, F )) ∧ presentable(P )∧
(∀P ′, (Alt(F, P ′) ∧ presentable(P ′)) → P ºF P ′)

is issued, to bind P to the best presentable alternative for F .

In case of failure, the constraint on the semantic content equivalence is relaxed,

and the subsets of ContF will be considered in decreasing order (according to

the ⊆ order relation) to find the maximal K ⊆ ContF for which a presentable

alternative exists for the given context. The query is

(Alt(F, P ) ∨ Alt(P, F )) ∧ presentable(P )∧
(∀P ′, (Alt(F, P ′) ∧ presentable(P ′)) → P ºK,C P ′).

Note that in the last step of the fragment selection method, we did not make any

specific hypothesis on the order according to which maximal subsets are looked for. For

example, we might first order the subsets according to their resource consumptions and

try to choose the optimal alternative in terms of resource usage/saving.

To clarify on the fragment selection method, we consider again the example introduced

in Example 3.1.6.

Example 5.2.1 We consider the document Doc and the closed fragment F , as explained in
Example 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. Let us assume that each media is characterized by specific keywords
and by levels of detail associated with keywords, as shown in Table 5.1. Possible alternatives are
the following:

(i) a document P1, consisting of a media audioDescr, an audio describing the picture, and of
two images (slide1 and slide2)4, representing different aspects of the picture; and

(ii) a document P2, consisting of a text textArtist, that presents information about the author
of the artwork, followed by a text textDescr that explains the picture.

Consider two situations:

4We consider only two slides for simplicity, but the same procedure can be applied with any arbitrary
number of slides.
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Media Content Levels of detail Media Content Levels of detail

Document Doc

intro k1, k2 Lvintro(k1) = 10 concl k6, k10 Lvconcl(k6) = 6
Lvintro(k2) = 8 Lvconcl(k10) = 10

logos k2 Lvlogos(k2) = 4 info k11 Lvinfo(k11) = 8
artist k3, k4 Lvartist(k3) = 8 Doc k1, . . . , k11 LvDoc(k1) = 10

Lvartist(k4) = 10 LvDoc(k2) = 8
descr k5, k6 Lvdescr(k5) = 10 LvDoc(k3) = 8

Lvdescr(k6) = 12 LvDoc(k4) = 8
details k6, k7, k8, k9 Lvdetails(k6) = 10 LvDoc(k5) = 10

Lvdetails(k7) = 15 LvDoc(k6) = 15
Lvdetails(k8) = 15 LvDoc(k7) = 10
Lvdetails(k9) = 15 LvDoc(k8) = 10

image1 k7 Lvimage1(k7) = 8 LvDoc(k9) = 10
image2 k8 Lvimage2(k8) = 8 LvDoc(k10) = 10
image3 k9 Lvimage3(k9) = 8 LvDoc(k11) = 8

Fragment P1 Fragment P2

audioDescr k5, k6 LvaudioDescr(k5) = 10 textArtist k3, k4 LvtextArtist(k3) = 6
LvaudioDescr(k6) = 12 LvtextArtist(k4) = 4

slide1 k5, k6 Lvslide1(k5) = 6 textDescr k5, k6 LvtextDescr(k5) = 8
Lvslide1(k6) = 5 LvtextDescr(k6) = 6

slide2 k5, k6 Lvslide2(k5) = 5 P2 k3, k4 LvP2(k3) = 6
Lvslide2(k6) = 8 k5, k6 LvP2(k4) = 4

P1 k5, k6 LvP1(k5) = 10 LvP2(k5) = 8
LvP1(k6) = 12 LvP2(k6) = 6

Table 5.1: Contents and levels of detail for the presentation Doc.
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1. Context 1: the user device is a desktop, but the bandwidth is limited. Given that the
resolution of artist is smaller than the resolution of descr, it is suitable for the given
bandwidth. Therefore the fragment F of Doc that has to be substituted only contains the
media descr (MIF = {descr}). As an alternative, the system identifies the document P1,
with MIP1 = {audioDescr, slide1, slide2}). In this case,

Cont(F ) = {k5, k6} and Cont(P1) = {k5, k6};
Lv(F, k5) = 10 and Lv(P1, k5) = 10;
Lv(F, k6) = 12 and Lv(P1, k6) = 12.

P1 conveys the same information with the same level of detail of F : they are semantically
equivalent, so P1 is the returned fragment candidate for replacement.

2. Context 2: the user device is a cellular phone able to receive only audio and text messages.
Videos are not presentable in this situation, thus the fragment F of Doc, with MIF =
{descr, artist} is an undeliverable one. The system accesses the database and retrieves
the document P2, with MIP2 = {textArtist, textDescr}. Content semantic equivalence
holds, since Cont(F ) = {k3, . . . , k6} and Cont(P2) = {k3, . . . , k4}.
Given the following information about the level of detail:

LvF (k3) = 8 and LvP2(k3) = 6;
LvF (k4) = 10 and LvP2(k4) = 4;
LvF (k5) = 10 and LvP2(k5) = 8;
LvF (k6) = 12 and LvP2(k6) = 6

P2 is recognized as a weaker version of F , potentially suitable for the given resource situa-
tion.

¦

Remark 5.2.1 The same method can be used to enhance the quality of a multimedia

presentation: we can substitute a fragment F with a presentation P º F to increase the

level of detail of the original multimedia document.

5.2.2 Dynamic adaptation of multimedia documents

In previous sections we discussed how, given a multimedia document and a context, the

system can rely on a set of context based constraints to detect if any media item in the

document is not suitable for the given situation. If any undeliverable media are detected,
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the system should replace them with alternative fragments, properly chosen from a set of

candidates defined by the author of the document or automatically extracted on the basis

of the information stored in the metadata database.

In this section we define the adaptation rules which can be used to tune the original

document D = 〈MI, E , T C〉 into a new D′ = D[F/P ] = 〈MI ′, E ′, T C ′〉, by replacing the

closed fragment F with the alternative presentation P = 〈MIP , EP , T CP 〉. The adapta-

tion of the document will affect the set of media items (all the items from the original

non presentable, and thus replaced, fragment will be removed, while the items from the

alternative candidate will be introduced), and the constraints that will temporally relate

the new candidate fragment to the remaining part of the original document.

While integrating the new fragment P in the “deliverable part” (DF ) of the original

presentation, temporal constraints from the two documents have to be combined.

We have chosen to explicitly distinguish multiple occurrences of the same item, therefore

no conflicts possibly due to the presence of the same media item in both P and DF can arise.

If the same media occurs in both P and DF , its name clearly refers to distinct presentation

instances: the documents to be integrated have disjoint media sets, and disjoint constraint

and event sets, accordingly.

We describe the replacement method under the hypothesis that temporal constraints

are expressed as bound on difference. However, the approach applies the same for other

temporal specifications as well.

Definition 5.2.2 (Replacement) Let D = 〈MI, E , T C〉 be the original (not presentable)

document, and F ⊆ D be an undeliverable closed fragment in D, with F = 〈MIF , EF , T CF 〉.
T CF only contains temporal constraints on media items in MIF , since F is a closed frag-

ment. Let P = 〈MIP , EP , T CP 〉 be the fragment to be replaced to F , inst0 be the starting

time instant for the replaced fragment, and be the ending time instant for the alternative

P .

The resulting integrated document is D′ = D[F/P ] = 〈MI ′, E ′, T C ′〉 where

• MI ′ = MI \MIF ∪MIP ;

• E ′ = E \ EF ∪ EP ;

• T C ′ = T C[F/P ] \ T CF ∪ T CP [0/inst0] where

– T C[F/P ] is the set of constraints obtained from T C as follows: each constraints

of type cm ≤ inst(e(m))−inst(e(mF )) ≤ c′m where (i) e(m) is an event start(m)
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or end(m), m ∈ MI, and (ii) e(mF ) is an event start(mF ) or end(mF ) with

mF a media item starting or ending F , is replaced with the time instant inst0 (in

case of start(mF )) or the time unit instf in which P ends (in case of end(mF )).

More in detail:

(i) each constraint cm ≤ inst(start(m)) − inst(start(mF )) ≤ c′m in T C where

m ∈ MI, mF ∈ MIF , is replaced by cm ≤ inst(start(m)) − inst0) ≤ c′m,

where inst0 is the time instant in which the replaced fragment was expected

to start;

(ii) each constraint cm ≤ inst(start(m)) − inst(end(mF )) ≤ c′m in T C where

m ∈ MI, mF ∈ MIF , is replaced by cm ≤ inst(start(m)) − instf ) ≤ c′m,

where instf is the time instant in which the alternative P was expected to

end;

(iii) each constraint cm ≤ inst(end(m)) − inst(start(mF )) ≤ c′m in T C where

m ∈ MI, mF ∈ MIF , is replaced by cm ≤ inst(end(m)) − inst0) ≤ c′m,

where inst0 is the time instant in which the replaced fragment was expected

to start;

(iv) each constraint cm ≤ inst(end(m)) − inst(end(mF )) ≤ c′m in T C where

m ∈ MI, mF ∈ MIF , is replaced by cm ≤ inst(end(m)) − instf ) ≤ c′m,

where instf is the time instant in which the replaced fragment was expected

to end.

– T CP [0/inst0] is the set T CP of temporal constraints of the presentation P ,

shifted forward of inst0 time units:

T CP [0/inst0] = {ck+inst0 ≤ inst(evk)−inst(ev′k) ≤ c′k+inst0|(ck ≤ inst(evk)−
inst(ev′k) ≤ c′k) ∈ T CP}.

In the integrated document, the set of media items and events are obtained by simply

removing media items and events in F and adding media items and events in P . The

situation is more complex for temporal constraint. The replaced closed fragment was

temporally related to the remaining part of the presentation, therefore we have to take into

account temporal constraints on events relating media items from the replaced fragment

F , and media items in MID \MIF .

From the closeness hypothesis for replaced fragments, it is known that in the presence

of any temporal constraint which binds a media item mF ∈MIF with another media item

in MID \MIF , either mF starts, or it ends with F . Therefore, we construct set T C[F/P ].
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Then the set of T C ′ is obtained by removing the temporal information related to the closed

section F from T C[F/P ] and by adding the set T CP of synchronization constraints of the

presentation P shifted by inst0 time units.

Example 5.2.2 As application of the adaptation method, we refer to the Example 5.2.1: sup-
pose that the current context is Context 2. As a consequence, the original document Doc = 〈MI,
E , T C〉 in changed into Doc′ = Doc[F/P2] = 〈MI ′, E ′, T C′〉: the system substitutes the fragment
F of Doc which includes media items artist and descr (not suitable for the given context) with
the presentation P2 which contains textArtist and textDescr. We have:

MI = {intro, logos, artist, descr, details, image1, image2, image3, concl, info} and

T C = { c1 ≤ inst(start(intro)) ≤ c2,
c3 ≤ inst(start(logos))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c4,
c5 ≤ inst(end(intro))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c6,
c7 ≤ inst(end(logos))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c8,
c9 ≤ inst(start(artist))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c10,
c11 ≤ inst(end(artist))− inst(start(artist)) ≤ c12,
c13 ≤ inst(start(descr))− inst(end(artist)) ≤ c14,
c15 ≤ inst(end(descr))− inst(start(descr)) ≤ c16,
c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− inst(end(descr)) ≤ c18,
c19 ≤ inst(start(image1))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c20,
c21 ≤ inst(end(image1))− inst(start(image1)) ≤ c22,
c23 ≤ inst(start(image2))− inst(end(image1)) ≤ c24,
c25 ≤ inst(end(image2))− inst(start(image2)) ≤ c26,
c27 ≤ inst(start(image3))− inst(end(image2)) ≤ c28,
c29 ≤ inst(end(details))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c30,
c31 ≤ inst(end(image3))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c32,
c33 ≤ inst(start(concl))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c34,
c35 ≤ inst(start(info))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c36,
c37 ≤ inst(end(concl))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c38,
c39 ≤ inst(end(info))− inst(end(concl)) ≤ c40};

MIF = {artist, descr} and
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T CF = { c9 ≤ inst(start(artist))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c10,
c11 ≤ inst(end(artist))− inst(start(artist)) ≤ c12,
c13 ≤ inst(start(descr))− inst(end(artist)) ≤ c14,
c15 ≤ inst(end(descr))− inst(start(descr)) ≤ c16,
c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− inst(end(descr)) ≤ c18};

MIP2 = {textArtist, textDescr} and

T CP2 = { c′1 ≤ inst(start(textArtist)) ≤ c′2,
c′3 ≤ inst(end(textArtist))− inst(start(textArtist)) ≤ c′4,
c′5 ≤ inst(start(textDescr))− inst(end(tArtist)) ≤ c′6,
c′7 ≤ inst(end(textDescr))− inst(start(textDescr)) ≤ c′8}.

We have:

MI ′ = MI \MIF ∪MIP2 = {intro, logos, textArtist, textDescr, details, image1, image2,
image3, concl, info}.

The construction of T C′ is obtained by means the formula T C[F/P2] \ T CF ∪ T CP2 [0/i0].

In order to calculate T C[F/P2], we look for in T C the constraints which contain a reference
to the beginning or to the termination of F : in this case, we have

c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− inst(end(descr)) ≤ c18,

which we substitute with the constraint

c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− instf ≤ c18.

Then we obtain:
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T C[F/P2] = { c1 ≤ inst(start(intro)) ≤ c2,
c3 ≤ inst(start(logos))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c4,
c5 ≤ inst(end(intro))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c6,
c7 ≤ inst(end(logos))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c8,
c9 ≤ inst(start(artist))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c10,
c11 ≤ inst(end(artist))− inst(start(artist)) ≤ c12,
c13 ≤ inst(start(descr))− inst(end(artist)) ≤ c14,
c15 ≤ inst(end(descr))− inst(start(descr)) ≤ c16,
c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− instf ≤ c18,
c19 ≤ inst(start(image1))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c20,
c21 ≤ inst(end(image1))− inst(start(image1)) ≤ c22,
c23 ≤ inst(start(image2))− inst(end(image1)) ≤ c24,
c25 ≤ inst(end(image2))− inst(start(image2)) ≤ c26,
c27 ≤ inst(start(image3))− inst(end(image2)) ≤ c28,
c29 ≤ inst(end(details))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c30,
c31 ≤ inst(end(image3))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c32,
c33 ≤ inst(start(concl))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c34,
c35 ≤ inst(start(info))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c36,
c37 ≤ inst(end(concl))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c38,
c39 ≤ inst(end(info))− inst(end(concl)) ≤ c40};

From T C[F/P2] we remove the constraints in T CF :
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T C[F/P2] \ T CF = { c1 ≤ inst(start(intro)) ≤ c2,
c3 ≤ inst(start(logos))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c4,
c5 ≤ inst(end(intro))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c6,
c7 ≤ inst(end(logos))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c8,
c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− instf ≤ c18,
c19 ≤ inst(start(image1))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c20,
c21 ≤ inst(end(image1))− inst(start(image1)) ≤ c22,
c23 ≤ inst(start(image2))− inst(end(image1)) ≤ c24,
c25 ≤ inst(end(image2))− inst(start(image2)) ≤ c26,
c27 ≤ inst(start(image3))− inst(end(image2)) ≤ c28,
c29 ≤ inst(end(details))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c30,
c31 ≤ inst(end(image3))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c32,
c33 ≤ inst(start(concl))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c34,
c35 ≤ inst(start(info))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c36,
c37 ≤ inst(end(concl))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c38,
c39 ≤ inst(end(info))− inst(end(concl)) ≤ c40};

T CP2 [0/inst0] contains the constraints of T CP2 shifted forward of inst0 units:

T CP2 [0/inst0] = { c′1 + inst0 ≤ inst(start(textArtist)) ≤ c′2 + inst0,
c′3 + inst0 ≤ inst(end(textArtist))− inst(start(textArtist)) ≤ c′4 + inst0,
c′5 + inst0 ≤ inst(start(textDescr))− inst(end(tArtist)) ≤ c′6 + inst0,
c′7 + inst0 ≤ inst(end(textDescr))− inst(start(textDescr)) ≤ c′8 + inst0}.

Finally we obtain:
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T C′ = T C[F/P2] \ T CF ∪ T CP2 [0/inst0] =
{c1 ≤ inst(start(intro)) ≤ c2,
c3 ≤ inst(start(logos))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c4,
c5 ≤ inst(end(intro))− inst(start(intro)) ≤ c6,
c7 ≤ inst(end(logos))− inst(end(intro)) ≤ c8,
c′1 + inst0 ≤ inst(start(textArtist)) ≤ c′2 + inst0,
c′3 + inst0 ≤ inst(end(textArtist))− inst(start(textArtist)) ≤ c′4 + inst0,
c′5 + inst0 ≤ inst(start(textDescr))− inst(end(tArtist)) ≤ c′6 + inst0,
c′7 + inst0 ≤ inst(end(textDescr))− inst(start(textDescr)) ≤ c′8 + inst0,
c17 ≤ inst(start(details))− instf ≤ c18,
c19 ≤ inst(start(image1))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c20,
c21 ≤ inst(end(image1))− inst(start(image1)) ≤ c22,
c23 ≤ inst(start(image2))− inst(end(image1)) ≤ c24,
c25 ≤ inst(end(image2))− inst(start(image2)) ≤ c26,
c27 ≤ inst(start(image3))− inst(end(image2)) ≤ c28,
c29 ≤ inst(end(details))− inst(start(details)) ≤ c30,
c31 ≤ inst(end(image3))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c32,
c33 ≤ inst(start(concl))− inst(end(details)) ≤ c34,
c35 ≤ inst(start(info))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c36,
c37 ≤ inst(end(concl))− inst(start(concl)) ≤ c38,
c39 ≤ inst(end(info))− inst(end(concl)) ≤ c40}.

¦

5.3 Different approaches to context adaptation

5.3.1 The extended Tiempo model

In [Wirag, 1997] the authors propose an extension to the temporal model Tiempo [Wahl et

al., 1995] in order to support the adaptation of multimedia documents in a user-controlled

manner according to the resource situation. In Tiempo the information of a media object

is represented by means of a temporal space (TS), the presentation interval represents the

period the media object is presented, and the projection describes how information of TS

is presented in the presentation interval. A projection is described by a tuple (s, v), where

(i) v represents the number of data units, i.e., the single components which constitute

the object, presented per second within the presentation interval, and (ii) s specifies the

information of TS presented in the presentation interval.
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The information system creates alternative presentations from a document: adaptable

documents contain alternative objects containing the same information represented in dif-

ferent forms, in order to handle different resource situations.

A selection group is an arbitrary number of presentation alternatives: only one of them

has to be implemented by the presentation system. A multimedia document can contain

several selection groups and multiple presentation alternatives are available: priorities

associated to different alternatives are used to specify the degree of preference when more

than one can be implemented: the selected combination of alternatives is such that the sum

of priorities is the highest. The selection of presentation alternatives is allowed according

to different selection policies :

• init : during the document presentation the selection of an alternative is selected only

once;

• static: the presentation system makes a selection at the start of the presentation part

containing the selection group;

• dynamic: the presentation alternatives are changed during the presentation, if nec-

essary.

In addition, the presentation is performed according to a schedule, modified appropri-

ately if user interaction occurs: this schedule have to be adapted periodically to resource

availability, in order to maintain the presentation quality, and information concerning (i)

resources required to present objects, and (ii) resource situation are needed: in order to

perform a good adaptation, the system should plan the presentation in advance and de-

termine a profile of available resources in the future. Given this information, the system

selects the alternatives of selection groups in order to obtain the best presentation: if the

specification is violated, a new best combination of alternatives is selected.

5.3.2 Adaptation to client capabilities

[Mohan et al., 1999] presents a system which adapts multimedia Web document to the

resources and capabilities of different client devices. The characteristics of a device concern

screen (size and color depth), network bandwidth, capabilities for displaying video / audio

/ image, and so on. The system architecture includes the following components:
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• content source: it contains the multimedia content to be delivered; the content con-

sists of a set of documents, authored in XML, since the case study is restricted to

Web pages; each document is composed of items, corresponding to different media,

like an image or a video;

• content analysis module: it analyzes each atomic item in order to determine its re-

source requirements (size, required hardware, streaming bit-rate, color requirements,

compression formats);

• transcoding modules: they “transform” the content item into resolution, modality

and abstraction version, so that it can be rendered on different devices that will

be requesting the content; for example, the resolution of an image can be modified

reducing the spatial size or color depth, and so on; the transcoding is done off-line,

during content creation time;

• InfoPyramid: it is used to store the multiple resolutions and modalities of the

transcoded content;

• customization module: it selects from InfoPyramids the resolutions or the modalities

that best meet the client characteristics: the best representation maximizes content

value for the the device and the content selection is performed dynamically in response

to a request;

• rendering module: since the selected content is expressed as XML document, it

renders the content in a suitable format (like HTML) for delivery to a client;

• cache: it stores the client specific versions of content in order to improve response

times.

Differently from our approach, synchronization between components of a multimedia

document are not taken into account and the adaptation process only concerns the client

capabilities. In our approach, during the replacement phase, we modify the set of temporal

constraints in order to synchronize the unchanged and deliverable presentation with the

new fragment.
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5.3.3 A cross-media adaptation strategy

The model presented in [Boll et al., 1999] introduces an adaptation system in which mul-

timedia information can be reused in and adapted to different user context. The authors

propose a cross-media adaptation technique such that media elements or fragments of a

multimedia document can be replaced by different media elements of different quality and

type, but that are semantic equivalent alternatives: this equivalence assures that dynamic

changes between alternative during presentation do not interrupt the information flow of

the document.

The verification and the selection of the potential alternatives is a process divided in

two phases: first, the verification of the maintenance of the semantic of the presentation

takes place; second, the preservation of the information flow is checked.

The steps of the proposed adaptation process are the following:

• the augmentation step takes place after the composition of a document by the author

and aims at finding possible presentation alternatives and verifying if they respect

the presentation semantics: in order to find possible alternatives this process queries

a underlying database, containing meta data that annotate media elements; different

augmentation models formally perform this verification;

• the initial adaptation step is applied to the augmented documents and, given a static

user context, remove the alternatives which are not relevant for that context, in order

to reduce the number of alternative and, consequently, the calculation effort of the

adaptation algorithm during playout because less alternatives must be considered;

after this step the document is ready for the presentation in the user context;

• the dynamic adaptation is done during presentation playback: more suitable alterna-

tives are switched taking into account changes in the current user context and with

respect to the information flow; substitution models check if dynamic adaptation

maintains the correct information flow.

The semantic of the strict augmentation model assure that a document doc′, obtained

augmenting a document doc with alternatives, satisfy the following conditions:

- each alternative m′ in doc′ has the same subjects and the same length respect to

media m in doc, and
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- m and m′ are information-synchron with respect to the associated subject, i.e., they

present the same subject in the same interval, and they communicate the same tem-

poral information in the interval with the same subject.

Since not all subjects associated to a media element are relevant in the context of

a presentation, the constraints on the subject synchronization is relaxed: the duration-

preserving augmentation model is defined in order to identify alternatives for a media m

that cover only the relevant subjects of m. These alternatives still have the same duration

of m. The start time-preserving augmentation model relaxes this constraint in order to

identify alternatives with the same start time.

The substitution models control the switching of selected media to one of their alter-

natives. The strict substitution model assure that the selected alternatives preserve the

information flow: it is similar to the corresponding augmentation model, but during adap-

tation the original media are checked in order to identify the information-synchron media,

while, during substitution the checks are performed on the the media elements selected for

the presentation.

The duration-preserving substitution model relaxes the constraints on information syn-

chronization, and start time-preserving substitution model relaxes the constraints on dura-

tions.

In contrast to our approach, this model defines the equivalence based on discriminating

aspects, like subjects and duration, while we impose also an order between fragments

relating the same information. In addition, we do not take into account the duration of

alternatives: we perform the “re-synchronization” with the remainder of the presentation

in the next replacement phase.

5.3.4 A semantic framework for adaptation

In [Euzenat et al., 2003] the authors propose a semantic approach, which transforms a

multimedia document into one compatible with the context: a model is a potential exe-

cution of a document and a context defines a particular class of models; the adaptation

process looks for the models of the original document that belong to the class defined by

the context: if such models do not exist, it produces a document whose models belong to

the class and are close to those of the original document.

The specification of a document is based on qualitative constraints for representing

temporal relationships between media objects and it is made of a set of objects and a set
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of constraints between them. A specification can be represented by means of a graph, in

which nodes are the items, and edges correspond to temporal relations between adjacent

nodes.

A model of a document corresponds to an execution of the document satisfying the

specification and there exists at least one consistent model for each specification. The set

of models of a specification s is called Ms.

The adaptation of a document is based on constraints that have to be satisfied by the

document: each of these constraints determines a set of possible executions, i.e., a set of

models. A profile p is a set of constraints that specifies a class of models, denoted by Mp,

satisfying the constraints. The adaptation process must determine if there exist models of

the initial specification belonging to this class, i.e., it computes the set Ms ∪Mp. Three

types of adaptation are identified, inducing different behavior on the selection function α:

• compliant specification: Ms∪Mp = Ms. The original document satisfies adaptation

constraints (α(Ms) = Ms);

• refining adaptation: ∅ ⊂ Ms ∪Mp ⊂ Ms. There exist some models of s satisfying

the adaptation constraints (α(Ms) = Ms ∪Mp);

• transgressive adaptation: Ms ∪ Mp = ∅. No model of s satisfies the adaptation

constraints (α will select some model in Mp closest to those of the specification s).

The transgressive adaptation technique aims at finding a specification as close as pos-

sible to those of the source specification. A distance between two sets of models is defined

in order to identify the models to select. Different types of distance are defined: in every

definition the distance is based on the temporal relations between media objects and not

their semantic content, as in our definition.

5.3.5 SMIL-based adaptation

In [Steele et al., 2004] the authors present a SMIL-based system for mobile device which

dynamically adapts multimedia documents, using the SMIL constructs.

As a mobile device user moves, several factors can change: the local wireless technology,

the available bandwidth, the currently closet source of media file and the continuity of wire-

less access. Adaptation in document presentation is required in order to face modification

to these factors.
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SMIL does not include all the media files in a monolithic file for the document, but

provides references (URLs) for the file, that can be downloaded separately. Each mobile

device have an agent that deals with resource retrieval (what and when files to retrieve,

according to SMIL specification), and makes same decisions based on its knowledge of the

current state of the device and wireless connection. The procedure of selection of files is

performed in the following steps:

• the agent identifies the first file and send a request for the resource to a proxy server;

• the proxy server queries a central resources lookup server, which locates the copy of

the requested file on “best” server (it identifies the location of the closest copy of the

requested file) and send the corresponding URL to the proxy server;

• the proxy server requests the copy indicated by the lookup server, and, once received,

return the file to the requesting mobile device.

When a new file is requested, the agent contacts the proxy server in order to request

the file from the most appropriate server, that can be different from the previously used.

In presence of changes in mobile computing-related factors alternative files have to be

found. There exist two approaches in order to provide alternatives:

(i) the SMIL document provides different alternative files, according to different factors,

using the switch tag: the agent requires the suitable one following the previous steps;

(ii) the document is automatically adapted by the system: the agent requests the file

from the central server providing an option that indicates the alternative file and the

server uses its knowledge, taking into account the history of alternatives for the same

file, also in different documents.

This techniques takes advantages from the multimedia file-based approach provided in

SMIL: in case of monolithic file-based approach it is very difficult to dynamically change

servers as a mobile device moves.

5.3.6 Context aware multimodal documents

In [Celentano and Gaggi, 2005] the authors propose an architecture of a context-aware

document adaptation system. The documents are described according to three different

aspects:
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• static architecture: it define the structure of the documents content. A document

is a collection of atomic items and composite items, i.e., collections of atomic items

with observable properties;

• dynamic architecture: the behavior along time, mutual synchronization between me-

dia, and reactions to user interaction are described by means of synchronization

relationships among the document components in an event-based fashion;

• context constraints: they describe how media items are selected for building an

instance of multimodal documents; each component of the document is associated

with a set of features describing its requirement for delivery and presentation, and

the context is described by means of properties: the two sets are checked in order to

identify compatibility and a context aware multimodal document can be instantiated

in a given context if all its components are compatible with that context, in a recursive

process.

An adaptable multimedia document is a virtual document: each virtual component

composing it is a collection of atomic and composite items whose features allow the adap-

tation system to select the proper ones as a function to the context. The instantiation of

a virtual document into a concrete document consists in the identification of the virtual

components and in the selection of the proper instances compatible with the given context.

Concrete documents are instantiated from virtual documents by selecting and synchro-

nizing proper media instances based on the user context. The compatibility between media

features and context properties is dealt with by a resolver, a module which defines how

media items can be used in different contexts. Media features and context properties are

expressed through logical assertions.

The generation of a document instance compatible with the given context is made in

several steps:

1. selection of the items which are compatible with the user device;

2. refinement of the previous selection, precessing information about environment;

3. selection from the retrieved items those compatible with the user profile;

4. control for each mandatory virtual component in order to verify if there exist at

least one concrete instance of the component for the specified context; otherwise non

concrete document can be generated;
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5. the same control for each optional virtual component: if the concrete instance does

not exist, the component is removed from the document;

6. selection between the selected alternatives according to priority mechanism, heuristic

evaluation, or by asking the user;

7. removal of the synchronization relations from virtual components to concrete com-

ponents.

Different from our approach, the authors do not consider semantic properties of media

items but they simply assume that different alternatives possibly listed by the author are

semantically equivalent.
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Chapter 6

Context adaptation: realization

issues

In the previous chapter we have defined the notion of semantic equivalence in order to

replace undeliverable fragments with other fragments, which are suitable for the given con-

text and which include the same semantic content. In order to identify possible candidates,

we can consider specific information given by the author of the document, or we can ob-

tain such information investigating the possible behaviors of the documents studying the

automaton which represents such evolution, as described in Chapter 4. This analysis is

done “locally” on a document, i.e., we isolate single fragments and connect them with the

remainder of the document, without considering in detail what happens in this remainder.

Unfortunately some aspects cannot be seen in “isolation”. The media items composing

documents and fragments are files stored in a database in the local site, or remotely in

multiple heterogenous database servers; media objects dispersed over a computer network

must be downloaded before playback. Their retrieval from the server(s) is influenced by

the network throughput, and buffer resources on the client side must be correctly sized to

avoid jitters and stops in the presentation playback.

From this more extended point of view resource allocation has to be taken into account

in order to validate fragment substitution and to avoid conflicts: for example if the replacing

fragment contains a media that requires a specific resource and such resource is used in

the part of the document not affected by the substitution, a resource conflict occurs.

In order to avoid these problems, we define a set of steps that, starting from the

evolution automaton, deduce a new automaton, taking into account the resource allocation.

The state transitions in this automaton are checked by means of a set of rules, that verify

125
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the correct resource management.

6.1 Evolution of a single media

The behavior of a single media can be studied in detail if we consider the resources that it

uses.

In the following we introduce the considered resources (channel, buffer, and stream)

and we analyze the evolution of a single media.

6.1.1 The resources

Media objects require proper channels to be displayed or played.

Definition 6.1.1 (Channel) A channel is a virtual display or playback device like a win-

dow, a frame, an audio device, or an application program able to play a media file, that

can be used by one media at a time.

The channels are virtual devices used to reproduce media components and mapped to

actual resources during their playback. Several compatible media objects can share the

same channel in different times, i.e., one media at time. A channel is busy if an active

media is using it, otherwise it is free. In the following, CH represents the set of channel

used during the presentation playback. The association of distinct media items with the

channels they are using, is expressed by means of the function channel(m), where m

denotes the media.

Example 6.1.1 The document Doc introduced in Example 3.1.6 requires three channels, i.e.,
CH = {video, audio, window}, such that channel(logos) = window, channel(intro) =
audio, channel(artist) = video, channel(descr) = video, channel(details) = audio,
channel(image1) = window, channel(image2) = window, channel(image3) = window,
channel(concl) = audio, and channel(info) = window.

¦

In a distributed environment, media items have to be downloaded before playback and

each channel is therefore associated to a buffer.

Definition 6.1.2 (Buffer) A buffer is a particular area in the memory in which the media

objects coming from the network are temporally stored, waiting to be played on the suitable

channel.
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Buffer management is critical in distributed communication, since it affects the perfor-

mance and, ultimately, the feasibility of a distributed application, even if limited to media

download and presentation. In order to abstract from technical issues which do not limit

the model power, we make a number of simplifying assumptions which are plausible in the

framework of the multimedia presentations we approach.

First, we assume that the resources provided by the network are adequate, i.e., we

face neither Quality of Service problems nor strict real-time constraints in media syn-

chronization; this assumption is acceptable for multimedia presentations, since fine-grain

synchronization is resolved by putting synchronized media in the same file, such as multi-

track video and audio file. Then, we assume that the time to process a media segment for

display, once downloaded, is negligible with respect to download time. In the same way,

there can be some tolerances, e.g., at the end of a group of objects, here can be a little

interval before the next one. Finally, since we assume that the resources are adequate for

the whole presentation, we also assume that any parallel combination of media defined

in the presentation can be played independently from the media download order, as long

as all media are available in core memory when playback starts. In other words, we are

interested only in the mutual logical relationships among media, and not in performance

constraints that can be induced on them by the implementation.

We refer to a simplified double buffer schema over segmented media streams: a media

object is divided into segments of equal length, and equal to the length of the buffer. Each

time a new segment is required to start, the system switches to the unused buffer and begins

to fill it. When the buffer is full, the application can begin media playback (constrained

by the synchronization relationships), while the system retrieves from the network a new

segment in the other buffer. Other variants (e.g., copying the buffer content into another

location, or using a buffer pool) do not introduce significant changes. We shall use the

word buffer to refer to a buffer area whose allocation policy is not detailed.

We call pre-fetch the activity of filling the first buffer for a media item; it defines the

minimum delay between download and play in a streaming environment.

Therefore, for the remainder of the chapter, we abstract from any buffer details, and

work under the hypothesis that every media is associated with a specific buffer, and that

the relevant information about that buffer only concern its being empty, partially filled, or

full. Analogously to channels, we assume that every media m is associated to a buffer and

to denote this association we use the functions buffer(m).
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Definition 6.1.3 (Stream) The stream associated to a media is the flow of data coming

from the network.

We denote the association media-stream using the function stream(m).

The relevant information to be checked, when a media is modelled, is the status of

its buffer, its channel and its stream. To check the status of buffers and streams we use

the predicates isEmpty() and isFull(). The channel occupation is given by the function

isUsed() : CH →MI ∪{ } that returns, for every channel, the media item that occupies

it. The underscore symbol denotes the absence of media item; it is the value used to

identify free channels.

In addition, it is possible to verify if the channel associated with a media is available.

This control is done using the isUsed() function: the channel is available for the media

m if the channel is free (isUsed(channel(m)) = ) or it is occupied by the media itself

(isUsed(channel(m)) = m). The predicate isAvailable(), that has the media item as its

argument, defines the channel availability through these checks.

6.1.2 The evolution of a single media

So far we have considered the beginning of a media as a single step: the item is not

active before a transition and it becomes active after the same transition; viceversa for the

termination: the media is active in a state and it is not active in the next one.

If we take into account the resources, there exist some intermediates states that capture

the evolution of an object from the point of view of the channel occupation, buffer, and

stream.

Then each media m exhibits its own behavior, represented by means of different states :

• idlem: the media is not active, waiting to be activated;

• initm: this state represents the pre-fetch activity of data to play;

• playingm: the media is delivered;

• terminatingm: this state represents the situation in which the last segment of the

media is playing.

As for the case of document evolution, the changes of the states of a media item is

“registered” by means of some events. We can consider the events listed in Definition 3.1.6

with the same meaning:
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• start(m): the media item m is activated;

• stop(m): a user forces the termination of the media m;

• end(m): the media m reaches its natural termination.

These events are external events, i.e., they have an effect immediately perceived by the

user.

Moreover, since we consider more in detail the evolution of a media, we add some

internal events:

• ready(m): the activity of filling the buffer for the first time for the media item m is

terminated;

• ending(m): the last segment of the media m is starting playing (the item is finishing).

These events are non observable events and correspond to some modification in the

internal state of the system, that the user is not necessarily aware of (modifications in

buffer status, like the start or the end of pre-fetching phase).

In presence of these events, state transitions are fired, provided some preconditions,

expressed in terms of logical predicates, hold. The effects of the events on a state of the

system are captured by postconditions associated to the events.

In the following, to characterize state transitions for a media item we use the following

notation:

[C] statei
e→ stater [P ].

State transitions take place when an event occurs, and their enabling conditions are sat-

isfied. Preconditions and postconditions mentioned in our transitions only concern local

predicates, i.e., predicates whose truth value might be affected by the firing transition.

Remark 6.1.1 For not mentioned predicates, persistency is assumed.

The set of transitions characterizing media items is shown in the following:

[isAvailable(m)]

idlem
start(m)→ initm

[¬isEmpty(buffer(m)) ∧ isUsed(channel(m)) = m]
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If the media is not active, the event startm causes the beginning of the pre-fetch of

data; m is an initiating media. The media item can start if its channel is available,

i.e., it is free or occupied by the media itself. After the transition, the channel is

assigned to the beginning object and the pre-fetch of data starts (the buffer is not

empty any more).

[isFull(buffer(m))]

initm
ready(m)→ playingm

[¬isEmpty(stream(m))]

When the activity of filling the buffer for a media item is terminated (the buffer is

full), its playback starts; m is a starting media. During the playback of the media,

its stream is not empty, because the data are coming from the network.

[true]

initm
stop(m)→ idlem

[isEmpty(buffer(m)) ∧ isUsed(channel(m)) = ]

During the pre-fetch phase, the user can decide to stop the media: the buffer is un-

loaded and the channel is made available; m is a stopped media.

[isEmpty(stream(m))]

playingm
ending(m)→ terminatingm

[true]

The empty stream means that the last segment of the media is stored in the buffer:

the item is terminating; m is a terminating media.

[true]

playingm
stop(m)→ idlem

[isEmpty(buffer(m)) ∧ isUsed(channel(m)) = ]

During the playout, the user can decide to stop the media object: the buffer is un-

loaded and the channel is made available; m is a stopped media.
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[true]

terminatingm
end(m)→ idlem

isEmpty(buffer(m)) ∧ isUsed(channel(m)) = ]

When the media is terminating and its buffer is empty, it reaches its natural termi-

nation: its channel is made available; m is an ended media.

[true]

terminatingm
stop(m)→ idlem

[isEmpty(buffer(m)) ∧ isUsed(channel(m)) = ]

The playout of the last segment of a media item can be stopped: the buffer is unloaded

and the channel is made available; m is a stopped media.

6.2 From the evolution automaton to the resource au-

tomaton

The evolution of a document D concerning the resources allocation can be represented by

means of a new automaton AUTR(D), obtained from the automaton AUT (D) (Definition

3.2.1). AUTR(D) can be defined as follows:

Definition 6.2.1 (Resource Automaton) The automaton representing the evolution of

a document D = 〈MI = {m1, . . . , mn}, E, T C〉 taking into account the resources allocation

is the 5–tuple AUTR(D) = 〈SR, sR
0 , F inalR, T RR, nextR〉, where

• SR = {sR = 〈sm1, . . ., smi
, . . . smn〉 | smi

∈ {idlemi
, initmi

, playingmi
, terminatingmi

},
i = 1, . . . , n};

• sR
0 = 〈idlem1 , . . . , idlemn〉;

• sR
f = 〈idlem1 , . . . , idlemn〉;

• T RR is the set of symbols that label possible transitions. These symbols are the events

start(m), ready(m), stop(m), ending(m), and end(m);

• nextR is the transition function nextR : SR × T RR → SR.
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From the actual point of view, given AUT (D) = 〈S = {s = 〈AM, . . .〉}, s0, Final, T R,

next〉 and the sequence of states s0 . . . sk . . . sp+1, every transition trk = 〈{evk}, instk〉
with evk ∈ {start(m), stop(m), end(m)} in AUT (D) corresponds to several transitions in

AUTR(D). We have to take into account that:

(i) if m 6∈ AMk and m ∈ AMk+1, we have the sequence of states idlem → initm →
playingm;

(ii) if m ∈ AMk and m 6∈ AMk+1, we have the sequence of states playingm →
terminatingm → idlem, if end(m) ∈ {evk}; we have the sequence playingm →
idlem if stop(m) ∈ {evk}.

In order to define AUTR(D), every transition in AUT (D) from a state sk to the next

one sk+1, k = 0 . . . p, can be represented by means of the following sets:

Initk/k+1 = AMk+1 \ AMk, that contains the media that are not active in sk and

active in sk+1;

Termk/k+1 = AMk \ AMk+1, that contains the media that are active in sk and not

active in sk+1 and such that an end event occurs for these media;

Stopk/k+1 = AMk \ AMk+1, that contains the media that are active in sk and not

active in sk+1 and such that a stop event occurs for these media.

Remark 6.2.1 The three defined sets are disjoined.

We call stepk/k+1 the triple 〈Initk/k+1, T ermk/k+1, Stopk/k+1〉.

Given the sequence s0 . . . sp+1, which represents the states in the path of AUT (D),

and the sequence of corresponding transitions tr0 . . . trp, we apply the following steps, in

order to obtain AUTR(D):

sR
0 = 〈idlem1 , . . . , idlemn〉

for every stepk/k+1, k = 0 . . . p we have:

1. a startk/k+1 event for every media in Initk/k+1 and an endingk/k+1 event for every media
in Termk/k+1, in every order. At a high level of granularity we consider such events
as contemporary obtaining a state 〈sm1 , . . . , smi , . . . , smn〉 where smi = initmi if mi ∈
Initk/k+1, and smi = terminatingmi if mi ∈ Termk/k+1; followed by
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2. a readyk/k+1 event for every media in Initk/k+1, an endingk/k+1 event for every media in
Termk/k+1, and a stopk/k+1 event for every media in Stopk/k+1, in every order. Also in
this case we consider the parallel events, obtaining a state 〈sm1 , . . . , smi , . . . , smn〉 where
smi = playingmi if mi ∈ Initk/k+1, and smi = idlemi if mi ∈ Termk/k+1 or mi ∈ Stopk/k+1.

The state transitions in AUTR(D) are checked by means of a set of rules, which take

into account the conditions of state transitions of the single media objects.

6.2.1 State transitions in AUTR(D)

Five new transition rules define the evolution of a presentation in case of events startmi
,

readymi
, stopmi

, endingmi
, and endmi

occur. In every rule, several sets are defined in order

to capture the impact of an event emi
on the document behavior.

Remark 6.2.2 Since the same contemporary events register the contemporary beginning

and termination of media items, we select one of them to represent the transition, taking

into account that these simultaneous relationships are stored in stepk/k+1. For exam-

ple, if we have trR
k/k+1 = {startk/k+1(m1), startk/k+1(m2), endingk/k+1(m3)} we apply the

following rules to the set {startk/k+1(m1), endingk/k+1(m3)}, or analogously, to the set

{startk/k+1(m2), endingk/k+1(m3)}.

Event startk=k+1(mi)

In case of event startk/k+1(mi), the media items in Initk/k+1 should begin to fill the

buffers and obtain their channels, if the channels are free:

Event: startk/k+1(mi) for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Notation:

NotAvailable = {mk ∈MI | ¬isAvailable(mk)}
Replacing = {mr

j | mr
j ∈ Initk/k+1 ∧ (isUsed(channel(mr

j)) = mj

for some mj ∈ Termk/k+1

StartClosure = (Initk/k+1 \NotAvailable) ∪Replacing

Precondition: (1)

StartClosure 6= ∅ ∧
|StartClosure| = |channel(StartClosure)| ∧
∀ mj ∈ StartClosure, smj

= idlemj
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Postcondition:

∀ mj ∈ StartClosure,

s′mj
= initmj

∧ ¬isEmpty(buffer(mj)) ∧ isUsed(channel(mj)) = mj;

∀ mj 6∈ StartClosure, s′mj
= smj

Correctness of the rule: we want that, after the application of the rule, the media in

Initk/k+1 fill their buffers and occupy their channels, if these channels are available. The

media in Initk/k+1 whose channels are actually used by different items are not considered.

We construct the following sets:

NotAvailable contains the media mk whose channel is occupied;

Replacing contains the media mr
j ∈ Initk/k+1 that are required to start simultane-

ously with mi and whose channel is occupied by an item mj ∈ Termk/k+1 which they

substitute;

StartClosure contains the media which can start with mi, discarding the items whose

channel is not available and including the media in Replacing.

If |Initk/k+1| = 1, and mi ∈ Initk/k+1, we verify if the channel of mi ia available or it

is occupied by a media mr
j ∈ Termk/k+1 that terminates whit mi. In both cases, mi is

inserted in StartClosure.

The transition takes place if three conditions hold:

(i) StartClosure 6= ∅, i.e., there exists at least one initiating media;

(ii) the cardinalities of the sets of initiating media and the required channels are equal.

This check is necessary because of the parallelism between the different checks per-

formed to construct the described sets: if two media try to occupy a free channel, the

channel results available for both items and assigned to them. This situation repre-

sents a lack of the presentation and it can be detected comparing the cardinality of

the sets of starting media and the required channels; and

(iii) all the media in StartClosure are in state idle.

If conditions are verified, the system begins to fill up the buffer of mi (the state of mi

becomes init), assigning it the suitable channel.
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If |Initk/k+1| > 1, the previous steps are applied for every media in Initk/k+1: the set

StartClosure contains only the media in Initk/k+1 whose channel is free, i.e., only those

which can start. For media not in StartClosure persistency is assumed.

Event readyk=k+1(mi)

In case of event readyk/k+1(mi), the media in Initk/k+1 begin their playback:

Event: readyk/k+1(mi) for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Notation:

NotAvailable = {mk ∈MI | ¬isAvailable(mk)}
StartClosure = Initk/k+1 \NotAvailable

Ready = {mj ∈ StartClosure | isFull(buffer(mj))}
Precondition: (2)

Ready 6= ∅ ∧
StartClosure = Ready ∧
∀ mj ∈ StartClosure, smj

= initmj

Postcondition:

∀ mj ∈ StartClosure, smj
= playingmj

∧ ¬isEmpty(stream(mj))

∀ mj 6∈ StartClosure, s′mj
= smj

Correctness of the rule: we want that after the application of the rule, the state of the

media in Initk/k+1 becomes playing. We construct the following sets:

NotAvailable contains the media mk whose channel is occupied;

StartClosure contains the media which can start with mi, discarding the items whose

channel is not available;

Ready contains the starting media whose buffer is full.

If |Initk/k+1| = 1 and mi ∈ Initk/k+1, we verify if its channel is available and if its

buffer is full, building StartClosure and Ready accordingly to these checks.

The transition takes place if three conditions hold:

(i) Ready 6= ∅, i.e., there exists at least one starting media;
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(ii) all the buffers of starting items are full (StartClosure = Ready), i.e., the system

waits for the full buffer for all media in StartClosure, in order to respect their

simultaneous beginning; and

(iii) all the media in StartClosure are in state init.

If conditions are verified, the playback of mi begins and its stream receives data from

the network.

If |Initk/k+1| > 1, the previous steps are applied for every media in Initk/k+1: the set

Ready contains the media with full buffer and the transition does not take place until

all the media that have to begin their playback (in StartClosure) have their buffers full.

This means that, when this condition is verified the media items in Ready can begin the

playback simultaneously. For media not in StarClosure persistency is assumed.

Event stopk=k+1(mi)

In case of user interaction, the system looks for all media items which must be stopped

at the same time and frees their channels:

Event: stopk/k+1(mi) for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Precondition:

∀ mj ∈ Stopk/k+1, smj
6= idlemj

Postcondition: (3)

∀mj ∈ Stopk/k+1,

s′mj
= idlemj

∧ isEmpty(buffer(mj)) ∧ isUsed(channel(mj)) = ;

∀ mj 6∈ Stopk/k+1, s′mj
= smj

Correctness of the rule: we want that after the application of the rule, the media in

Stopk/k+1 (which contains the stopped media by construction) are in state idle, with empty

buffers and free channels. The rule is applied only on media in Stopk/k+1 which are not in

state idle; for media not in Stopk/k+1 persistency is assumed.

Event endingk=k+1(mi)

In case of event endingk/k+1(mi), the state of terminating media becomes terminating:

Event: endingk/k+1(mi) for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}
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Precondition:

∀ mj ∈ Termk/k+1, smj
= playingmj

∧ isEmpty(stream(mj))

Postcondition: (4)

∀ mj ∈ Termk/k+1, s′mj
= terminatingmj

∀ mj 6∈ Termk/k+1, s′mj
= smj

Correctness of the rule: we want that after the application of the rule, the media in

Termk/k+1 (which contains the terminating media by construction) are in state terminat-

ing.

If |Termk/k+1| = 1 and mi ∈ Termk/k+1, the transition takes place if mi is in state

playing and its stream is empty: in this case its state becomes terminating.

If |Termk/k+1| > 1, the previously checks are applied to every media in Termk/k+1. For

media not in Termk/k+1 persistency is assumed.

Event endk=k+1(mi)

In case of event endk/k+1(mi) the system terminates all media items in Termk/k+1, and

frees their channels, if they are not substitute by some starting media:

Event: endk/k+1(mi) for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Notation:

Replaced = {mk | mk ∈ Termk/k+1 ∧ isUsed(channel(mk)) = mj

for some mj ∈ Initk/k+1}
Precondition: (5)

∀ mj ∈ Termk/k+1, smj
= terminatingmj

∧ isEmpty(buffer(mj)

Postcondition:

∀ mj ∈ Termk/k+1, s′mj
= idlemj

;

∀ mj 6∈ Termk/k+1, s′mj
= smj

;

∀ mj ∈ Termk/k+1 \Replaced, isUsed(channel(mj)) =

Correctness of the rule: we want that after the application of the rule, the media in

Termk/k+1 are terminated, with their channels free, or occupied by an initiating media.

The set Replaced contains the media mk ∈ Termk/k+1 substituted by the items contained

in Initk/k+1. Then Termk/k+1 contains the ending media by construction, and Replaced

the ending media substitute by a starting media.
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If |Termk/k+1| = 1 and mi ∈ Termk/k+1, the transition takes place if mi is in state

terminating and its buffer is empty: in this case its state becomes idle. If its channel is

not used by a different media (mj ∈ Termk/k+1 \Replaced), it becomes available for other

media.

If |Termk/k+1| > 1, the previously checks are applied to every media in Termk/k+1. For

media not in Termk/k+1 persistency is assumed.

Example 6.2.1 Figure 3.2 depicts the automaton AUT (Doc) that represents the evolution of
the document Doc introduced in Example 3.1.6. In the following we transform this automaton
in AUTR(Doc).

At the beginning, all media are in state idle:
sR
0 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3, idleconcl,

idleinfo〉
and the following conditions hold:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) =
isUsed(window) =

We will consider every transition in AUT (Doc):

• tr0 = 〈{start(intro), start(logos)}, 0〉
Init0/1 = {intro, logos}
Term0/1 = ∅
Stop0/1 = ∅
The following events occur: start0/1(intro) and start0/1(logos). For remark 6.2.2 we con-
sider start(intro)0/1 and we apply rule (1):

NotAvailable = {}
Replacing = {}
StartClosure = {intro, logos}

The precondition is satisfied: |StartClosure| = 2, |channel(StartClosure)| = 2, and all
media in StartClosure are in state idle. Then there is the transition to state
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sR
1 = 〈initintro, initlogos, idleartist, idledescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = intro

isUsed(window) = logos

When intro and logos have full buffer, the following events occur: ready0/1(intro) and
ready0/1(logos). For remark 6.2.2 we consider ready0/1(intro) and we apply rule (2):

NotAvailable = {details, image1, image2, image3, concl, info}
StartClosure = {intro, logos}
Ready = {intro, logos}

The precondition is satisfied: StartClosure = Ready, and all media in StartClosure are
in state init. Then there is the transition to state

sR
2 = 〈playingintro, playinglogos, idleartist, idledescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = intro

isUsed(window) = logos

isFull(buffer(intro))
isFull(buffer(logos))

• tr1 = 〈{end(intro), end(logos), start(artist)}, 181〉
Init1/2 = {artist}
Term1/2 = {intro, logos}
Stop1/2 = ∅
When the last segment of the media is played (the stream is empty), the following events oc-
cur: ending1/2(intro) and ending1/2(logos). For remark 6.2.2 we consider ending1/2(intro)
and we apply rule (4): the precondition is satisfied (all terminating media are in state play-
ing and their streams are empty).

In addition, we consider event start1/2(artist) and we apply rule (1):
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NotAvailable = {details, image1, image2, image3, concl, info}
Replacing = {}
StartClosure = {artist}

The precondition is satisfied: |StartClosure| = 1, |channel(StartClosure)| = 1, and all
media in StartClosure are in state idle.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
3 = 〈terminatingintro, terminatinglogos, initartist, idledescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2,

idleimage3, idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) = artist

isUsed(audio) = intro

isUsed(window) = logos

isFull(buffer(intro))
isFull(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))

When the buffer of intro and logos is empty, the following events occur: end1/2(intro) and
end1/2(logos). For remark 6.2.2 we consider end1/2(intro) and we apply rule (5):

Replaced = ∅

The precondition is satisfied: all terminating media are in state terminating and their
buffers are empty.

In addition, we consider event ready1/2(artist), when the buffer of artist is full, and we
apply rule (2):

NotAvailable = {descr, details, image1, image2, image3, concl, info}
StartClosure = {artist}
Ready = {artist}
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The precondition is satisfied: StartClosure = Ready, and all media in StartClosure are
in state init.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
4 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, playingartist, idledescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) = artist

isUsed(audio) =
isUsed(window) =
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isFull(buffer(artist))

• tr2 = 〈{end(artist), start(descr)}, 483〉
Init2/3 = {descr}
Term2/3 = {artist}
Stop2/3 = ∅
When the last segment of the media is played (the stream is empty), the following event
occurs: ending2/3(artist). We apply rule (4): the precondition is satisfied (the terminating
media is in state playing and its stream is empty).

In addition, we consider event start2/3(descr) and we apply rule (1):

NotAvailable = {descr}
Replacing = {descr}
StartClosure = {descr}

The precondition is satisfied: |StartClosure| = 1, |channel(StartClosure)| = 1, and all
media in StartClosure are in state idle.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
5 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, terminatingartist, initdescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:
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isUsed(video) = descr

isUsed(audio) =
isUsed(window) =
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isFull(buffer(artist))
isEmpty(stream(artist))

When the buffer of artist is empty, the following event occurs: end2/3(artist). We apply
rule (5):

Replaced = {descr}

The precondition is satisfied: the terminating media is in state terminating and its buffer
is empty.

In addition, we consider event ready2/3(descr), when the buffer of descr is full, and we
apply rule (2):

NotAvailable = {artist}
StartClosure = {descr}
Ready = {descr}

The precondition is satisfied: StartClosure = Ready, and all media in StartClosure are
in state init.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
6 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, playingdescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) = descr

isUsed(audio) =
isUsed(window) =
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
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isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist))
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isFull(buffer(descr))

• tr3 = 〈{end(descr), start(details), start(image1)}, 1083〉
Init3/4 = {details, image1}
Term3/4 = {descr}
Stop3/4 = ∅
When the last segment of the active media is played (the stream is empty), the follow-
ing event occurs: ending3/4(descr). We apply rule (4): the precondition is satisfied (the
terminating media is in state playing and its stream is empty).

In addition, we consider events start3/4(details) and start3/4(image1), and we apply rule
(1):

NotAvailable = {artist}
Replacing = {}
StartClosure = {details, image1}

The precondition is satisfied: |StartClosure| = 2, |channel(StartClosure)| = 2, and all
media in StartClosure are in state idle.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
7 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, terminatingdescr, initdetails, initimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) = descr

isUsed(audio) = details

isUsed(window) = image1
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
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isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist))
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isFull(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))

When the buffer of descr is empty, the following event occurs: end3/4(artist). We apply
rule (5):

Replaced = {}

The precondition is satisfied: the terminating media is in state terminating and its buffer
is empty.

In addition, we consider event ready3/4(details) and ready3/4(image1), when the buffers
of details and image1 are full, and we apply rule (2):

NotAvailable = {logos, intro, artist, image2, image3, concl, info}
StartClosure = {details, image1}
Ready = {details, image1}

The precondition is satisfied: StartClosure = Ready, and all media in StartClosure are
in state init.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
8 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, playingdetails, playingimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = details

isUsed(window) = image1
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist)
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isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isFull(buffer(details))
isFull(buffer(image1))

• tr4 = 〈{end(image1), start(image2)}, 1263〉
Init4/5 = {image2}
Term4/5 = {image1}
Stop4/5 = ∅
When the last segment of the active media is played (the stream is empty), the following
event occurs: ending4/5(image1). We apply rule (4): the precondition is satisfied (the
terminating media is in state playing and its stream is empty).

In addition, we consider event start4/5(image2) and we apply rule (1):

NotAvailable = {intro, logos, image2, image3, concl, info}
Replacing = {image2}
StartClosure = {image2}

The precondition is satisfied: |StartClosure| = 1, |channel(StartClosure)| = 1, and all
media in StartClosure are in state idle.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
9 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, playingdetails, terminatingimage1, initimage2,

idleimage3, idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = details

isUsed(window) = image2
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist)
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isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isFull(buffer(details))
isFull(buffer(image1))
isEmpty(stream(image1))

When the buffer of image1 is empty, the following event occurs: end4/5(image1). We apply
rule (5):

Replaced = {image1}

The precondition is satisfied: the terminating media is in state terminating and its buffer
is empty.

In addition, we consider event ready4/5(image2) when the buffers of image2 is full, and we
apply rule (2):

NotAvailable = {logos, intro, image1, image3, concl, info}
StartClosure = {image2}
Ready = {image2}

The precondition is satisfied: StartClosure = Ready, and all media in StartClosure are
in state init.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
10 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, playingdetails, idleimage1, playingimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = details

isUsed(window) = image2
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
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isEmpty(buffer(artist)
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isFull(buffer(details))
isEmpty(buffer(image1))
isEmpty(stream(image1))
isFull(buffer(image2))

• tr5 = 〈{end(image2), start(image3)}, 1443〉
Init5/6 = {image3}
Term5/6 = {image2}
Stop5/6 = ∅
When the last segment of the active media is played (the stream is empty), the following
event occurs: ending5/6(image2). We apply rule (4): the precondition is satisfied (the
terminating media is in state playing and its stream is empty).

In addition, we consider event start5/6(image3) and we apply rule (1):

NotAvailable = {intro, logos, image1, image3, concl, info}
Replacing = {image3}
StartClosure = {image3}

The precondition is satisfied: |StartClosure| = 1, |channel(StartClosure)| = 1, and all
media in StartClosure are in state idle.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
11 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, playingdetails, idleimage1, terminatingimage2,

initimage3, idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = details

isUsed(window) = image3
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
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isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist)
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isFull(buffer(details))
isEmpty(buffer(image1))
isEmpty(stream(image1))
isFull(buffer(image2))
isEmpty(stream(image2))

When the buffer of image2 is empty, the following event occurs: end5/6(image2). We apply
rule (5):

Replaced = {image2}

The precondition is satisfied: the terminating media is in state terminating and its buffer
is empty.

In addition, we consider event ready5/6(image3) when the buffers of image3 is full, and we
apply rule (2):

NotAvailable = {logos, intro, image1, image2, concl, info}
StartClosure = {image3}
Ready = {image3}

The precondition is satisfied: StartClosure = Ready, and all media in StartClosure are
in state init.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
12 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, playingdetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, playingimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = details
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isUsed(window) = image3
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist)
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isFull(buffer(details))
isEmpty(buffer(image1))
isEmpty(stream(image1))
isEmpty(buffer(image2))
isEmpty(stream(image2))
isFull(buffer(image3))

• tr6 = 〈{end(details), end(image3), start(concl), start(info)}, 1624〉
Init6/7 = {info, concl}
Term6/7 = {details, image3}
Stop6/7 = ∅
When the last segment of the active media is played (their streams are empty), the fol-
lowing event occurs: ending6/7(details) and ending6/7(image3). We apply rule (4): the
precondition is satisfied (the terminating media are in state playing and their streams are
empty).

In addition, we consider events start6/7(info) and start6/7(concl) we apply rule (1):

NotAvailable = {intro, logos, image1, image2, concl, info}
Replacing = {info, concl}
StartClosure = {info, concl}

The precondition is satisfied: |StartClosure| = 2, |channel(StartClosure)| = 2, and all
media in StartClosure are in state idle.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
13 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, terminatingdetails, idleimage1, idleimage2,

terminatingimage3, initconcl, initinfo〉
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with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = concl

isUsed(window) = info

isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist)
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isFull(buffer(details))
isEmpty(buffer(image1))
isEmpty(stream(image1))
isEmpty(buffer(image2))
isEmpty(stream(image2))
isFull(buffer(image3))
isEmpty(stream(details))
isEmpty(stream(image3))

When the buffers of details and image3 are empty, the following events occur: end6/7(image2)
and end6/7(image3). We apply rule (5):

Replaced = {details, image3}

The precondition is satisfied: the terminating media are in state terminating and their
buffers are empty.

In addition, we consider events ready6/7(concl) and ready6/7(info) when the buffers of
concl and info are full, and we apply rule (2):

NotAvailable = {logos, intro, details, image1, image2, image3}
StartClosure = {concl, info}
Ready = {concl, info}
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The precondition is satisfied: StartClosure = Ready, and all media in StartClosure are
in state init.

Because of the two applied rules, there is the transition to state

sR
14 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

playingconcl, playinginfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = concl

isUsed(window) = info

isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist)
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isEmpty(buffer(details))
isEmpty(buffer(image1))
isEmpty(stream(image1))
isEmpty(buffer(image2))
isEmpty(stream(image2))
isEmpty(buffer(image3))
isEmpty(stream(details))
isEmpty(stream(image3))
isFull(buffer(concl))
isFull(buffer(info))

• tr7 = 〈{end(concl), end(info)}, 1804〉
Init7/8 = {}
Term7/8 = {concl, info}
Stop7/8 = ∅
When the last segment of the active media is played (their streams are empty), the following
event occurs: ending7/8(concl) and ending7/8(info). We apply rule (4): the precondition is
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satisfied (the terminating media are in state playing and their streams are empty). Then
there is the transition to state

sR
15 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

terminatingconcl, terminatinginfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) = concl

isUsed(window) = info

isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist)
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isEmpty(buffer(details))
isEmpty(buffer(image1))
isEmpty(stream(image1))
isEmpty(buffer(image2))
isEmpty(stream(image2))
isEmpty(buffer(image3))
isEmpty(stream(details))
isEmpty(stream(image3))
isFull(buffer(concl))
isFull(buffer(info))
isEmpty(stream(concl))
isEmpty(stream(info))

When the buffers of concl and info are empty, the following events occur: end7/8(concl)
and end7/8(info). We apply rule (5):

Replaced = {}

The precondition is satisfied: the terminating media are in state terminating and their
buffers are empty. There is the transition to state
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sR
16 = 〈idleintro, idlelogos, idleartist, idledescr, idledetails, idleimage1, idleimage2, idleimage3,

idleconcl, idleinfo〉
with the following conditions:

isUsed(video) =
isUsed(audio) =
isUsed(window) =
isEmpty(buffer(intro))
isEmpty(buffer(logos))
isEmpty(stream(intro))
isEmpty(stream(logos))
isEmpty(buffer(artist)
isEmpty(stream(artist))
isEmpty(buffer(descr))
isEmpty(stream(descr))
isEmpty(buffer(details))
isEmpty(buffer(image1))
isEmpty(stream(image1))
isEmpty(buffer(image2))
isEmpty(stream(image2))
isEmpty(buffer(image3))
isEmpty(stream(details))
isEmpty(stream(image3))
isEmpty(buffer(concl))
isEmpty(buffer(info))
isEmpty(stream(concl))
isEmpty(stream(info))

¦

6.3 Multimedia documents in distributed environment:

state of the art

The automaton we defined is well suited for reasoning on multimedia documents dynamics,

and to prove properties about them. For example, it can check the correctness of a sequence
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of media item downloads with respect to the modelled behavior of a presentation: a given

sequence is correct if the finite state machine completely describes the status of the buffers

and channels at each moment. Therefore, we can control if the sequence of events ready is

compatible with the finite state machine associated to the presentation.

Several works approach the problem of the preservation of the synchronization con-

straints taking into account resource availability. Our approach, different from the follow-

ing ones, verifies if in a well-known sequence of events, the resource availability is such that

to allow the fixed execution, while the following techniques try to construct a schedule of

the presentation which satisfies the temporal constraints and, in the same time, which re-

spects the resource requirement. In other words, the following models allow the creation of

a schedule before the execution of a document; our automaton is used to verify conditions

about resources occupation of a schedule obtained from the execution of a document.

6.3.1 Scheduling with relative timing constraints

In [Saksena et al., 1993] the authors deal with the problem of scheduling in real-time

systems, considering relative timing constraints, which temporally relate operations with

each other and specify minimun/maximum constrained relationships between occurrence

of events.

The model is based on a set of transactions, each of which consists of an ordered set

of tasks, that must execute in sequence when transaction is invoked. Each task has (i) a

lower bound on its execution time, (ii) an upper bound on its execution time, and (iii) the

actual execution time, which is unknown until the end of the task execution. In addition,

the start time and the finish time are the variables on which the timing constraints are

specified.

The problem addressed in the paper concerns the scheduling of a set of tasks in order

to satisfy relative timing constraints. In the single transaction scheduling (in which the

order of execution of tasks is pre-determined) the problem is reduced to finding the actual

start time si of each task such that the constraints remain satisfied. Each si depends on

the start time and on execution time of its predecessor tasks: in the parametric calendar

associated with the set of constraints the start times are represented as functions of the

type:

Fmin
1 () ≤ s1 ≤ Fmax

1 ()

Fmin
2 (s1, e1) ≤ s2 ≤ Fmax

2 (s1, e1)
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. . .

Fmin
n (s1, e1, s2, e2, . . . , sn−1, en−1) ≤ sn ≤ Fmax

n (s1, e1, s2, e2, . . . , sn−1, en−1)

where Fmin
i and Fmax

i represent the lower and the upper bounds allowed for the value si.

The calendar is generated by the parametric dispatching which operates in two phases:

• offline components: the calendar is produced starting from the timing constraints;

• online components: the calendar evaluator determines the upper and the lower

bounds on the start time of each task, obtaining a parametric dispatching order.

If no inconsistences are detected the algorithm successfully generates the parametric

calendar.

In order to extend the problem of scheduling multiple transactions without increasing

the complexity, the authors consider a set of simplifications: they work with a constant

number of transactions, assumed individually schedulable; in addition, each transaction

is schedulable if and only if a single dispatching order holds for all execution times. The

authors prove that “[. . .]a multiple transaction task set is schedulable for all execution times

if and only if it is schedulable for the worst-case execution time[. . .]”. Scheduling is then

divided in two steps:

• find a schedule (if exists) for the task set, substituting the upper bound for each

actual execution time;

• considering the sequence of tasks for which the schedule exists, apply the single

transaction scheduling procedure for this sequence.

6.3.2 The Firefly model

This model [Buchanan and Zellweger, 1992] allows authors to specify temporal synchro-

nization constraints among events within media segments: it includes support for asyn-

chronous media items with unknown duration (i.e., programs), and for asynchronous event

with unknown times of occurrence (i.e., user interaction and links). In addition, it creates

schedules for displaying documents.

In this model a document consists of:

• media items: they are the pieces of information displayed in a document; each item

is associated with a set of events, which represent point in which the media can be

synchronized with other items;
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• temporal synchronization constraints: they define the temporal ordering of pairs of

events in one or more media items;

• operation lists: they contain some operations able to control the behavior of the

display of a media item; these operations are not directly associated with items, in

order to allow multiple documents to control shared items in different ways.

An author creates its document by means of a direct-manipulation interface, specifying

the media items, the synchronization constraints, and the asynchronous events. A sched-

uler is used to solve temporal constraints in order to create schedules, which describe the

temporal layout of a document and consist of temporally ordered commands. Every sched-

ule is divided in two parts: the main schedule that controls the main synchronous media,

and the auxiliary schedule, that controls the action triggered by asynchronous events.

The scheduler operates performing different steps:

(i) it queries the items in order to obtain the duration between each pair of adjacent

events: the items answer specifying a range of duration to reflect the presence of

operations that can alter their duration;

(ii) it identifies the connected components, i.e., the partitions of a document such that

each of them consists of temporally related events and the unknown temporal rela-

tionships are defined only between different components;

(iii) it assigns times to events combining the duration constraints (obtained in step (i))

with the temporal constraints specified by the author, solved by means of a linear

program;

(iv) it creates commands for the management of the events, both synchronous and asyn-

chronous, and places them in the correct part of the schedule.

The schedules are managed from a different component of the system in order to execute

the document: this component is called Viewtime System and deals with the creation of a

clock, the execution of each command when the clock reaches the specified time, and the

merge of the auxiliary schedules into the schedule when asynchronous events occur.
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6.3.3 Schedules based on resource availability

[Candan et al., 1998b] defines techniques for deriving an object retrieval schedule for dis-

tributed multimedia documents in presence of flexible temporal constraints, i.e., constraints

in which time instants and durations are not fixed.

The approach first derives a possible presentation schedule using flexible temporal con-

straints; based on this schedule it derives a retrieval schedule satisfying the system avail-

ability constraints. If it does not, the retrieval schedule is modified; if this change is not

possible, the presentation schedule is modified, and if also this change fails, the quality

of the presentation is modified, taking into account that such reduced quality has to be

acceptable for the user.

The proposed architecture, given as input (i) a set of temporal constraints, (ii) a list

of available resources of the system, (iii) a list of object sizes and location, (iv) a list of

presentation quality requirements, and (v) a list of object priorities, produces as output the

presentation and the retrieval schedules. The components of the system are the following:

• Presentation Schedule Generator: it produces a solution to the temporal constraints

and constructs the corresponding schedule;

• Retrieval Schedule Generator: using the presentation schedule, the list of available

resources, and the object sizes, it constructs the retrieval schedule;

• Schedule Validator: it checks the validity of the generate retrieval schedule, verifying

if such schedule satisfies the temporal constraints. In case of unsatisfied constraints,

the validator proposes the modification to the current solution;

• Schedule Modifier: it modifies the presentation and retrieval schedule according to

the suggestions made by the validator in order to construct a solution satisfying the

temporal constraints.

In the phase of presentation schedule generation, the temporal constraints are in the

form x1 − x2 ≤ b, called difference constraints, where x1 and x2 can assume one of the

following meanings:

• st(O) denotes the start time of the display of the object O,

• et(O) denotes the end time of the display of the object O, and

• res(O) denotes the time when the request for the object O is issued.
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The constraints based on such temporal variables specify duration of objects, sequence

of objects, and delay between objects. The dynamic structure as designed by the author

can be described through the use of a graph, in which nodes are media items and the edges

are the temporal constraints among the objects. The shortest path solution of this graph

results in a schedule that satisfies the temporal specification.

The construction of the retrieval schedule, that specifies the time instants at which

the client should make requests to the server(s) for delivering the objects, is based on the

presentation schedule, the maximum throughput of the network, and the maximum buffer

resources available on the client system.

Once the schedule is generated, the phase of validation and modification takes place,

in order to find out possible inconsistence with the system constraints: in this case, the

proposed techniques allows modifications to both schedules in order to satisfy the temporal

constraints.

6.3.4 Scheduling based on RT-LOTOS specification

In [Sampaio and Courtiat, 2000] the authors present a formal approach to design an Inter-

active Multimedia Document (IMD) and to perform the schedule of a presentation, if the

temporal constraints are satisfied. An author can describe a document using a model of

her preference (SMIL or others), then its temporal and logical structure are translated into

RT-LOTOS specification: this technique is a formalism for the formal description of appli-

cations in which concurrency, synchronization and timing constraints, and asynchronous

interactions have to be dealt with together. The RT-LOTOS representation describes the

semantic of the document and it is kept hidden to the author during the specification and

verification phases.

From RT-LOTOS, the reachability graph is obtained taking into account the events

which can cause some inconsistency: internal non-deterministic events, that are related

with the duration of the media, and external non-deterministic events, that relates to

occurrence of user interaction, network delays, results of query processing. This graph is

used to verify consistency property: a document is consistent if all the branches lead to

the occurrence of the action end which characterizes the termination of the document.

The scheduling graph is derived from the consistent reachability graph and it is called

Time Labeled Automaton (TLA): at every state in the automaton is associated a clock

(timer), that measures the time during which the automaton remains in that state; at every
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transition are associated some conditions, i.e., the constraints that have to be satisfied for

the firing of the transition. The scheduling of an IMD by means of TLA can be performed

on the base of the definition of (i) active events: they do not depend on the environment

of the system (e.g., the termination of an image); and (ii) passive events: they depend on

the environment (e.g., user interaction or termination of a continuous media).

The scheduling policies are based on these notions: active events are generated as soon

as the scheduler decide to trigger them according to their associated temporal constraints,

specified in the TLA; the occurrence of passive events is not predicted, but can be controlled

using the temporal constraints of the associated actions in TLA.

6.3.5 The ECall mechanism

Since distributed multimedia applications require support from the underlying operating

system, in [Poellabauer et al., 2001] the authors propose a new CPU scheduling that

extends multimedia scheduling, taking into account some types of events whose processing

improves the performance of multimedia and real-time applications.

The ECall mechanism allows the exchange of events between applications and oper-

ating system, and the scheduling of event delivery is coordinated with the scheduling of

operating system services: in particular, both applications and kernel services can gener-

ate events, which are added in an event queue and used by an event dispatcher. ECall’s

event scheduler determines the process for the first event in the queue and compare the

scheduling attributes of the process selected by the CPU scheduler: if the delivery time

of an event is in the future, the delivery is delayed appropriately, otherwise the event is

delivered at the next possible time.

Since CPU schedulers are not event-aware, event delivery can occur with significant

delay, causing violation in real-time applications, like distributed multi-player games: ECall

implements an event communication facilities, which realizes reduction in event delivery.

6.3.6 Uncertain duration in multimedia presentation

In [Layäıda et al., 2002] the authors discuss the effect of uncertainty in the duration of some

media objects in multimedia scenarios. Media items can be distributed over the internet

and the access delay can be very different, influencing the global synchronization and the

presentation quality. In presence of this indeterminism the authors propose an intelligent

scheduler which deals with the uncertain duration of the objects, in order to maintain the
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scenario close to the scenario specified by the author of the document, and to avoid the

desynchronization of the presentation.

Some definition are given before introduce the approach:

• controllable object : is an item whose duration of presentation is a value chosen in an

interval [lo, uo]c; the flexibility is the difference between these two boundaries;

• incontrollable object : is an item whose duration can be any value in the interval

[lo, uo]i: the exact value is unknown until the end of its presentation;

• nominal duration: Dnom is the duration of the presentation of an object statically

computed before starting the presentation (Dnom ∈ [lo, uo]);

• effective duration: Deff is the duration of the presentation of an object observed at

the end of the presentation.

Given a controllable object, Dnom = Deff , while for a incontrollable object this equality

is not assured for its indeterminism, that can occur in two case: (i) the effective duration

of the object is grater than its nominal duration (late termination), and (ii) the effective

duration of the object is less than its nominal duration (early termination). The effects

of an indeterministic state are propagated along the scenario and the period in which the

presentation is desynchronized is called desynchronization period (∆desync).

The proposed approach deals with the resynchronization of a presentation, taking into

account the flexibility of the items and the temporal relations given by an author. When an

incontrollable object terminates, the resynchronization algorithm is called and it operates

in two phases:

1. the reformatting process attempts to modify the duration of the object while main-

taining the author’s specification and minimizing the value od the desynchronization

period;

2. the reparation process is activated when, during the first phase, the author’specification

cannot be respected; this algorithm postpones the presentation of the object whose

starting or ending instant come during or after the indeterministic period.
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6.3.7 Distributed video systems

In [Hwang et al., 2002] an architecture for distributed video-on-demand (VoD) systems

is presented. Such systems are composed by collection of video data dispersed across a

computer network with the following features:

• video data are located at multiple sites on the network; blocks of the same movies

can not be stored on the same server, but replicated on many servers;

• the customers are usually dispersed in the network and have a local display to view

the video;

• when a customer contacts her local server, requiring a movie, this server attempts

to deliver the movie to the customer: if the requested movie is not available in the

server, it try to obtain the blocks from other VoD servers;

• every server has a set of buffers, in which the blocks, read from the local disk or

obtained from different servers, are loaded.

The interaction of a VoD server can involve a customer or a remote server. In both cases,

the server constructs a delivery schedule based on two criteria of optimality: minimizing

the customer wait time, and minimizing the access bandhwidth. A presentation plan is

a schedule which specifies what a server do in order to satisfy the request of a customer.

A presentation plan is feasible if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) the load of the

servers allows to handle the customer request, (ii) buffer space is available at the customer

site, (iii) buffer space is available in the original server site, and (iv) bandwidth is available.

The proposed algorithm computes a presentation plans to retrieve a movie requested

by a customer: the server operating system first checks if the blocks are locally or if they

are stored in a remote servers: in this case, it identifies such target servers and calculates

the time necessary to the download of the blocks. The request to a target server contains

the segment(s) of the requested movie, and the time at which the segment(s) are required.

The target server can accept or postpone the request, according to its load; the original

server looks for the server with minimum waiting time. If target servers are not found, the

movie start time is delayed and if such delay exceeds the maximum waiting time specified

by the customer, the request is rejected.

A presentation plan, then defines what the server must retrieve, when it must retrieve

it, and where it will retrieve it from. In [Hwang et al., 2002] three types of presentation

plans are defined, that work at different level of abstraction in the planning process.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis we have presented an intermediate language between the specification and

the presentation of a multimedia document. In literature there exist several design models

that allow the specification of the correct synchronization rules among media objects:

in presence of a collection of documents expressed according to their reference model,

their comparison could be very difficult. This comparison is necessary in order to verify

redundancy, i.e., if the same document is defined more than once using different models,

and to perform different analysis in order to capture similar or different aspects in the

behavior of the documents: for example, we could be interested in the identification of

documents or parts of them which have the same temporal evolution or which convey

the same information. This analysis could be required if a document is not suited for a

given context, i.e., its specification has not the characteristics consistent with environment

properties or user preferences. In this case, the identification of alternative documents or

parts of them is necessary: they can replace the undeliverable ones, in order to “construct”

a new document suited for the given context.

Assuming that we do not know the specification of a document, we have learned its

structure directly from its execution, i.e., after the document has been presented at least

once: we have used as starting point a log file, which registers the information concerning

the evolution of a document, i.e., changes in the status of the media objects, and the time

instants in which these changes take place.

We have introduced an intermediate reference tool, that abstracts and captures the rel-

evant aspects of the evolution of any document, independently from the authoring language

and model: the automaton presented in this thesis describes a possible behavior of a multi-

media document and the different states of such automaton correspond to different phases

163
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of the document execution, from its activation to its termination. From the analysis of the

log file, we have recognized simultaneous events, and evaluated possible distances (with

respect to the original constraints) between events. On the base of this information we

have obtained the structure of the played document, and we have expressed simultaneous

requirements for the resulting simultaneous events, and, analogously, we have constrained

the distances between those events resulting as different. The states of the automaton cap-

ture the set of active media in a time interval, and they change only as a consequence of

an event occurrence. The defined automaton represents one of the possible behaviors of a

multimedia document: according to a log file, the evolution of the document is represented

by means of the sequence of states of the automaton and each state models the situation

in a specific time interval.

The need to compare documents could arise from the requirement of finding out doc-

uments or parts of them during the process of authoring, in order to identify pieces of

presentations which can be used or reused in a new document. Moreover, in a multimedia

database, a document example can be specified to express queries and the answers are ob-

tained by means of the comparison between the sample and the information stored in the

database. Different aspects can be captured comparing documents: the notion of behav-

ioral equivalence is particularly important when we do not deal with single presentations

but with databases of multimedia documents. In this case, we need a formalism to compare

them in order to avoid redundancy (i.e., the same presentation expressed through different

reference models) and to express queries. Since the behavioral equivalence finds out only

exact matches in the evolution of the multimedia documents, the notion of inclusion, i.e.,

when a document is a section of a second one, and of behavioral intersection, i.e., when

two documents share a common section, both in term of media items and temporal rela-

tions, are also been defined: these notions are based on the comparison of the automata

representing the presentation of the documents.

Based on the definition of inclusion we have defined the notion of fragment in case of

context adaptation: to ensure that a document is presentable several aspects should be

taken into account. It can easily be the case that a multimedia document designed for

one context cannot be suitably rendered in a different one, since some necessary conditions

do not hold. To deal with these cases, different versions of a document, with different

resource requirements, are authored to make it presentable in different contexts. In this

thesis, we have introduced a method, based on the semantic content of media objects, to

identify semantically equivalent media (or presentation fragments). The notion of semantic
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equivalence is based on users’ explicit statements as well as on inferred relations. Then we

have defined a partial order on semantically equivalent items and fragments. In addition,

we have described the different phases of the adaptation process and in particular the rules

to find out alternatives for replacement.

In order to identify possible candidates for replacement, we have considered specific

information given by the author of the document, or we have obtained such information

investigating the possible behaviors of the documents studying the automaton which rep-

resents such evolution. This analysis is done “locally” on a document, i.e., we have isolated

single fragments and connected them with the remainder of the document, without con-

sidering in detail what happens in such remainder. Unfortunately some aspects cannot be

seen in “isolation”. The media items composing documents and fragments are files stored

in a database in the local site, or remotely in multiple heterogenous database servers; media

objects dispersed over a computer network must be downloaded before playback. Their

retrieval from the server(s) is influenced by the network throughput, and buffer resources

on the client side must be correctly sized to avoid jitters and stops in the presentation

playback.

From this more extended point of view resource allocation has to be taken into account

in order to validate fragment substitution and to avoid conflicts: for example if the replacing

fragment contains a media that requires a specific resource and such resource is used in the

part of the document not affected by the substitution, a resource conflict occurs. In this

thesis we have defined a set of rules that, starting from the evolution automaton, deduce

a new automaton, taking into account the resource allocation. The state transitions in

this automaton are checked by means of a set of rules, that verify the correct resource

management.

Actually, is available a prototype that constructs the automata starting from the log

files and that infers their properties; the phase of adaptation is under construction for the

implementation.

In the future we plan to better investigate some issues presented in this thesis:

• the definition of intersection, actually, verifies that two documents intersect as long

as they share a pair of media items played in sequence. Our notion of intersection, in

fact, aims at discovering a minimal set of common components and behavior, and do

not investigate any more. The documents, however, could have other common com-

ponents. Our future goal is the definition of an algorithm to identify the maximum

intersection between two multimedia documents.
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• The definition of equivalence is actually based on the equality among automata. We

plan to extend this notion in order to determine a more general equivalence, defined

on the base of semantic properties: given two document with the same temporal

behavior, and composed of different media whose semantic content is the same, we

could consider these documents as equivalent.

• Considering adaptation process, we plan to investigate the possibility of, given a

database of multimedia documents, automatically extract closed fragments, related

to a set of keywords, to replace a fragment which is not compatible with the given

context.

• Concerning the characterization of user situation, our current approach does not

consider the current activity (e.g., if the user is driving, audio files are preferred

to images or text explanations). In addition, user activity determines the level of

attention that she can pay to the presentation: if she fully involved in the document

playback, the level of detail of the document can be deeper than it could be if she

were driving. We think that it could be possible to infer an appropriate level of detail

from the surrounding the user, thus bounding also content-based rules to the user

context.

• The algorithm of replacement is actually based on the substitution of undeliverable

fragments with alternative fragments, selected taking into account their semantic

content. Our future goal is the definition of techniques that extend the retrieval of

alternatives considering also properties as credits and copyright.

• As a further extension, we plan to associate a temporal interval of validity to each

adaptation rule: this means that some rules are always valid, but others are evaluated

only during specific time intervals. Similarly, adaptation rules can be expressed

in causal forms, instead of being just logical assertions, with mutual dependency

relations.

• Considering the rules that govern the state transitions taking into account resource

management, we plan to develop a formal system within this model, by properly

defining axioms and proof rules, according to the methods usually adopted for pro-

gram verification and model checking. A prototype of a model checker is under

construction.



Appendix A

Building the automata for SMIL

documents

In this thesis we have used the automaton formalized in Definition 3.2.1 in order to capture

the behavior of a multimedia document, starting from a log file, i.e., from the result of a

run of the document.

In Definition 3.1.5 we have introduced the notion of timer and in Remark 3.1.1 we have

noticed that timers can identify the relevant time instants in which synchronization takes

place, the same instants registered in the log file. For this reason we have not considered

timers in our analysis.

The timers become necessary when do not know the evolution of a document, but we use

as starting point the definition of the document itself, formalized using any synchronization

model. In this case we have to check the temporal constraints defined by the author of

the document in order to fix the time instants in which changes in the presentation are

expected to occur: timers are defined for this purpose.

Given the specification of a document we aim at creating an automaton that captures

the evolutions of the document, according to its temporal constraints. In this case, the next

function that causes the state transitions depends on these temporal constraints and then

for every model used to describe a document, we have to specify the suitable function, in

order to capture the relevant time instants. In the following we use SMIL as a case study

and we define a set of algorithms that, given a SMIL script, construct the automaton

representing the document.

The issues presented in this chapter are also discussed in [Bertolotti and Gaggi, 2004]

and [Bertolotti and Gaggi, 2006].
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A.1 The case study

We propose the SMIL language as a case study: it is a standard model whose tags and

attributes are easily analyzed in order to identify the relevant time instants.

SMIL functionalities are very complex and some of them do not change the temporal

behavior of media items. For this reason, we do not deal with transitions and animations.

Moreover, the automaton does not capture the difference between the effective end of an

element and the result of the fill attribute and its values freeze or hold. The same

problems arise with the excl whose behavior, in some case, cannot be distinguished from

a sequence (tag seq).

Respect to the SMIL specifications [of W3C, 2001], we consider a simplified syntax to

define the begin, end, and dur attributes. In particular we consider the following grammar,

in which Id-value is the name of a media:

begin = value-begin

value-begin: sync-value + offset-value
sync-value: Id-value“.”(“begin”|“end”)
offset-value: ((“+”|“-”)?Clock-value)?
Clock-value: (Full-clock-value|Partial-clock-value)
Full-clock-value: Hours“:”Minutes“:”Seconds
Partial-clock-value: Minutes“:”Seconds
Hours: DIGIT+; any positive number
Minutes: 2DIGIT; range from 00 to 59
Seconds: 2DIGIT; range from 00 to 59

end = value-end

value-end: sync-value + offset-value
sync-value: Id-value“.”(“begin”|“end”)
offset-value: ((“+”|“-”)?Clock-value)?
Clock-value: (Full-clock-value|Partial-clock-value)
Full-clock-value: Hours“:”Minutes“:”Seconds
Partial-clock-value: Minutes“:”Seconds
Hours: DIGIT+; any positive number
Minutes: 2DIGIT; range from 00 to 59
Seconds: 2DIGIT; range from 00 to 59

dur = value-dur
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value-dur: Clock-value
Clock-value: (Full-clock-value|Partial-clock-value)
Full-clock-value: Hours“:”Minutes“:”Seconds
Partial-clock-value: Minutes“:”Seconds
Hours: DIGIT+; any positive number
Minutes: 2DIGIT; range from 00 to 59
Seconds: 2DIGIT; range from 00 to 59

In the following, given the value of an attribute begin or end, we extract the sync-

value by means of the function Event(), and the offset-value by means of the function

Time(), which have the attribute as argument.

Example A.1.1 Let us consider the following script:

〈 par id="par1" dur="60s" 〉
〈 video id="A" end="20s"/ 〉
〈 audio id="B" begin="A.end" dur="30s"/ 〉
〈 img id="C" begin="B.begin+5"/ 〉

〈 /seq 〉

The begin attribute of the media C is begin="A.begin+5"; in this case we have Event(C.〈begin〉)
= B.begin, and Time(C.〈begin〉) = 5.

¦

In the same way, we use the function Time to extract the value of the attribute dur.

In addition, in this first approach, we do not take into account user interaction.

A.2 The use of timers

A timer (see Definition 3.1.5) t(n) is a dynamic media object which, according to temporal

constraints, is initialized to a value that represents its duration: adding this value to the

time instant in which t is initialized, we obtain the time instant in which t will expire.

The expiration of a timer is another possible event: we indicate it with end(t(n)) and its

occurrence causes the beginning and the termination of a set of objects.

In this case we a consider a document as a tuple D = 〈MI, T S, E , T C〉. A document

contains as many t(n) ∈ T S as its offsets and its temporal constraints are. We define a
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mapping function waiting : T S → 2MI which returns, for each timer, the list of media

items that are waiting for it, i.e., media items whose start is triggered by a timer expiration,

or which are currently playing and the expiration of the timer will trigger their forced end.

Example A.2.1 Considering the SMIL script introduced in Example A.1.1, since video A has
an attribute end = ‘‘20s’’, once started, it will be inserted into a list of items waiting for the
expiration of a timer which lasts for twenty seconds (see t2 in Table A.3).

¦

Considering the SMIL language as a case study, since we are interested in the behavior

of the document, it is sufficient to investigate only the section body which contains the

synchronization tags among the object: in this case the set T C of temporal constraints is

equal to the set T ag of tags contained in the SMIL script. For the same reason, we do not

consider transition effects.

Each tag tg ∈ T ag has three attributes which we denote by tg.〈begin〉, tg.〈end〉 and

tg.〈dur〉, which contain the values of the corresponding attributes in the SMIL documents

(zero if undefined). The function parent(tg) returns the tag in which tg is contained, and

children(tg) returns the list of tags defined inside the considered tag; first(tg) returns the

first child (null if tg is a media item). A succ() function, given a tag in the list of children,

gives as output the next element in that list1.

We introduce also the two functions begin, terminate : T ag → N which return, for each

element contained in the document, the time instant in which it starts or ends, respectively,

according to the temporal constraints defined in the presentation2.

Table A.1 summarizes the introduced functions.

Tables A.2 and A.3 show how timers and functions are applied to script introduced in

Example A.1.1.

A.3 Evolution of a multimedia document

All the possible evolutions along time of a multimedia document D can be described by a

finite state automaton, defined as follows:

1The children list is ordered with the same order in which the media items (or tags) appear in the SMIL
file.

2Since in SMIL language also media items are defined using appropriate tags (img, video, or audio

according to the object’s type), media items are contained also in T ag and MI ⊂ T ag.
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Function Result

begin : T ag → N begin(x) returns the time instant in which x starts

terminate : T ag → N terminate(x) returns the time instant in which x ends

wainting : T S → 2MI waiting(t) returns the list of items that are waiting for t

parent : T ag → T ag parent(x) returns the tag in which x is contained

children : T ag → 2T ag children(x) returns the list of tags contained in x

first : T ag → T ag first(x) returns the first child of x

succ : T ag → T ag succ(x) returns the next tag after x

Table A.1: Functions to investigate in the SMIL document structure.

Definition A.3.1 Let D = 〈MI, T S E , T C〉 be any multimedia document. Its associated

finite state automaton is the 5–tuple AUT (D) = 〈S, s0, Final, T R, next〉, where

• S is the set of possible states for the document D. Each state is a 4-tuple s = 〈AM,

TM, Bg, End, W〉 where:

– AM is the set of active media;

– TM is the set of timers whose expiration denotes an instant in which some

objects start or end;

– Bg is the set of pairs 〈m, inst〉 where m is a media item and inst is the time

instant in which m begins, according to the temporal constraints;

– End is the set of pairs 〈m, inst〉 such that inst is the time instant in which media

object m naturally ends, according to the temporal constraints;

– W is the set of pairs 〈t,mi〉 where t is a timer and mi is the set of media items

which are waiting for the timer t;

For clarity, in the following we shall refer to association between media items and

time instants with begin(m) = inst if 〈m, inst〉 ∈ Bg, and terminate(m) = inst if

〈m, inst〉 ∈ End. Similarly, we will use the functional notation waiting(t(inst)) = mi

if 〈t(inst),mi〉 ∈ W, to denote the association between timers and media items.

• s0 is the initial state, s0 = 〈AM0, TM0, begin0, terminate0, waiting0〉, where

AM0 = TM0 = ∅, and begin0(el) = terminate0(el) = null for all el ∈ MI and

waiting0(t) = ∅, for all t ∈ T S;
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par1 A B C

attribute begin 0 0 A.end B.begin+5
attribute dur 60 0 30 0
attribute end 0 20 0 0

parent() null par1 par1 par1
children() A, B, C null null null

first() intro null null null
succ() null B C null
begin() 0 0 20 25
stop() 60 20 50 60

Table A.2: Values of attributes and functions for the tags in the script introduced in

Example A.1.1.

timer associated constraints waiting()

t1(60) dur=‘‘60s’’ {A,B, C}
t2(20) end=‘‘20s’’ {A}
t3(20) begin=‘‘A.end’’ {B}
t4(25) begin=‘‘B.begin+5’’ {C}
t5(50) dur=‘‘30s’’ {B}

Table A.3: Timers and function waiting() applied to script defined in Example A.1.1.

• Final = {sf , serr} is the set of states which correspond to the end of the presenta-

tion playback. The state sf is 〈AMf , TMf , beginf , terminatef , waitingf〉, where

AMf = TMf = ∅ and waitingf (t) = ∅, for all t ∈ T S. The state serr is equal to

〈AMerr, TMerr, beginerr, terminateerr, waitingerr〉, where AMerr = ∅, TMerr =

T S, beginerr(el) = terminateerr(el) = null for all el ∈ MI and waitingerr(t) = ∅,
for all t ∈ T S;

• T R is the the set of symbols that label possible transitions. A transition is a pair 〈ev,
inst〉 where

– ev is an event in the form ev = e(el) where e ∈ {start, end}, and el ∈ MI ∪
T S;
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– inst is the time instant in which the event occurs;

In case of two or more contemporary events, the instances with the same inst are

denoted by a unique complex transition in the form 〈{e0(el0),. . ., en(eln)}, inst〉,
where {e0(el0),. . ., en(eln)} is the set of events that occur at the same time instant

inst;

• next is the transition function (next : S ×T R → S); it is a mapping that determin-

istically associates any state s to the state s′ in which s is transformed by a transition

tr ∈ T R.

The state sf corresponds to the natural termination. If the document evolution reaches

the state serr, then the presentation contains some time conflicts.

The automaton describes the evolution of the system as consequence of a particular

event. An accepted word is a word (Definition 3.2.2) that allows to reach a final state sf .

Since we consider only the natural evolution of the document, a word always begins with

a start event, corresponding to the start of the first media of the presentation, followed by

a sequence of end events of timers and media items. Moreover, there can be contemporary

events whose effects apply after an unique step.

We note here that, if the sets of media items MI and timers T S of the document D

are finite, also AUT (D) is finite, even if it can contain infinite paths, as for example for a

forever looping presentation.

A.3.1 Building the automata for SMIL documents

Definition A.3.1 can describe the behavior of multimedia documents designed with any

synchronization model, provided the next function is properly defined.

In the following we provide the definition of the next function needed to describe the

behavior of SMIL scripts.

In order to define the state transformation function we need to define a set of auxiliary

functions. The following algorithms make use of the functions defined previously and

resumed in Table A.1.

First of all, we need two functions ChkBEGIN and ChkEND which calculate the

start and the end time of an element, and activate the suitable timers, updating the

mapping functions begin, terminate and waiting, following the W3C specification and

algorithms for SMIL documents [of W3C, 2001]. If any such values can be calculated, i.e.,
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it does not depend on a future element which has not been considered yet, the functions

activate a timer which expires at the correct time instant, by putting it in the set of active

timers TM, and update the mapping functions begin and terminate.

Function ChkBEGIN, if necessary, puts the element, or its children if the element is

a tag par, into the list of items waiting for the activated timer (i.e., waiting(t) where t is

the activated timer) and it returns the value True; otherwise it returns False.

ChkBEGIN (x: a SMIL Tag; T S, TM: set of timers; tcurr: time instant; begin, terminate:
media-time instant mapping; waiting: timer-media mapping): Boolean

//x: node representing the media item to check the attribute begin;

//T S: set of timers of the presentation;

//TM: set of timers which activate / stop objects;

//tcurr: time instant;

//begin: mapping function between media objects and their begin time instant;

//terminate: mapping function between media objects and their expiration time

// instant;

//waiting: mapping function between timers and media objects.

begin
//definition of the begin time instant for the media item x

if Event(x.〈begin〉) = null then
begin(x) = tcurr + Time(x.〈begin〉);

else
if Event(x.〈begin〉) = m.begin for some m ∈ T ag then

begin(x) = begin(m) + Time(x.〈begin〉);
else

begin(x) = terminate(m) + Time(x.〈begin〉);
if begin(x) = null then //begin(x) is undefined, x is waiting for a future event

return True;
if begin(x) 6= tcurr then //x does not begin at the current time instant

begin
//x begins with a delay respect to the current time instant: definition

//of a timer

pick any t from T S;
t(begin(x)) ∈ TM;
//definition of the mapping between the timer and the item or its

//children that are waiting for it

if first(x) = null then //x is a media item
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waiting(t) = {x};
else

if x = “par” then
begin

waiting(t) = children(x);
for all child ∈ children(x) do

begin(child) = begin(x);
end

else
begin

waiting(t) = first(x);
begin(first(x)) = begin(x);

end
return True;

end
else //x begins at the current time instant: a timer is not necessary

return False;
end.

Function ChkEND checks if there are any time conflicts, i.e., if different end time

values can be calculated according to the attributes defined for that element, or for one of

its parents. In this case, it changes the state to serr and returns the value True. Otherwise

it puts the element, or its children if the element is a tag par or seq, into the list of items

waiting for the activated timer.

ChkEND (x: a SMIL Tag; T S, TM: set of timers; tcurr: time instant; AM: set of media
items; begin, terminate: media-time instant mapping; waiting: timer-media
mapping): Boolean

//x: node representing the media item to check the attributes end or dur;

//T S: set of timers of the presentation;

//TM: set of timers which activate / stop objects;

//tcurr: time instant;

//AM: set of active media;

//begin: mapping function between media objects and their begin time instant;

//terminate: mapping function between media objects and their expiration time

// instant;

//waiting: mapping function between timers and media objects.
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begin
end = 0;
//definition of the termination time instant for x, given by the end

//attribute

if Event(x.〈end〉) = null then
if Time(x.〈end〉) 6= 0 then

end = tcurr + Time(x.〈end〉);
else

if Event(x.〈end〉) = m.begin for some m ∈ T ag then
if begin(m) 6= null then

end = begin(m) + Time(x.〈end〉);
else

return False;
else

if terminate(m) 6= null then
end = terminate(m) + Time(x.〈begin〉);

else
return False;

if ( (end ∗ Time(x.〈dur〉)) 6= 0 and (end− begin(x)) 6= Time(x.〈dur〉)) or
( terminate(x) 6= null and terminate(x) 6= end) then //there is a time conflict

begin
//definition of the final state serr

TM = T S;
AM = ∅;
for all t ∈ T S do

waiting(t) = ∅;
for all t ∈ Tg do

begin
begin(t) = null;
terminate(t) = null;

end
return True;

end
else //there is not a time conflict

begin
if end = 0 then //the termination time instant is given by the dur attribute
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terminate(x) = begin(x) + Time(x.〈dur〉);
else //the termination time instant is the value previously calculated,

//given by the end attribute

terminate(x) = end;
if terminate(x) 6= tcurr then //x ends in one of the next time instants

begin
//x ends with a delay respect to the current time instant: definition

//of a timer

pick any t from T S;
t(terminate(x)) ∈ TM;
//definition of the mapping between the timer and the item or its

//children that are waiting for it

if first(x) = null then //x is a media item

waiting(t) = {x};
else

begin
waiting(t) = children(x);
for all child ∈ children(x) do

terminate(child) = terminate(x);
end

end
else //terminate(x) = tcurr: x has no attribute end or dur

terminate(x) = null;
return False;

end
end.

Another useful function is NextEL which, given a tag as input, returns the next

element to playback, according to the synchronization constraints contained in the SMIL

script.

NextEL (x: a SMIL Tag): a SMIL Tag
begin

y = parent(x);
if y = null then

return null;
if y = “seq” and succ(x) 6= null then
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return succ(x);
while y 6= null and (y 6= “seq” or succ(x) = null) do

begin
x = y;
y = parent(y);

end
if y = null then

return null;
return succ(x);

end.

For the sake of readability we introduce two functions that take care of the two most

complex actions, i.e., activating and deactivating a media item. The ACTIVATE function

checks if a media item can start or if it must wait for a delay. In the first case it starts the

element, otherwise it simply activates a timer (function ChkBEGIN).

ACTIVATE (x: a SMIL Tag; T S, TM: set of timers; tcurr: time instant; AM: set of media
items; begin, terminate: item-time mapping; waiting: timer-media mapping)

//x: node representing the media item to start;

//T S: set of timers of the presentation;

//TM: set of timers which activate / stop objects;

//tcurr: time instant;

//AM: set of active media;

//begin: mapping function between media objects and their begin time instant;

//terminate: mapping function between media objects and their expiration time

// instant;

//waiting: mapping function between timers and media objects.

begin
if ChkBEGIN(x, T S, TM, tcurr, begin, terminate, waiting) then

//x is waiting for a timer for its beginning: no operation

exit ;
else

//activation of x

ActEL (x, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting)
end.

The function ActEL checks if the element to be activated is a media item, or a par or

a seq block. In the first case it adds the element to be activated to the set of active media
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AM (if it is a media item); otherwise, it starts all its children (if such element is a par

block), or only its first child (if it is a sequence of items).

ActEL (x: a SMIL Tag; T S, TM: set of timers; tcurr: time instant; AM: set of media items;
begin, terminate: item-time mapping; waiting: timer-media mapping)

//x: node representing the media item to start;

//T S: set of timers of the presentation;

//TM: set of timers which activate / stop objects;

//tcurr: time instant;

//AM: set of active media;

//begin: mapping function between media objects and their begin time instant;

//terminate: mapping function between media objects and their expiration time

// instant;

//waiting: mapping function between timers and media objects.

begin
y = first(x);
if y = null then //x is a media item

if x 6∈ AM then //x in not already active

//definition of the termination time instant and the corresponding

//timer for x

if ChkEND(x, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting) then
//there is a time conflict: no operation

exit ;
else //there is not a time conflict

//the timer that controls the termination of x is well defined:

//activation of x

AM = AM∪ {x};
else //x is not a media

begin
if x = “seq” then

//definition of the termination time instant and the corresponding

//timer for the sequence

if ChkEND(x, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting) then
//there is a time conflict: no operation

exit ;
else

//the timer that controls the termination of the sequence is well
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//defined: activation of the first element of the sequence

ACTIVATE (y, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting)
if x = “par” then

//definition of the termination time instant and the corresponding

//timer for the parallel block

if ChkEND(x, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting) then
//there is a time conflict: no operation

exit ;
else

//the timer that controls the termination of the parallel is well

//defined: activation of all the children of the parallel

for all child ∈ children(x) do
ACTIVATE(child, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);

end
end.

The function DeACTIVATE stops a single media object if it is contained in the set

of active media AM using the function StopMEDIA (defined below). When applied to a

par or a seq block, if this block was waiting for a timer, the next element, according to the

synchronization rules, is started, otherwise all active elements in the block are deactivated.

DeACTIVATE (x: node of the tree; T S, TM: set of timers; tcurr: time instant; AM: set of
media items; begin, terminate: media-time mapping; waiting: timer-media
mapping)

//x: node representing the media item to stop;

//T S: set of timers of the presentation;

//TM: set of timers which activate / stop objects;

//tcurr: time instant;

//AM: set of active media;

//begin: mapping function between media objects and their begin time instant;

//terminate: mapping function between media objects and their expiration time

// instant;

//waiting: mapping function between timers and media objects.

begin
if first(x) = null then //x is a media item

if x ∈ AM then //if x is active...

//termination of x
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StopMEDIA (x, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
else //x is a tag seq or par

begin
//definition of the set of children of x that are active

Set = children(x) ∩ AM;
if Set = ∅ then //if all children of x are not active, x is waiting for a

//timer

if terminate(x) = tcurr then //if the current time instant is the right

//instant for the termination. . .

begin
//activation of the next item

y =NextEL(x);
if y 6= null then

ACTIVATE(y, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
end

else //some children of x are active: termination of all children of x

for all child ∈ Set do
DeACTIVATE (child, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);

end
end.

The function StopMEDIA deactivates a media item removing it by the set AM. If

the media item is contained in a par block, the function checks if the block ends with this

media (e.g., when its attribute end is equal to the end event of this media), and in this case

it stops the whole block and activates the next element. If the media item is contained in

a seq block, the function starts the next element according to the SMIL script.

StopMEDIA(x: a SMIL Tag; T S, TM: set of timers; tcurr: time instant; AM: set of media
items; begin, terminate: item-time mapping; waiting: timer-media mapping)

//x: node representing the media item to stop;

//T S: set of timers of the presentation;

//TM: set of timers which activate / stop objects;

//tcurr: time instant;

//AM: set of active media;

//begin: mapping function between media objects and their begin time instant;

//terminate: mapping function between media objects and their expiration time

// instant;
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//waiting: mapping function between timers and media objects.

begin
//termination of x

AM = AM\ {x};
y = parent(x);
if y = null then

exit ;
if y = “par” then

if Event(y.〈end〉) = x.end or Event(y.〈end〉) =“first”3 then
//the parallel containing x terminates with x or

//with its first terminating media and x is the

//first media

begin
//termination of the parallel

DeACTIVATE(y, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
//activation of the next element

y =NextEL(y);
if y 6= null then

ACTIVATE(y, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
end

else //the parallel does not terminate with x

if children(y) ∩ AM = ∅ and (terminate(y) = null or terminate(y) = tcurr) then
//the parallel terminates if x is the last child to terminate, and there

//are no attributes end and dur or its timer is expired now

begin
//activation of the next element

y =NextEL(y);
if y 6= null then

ACTIVATE(y,T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
end

else //y = “seq”

begin
if succ(x) 6= null or (terminate(y) = null or terminate(y) = tcurr) then
//the sequence terminates if there exists a successor for x and there are

//no attributes end and dur or its timer is expired now

begin
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//activation of the next element

y =NextEL(x);
if y 6= null then

ACTIVATE(y, T S, TM, tcurr, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
end

end
end.

Definition A.3.2 (State transition function) The state transition function next :

T R → S, where T R is the set of all possible transitions, is the function that, given a

transition tr = 〈{evk}, inst〉 returns the state s′ = next(s, 〈{evk}, inst〉) at the time in-

stant inst + 1 where s′ = 〈AM′, TM′,Bg′, End′,W ′〉, and AM′, TM′, Bg′, End′, W ′ are

defined according to the following process, in which ContEvents = {evk} is set of occurred

contemporary events:

for all event ∈ ContEvents do
case event = start(el):

if el /∈ AM then //el is not already active

//activation of el

ACTIVATE (el, T S, TM, inst, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
case event = end(el):

begin
//ignore an event end(el) with el ∈ AM if el has an attribute dur or end

if el ∈ AM and (terminate(el) = null or terminate(el) = inst) then
//el is an active media and the current time instant

//is the right time instant the termination of el

begin
//termination of el

StopMEDIA (el, T S, TM, inst, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
terminate(el) = inst;

end
if el ∈ TM then //el is a timer

begin
//termination of all media that are waiting for el

3The value “first” indicates that the parallel block terminates with the end of its first child that
terminates.
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if terminate(m) = inst for some m ∈ T ag4 then
for all item ∈ waiting(el) do

begin
DeACTIVATE (item, T S, TM, inst, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
terminate(item) = inst;

end
//activation of all media that are waiting for el

if begin(m) = inst for some m ∈ T ag7 then
for all item ∈ waiting(el) such that begin(item) = inst do

ActEL (item, T S, TM, inst, AM, begin, terminate, waiting);
waiting(el) = ∅;
TM = TM \ {el};

end.

4See footnote 2 in this chapter.



Appendix B

State-transition rules for a specific

model

The problem of resource allocation handled in Chapter 6 is based on the log file: this

means that when an event occurs and synchronization takes place, we know the media

items involved in the event.

In this chapter we extend the problem of resource allocation of a document whose

temporal constraints are expressed in the formalism presented in [Gaggi, 2003]: the rules

that check state transition are defined taking into account the relationships between media

items specified by means of the synchronization primitives defined in this model. The

issues presented in this chapter are also discussed in [Bertolotti et al., 2003] and [Bertolotti

et al., 2004].

The consideration expressed in Chapter 6 concerning the distributed environment and

the resources are valid in the following. We introduce an automaton that models the

behavior of a single media and the behavior of the documents is obtained composing the

single automaton according to the specified rules.

We briefly describe the adopted synchronization model [Gaggi, 2003] for multimedia

documents.

A multimedia document is a 4–tuple D = 〈MI, CH, E , SR〉 where MI is a set of

media items which build the presentation, CH is a set of channels, i.e., virtual devices used

to reproduce media components and mapped to actual resources during their playback, E
is a set of events which will be detailed in the following, and SR is a set of temporal rela-

tionships which describe the presentation behavior. An author can design the presentation

evolution by imposing a set of temporal constraints among the objects, by means of five

185
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synchronization primitives:

• a plays with b (a ⇔ b) models the parallel composition of objects a and b; both

objects start when either of them is activated, and when object a ends, also b does

(if still active); the relation is therefore asymmetric;

• a activates b (a ⇒ b) models the sequential composition of objects a and b; b starts

when a ends;

• a is replaced by b (a ⇀↽ b) models the replacement of media item a by b in the same

channel;

• a terminates b (a ⇓ b) models the stop of media item b, as a consequence of the

forced stop of media item a;

• a has priority over b with behavior α (a
α
> b) is used to design presentation behavior

during user interactions; media item b is paused (α = p) or stopped (α = s) when

the user starts object a, e.g., through a hyperlink.

Every synchronization primitive relates the behavior of a pair of media items within

the presentation, as a reaction to a particular event (such as a media starting, ending, or

being stopped). However, an event might have a wider impact on a presentation evolu-

tion: starting and ending events might indeed activate a cascade of simultaneous media

activations or stops.

Each media exhibits its own behavior, which we model in terms of a sequence of different

states of the media. A media can be

• idlem, i.e., not active, waiting to be activated;

• initm, i.e., pre-fetching data to (dis)play;

• playingm, the state of media being delivered;

• pausedm; and

• terminatingm, when the last segment of a continuous media is playing.

If we observe the presentation along time, it can be divided into a number of states :

these states are more complex than the simple states in which a media is modelled, since

the state of a media is embedded in the general state of the system, represented also by
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means of some conditions, which are a set of facts, that list a number of atomic conditions

that are true in the state. These conditions concern the status of buffer, stream and channel

of the media involved in the presentation: this status is checked by means of the predicates

and the functions introduced in Chapter 6.

Therefore, we model the behavior of every single media by means of an automaton, and

the evolution of a presentation, which is a complex dynamic system, as the composition

of the automata corresponding to the single atomic components plus the conditions that

describe the actual situation of the system.

State transitions are triggered by specific external events, that have an effect imme-

diately perceived by the user (requests to start or stop the media) and by internal, non

observable events, that correspond to some modification in the internal state of the system,

that the user is not necessarily aware of (modifications in buffer status, like the start or

the end of pre-fetching phase). In the presence of these events, state transitions are fired,

provided some preconditions, expressed in terms of logical predicates, hold. The effects of

the events on a state of the system are captured by postconditions associated to the events.

We denote the set of events that can cause a state transition with E . It includes:

• startm, when a media item m is activated;

• readym, when the pre-fetch of a media item is terminated;

• pausem, when m playout is temporally interrupted;

• stopm, when a user forces the termination of item m;

• endingm, when the last segment of the media is starting playing (the item is finishing);

and

• endm, when a media playout reaches its natural termination.

The external events are start, stop, pause, and end. The internal events are ready and

ending.

An event has a direct impact on the state of the media, causing a state transition of

the media, and, more in general, on the state of the system: given an event, its effects are

recorded in the new state by

(i) deleting, from the current state, those predicate instances which appear negated in

the postcondition of the fired transition;
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(ii) for any positive predicate instance appearing in the postcondition, inserting it in

the resulting state. If the predicate instance p(buffer(mi)) is the inserted one, i.e.,

a fact stating something about the buffer of media item mi, any other predicate

q(buffer(mi)) appearing in the current state (and concerning the same media item)

is then removed (this replacement captures the dynamic evolution of the buffer con-

dition).

Some predicates become true (and then are inserted in the current state) as a conse-

quence of the interaction with the environment (these predicates are: isFull(buffer()),

isEmpty(buffer()) and isEmpty(stream())). This means that some changes that are

captured in the state of the system are not induced by any media state transition. They

are instead a reaction to some modification in the environment.

B.1 Evolution of the single media item

We introduce an independent finite state machine modelling a single media item, that

encapsulates the functional and timing properties of the media object.

Definition B.1.1 (Single Item Automaton) The finite state machine characterizing a

continuous media item m is AUTm = 〈S, s0, F, next, T 〉, where

• S = {idle, init,playing,paused, terminating};

• s0 = idle;

• F = {idle};

• next is the function defined in Table B.1;

• T is a set of 4-tuples 〈s, e, C,P〉 describing transitions, where

– s ∈ S is the initial state,

– e ∈ E is an event,

– C is a set of enabling conditions for the transition from state s when the event

e occurs, and

– P is a set of postconditions, i.e., conditions holding after the transition takes

place.
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next(idlem, startm) = initm

next(initm, readym) = playing

next(playingm, endingm) = terminatingm

next(terminatingm, endm) = idlem

next(pausedm, startm) = playingm

next(x, pausem) = pausedm, x ∈ {initm, playingm, terminatingm}
next(x, stopm) = idle, x ∈ {initm, playingm, terminatingm, paused}

Table B.1: The function next.

In the following, to characterize state transitions we use the following notation, where

statei is the initial state and stater is the resulting state: [C] statei
e→ stater [P ].

State transitions take place when an event occurs, and their enabling conditions are

satisfied. Preconditions and postconditions mentioned in our transitions only concern local

predicates, i.e., predicates whose truth value might be affected by the firing transition. For

not mentioned predicates, persistency is assumed.

The set of transitions characterizing a media item is shown in Table B.2.

B.2 Composition of items

Given this representation, we can model a presentation which contains several media ob-

jects, by composing the corresponding finite state machines. Several unrelated media may

exist in the document, therefore we first model a system containing a number of indepen-

dent media. Then, we specialize some transition rules, to model synchronization primitives.

In the following definition, we shall use footers to distinguish different media, and the

footer corresponding to each media also refers to its states and events, thus distinguishing

between analogous states and events for different media.

We will denote with Csi,ei
the enabling condition for the transition corresponding to

event ei in the state si, for the media item mi. Analogously for postconditions Psi,ei
.

Definition B.2.1 (Composition of items) Let m1,. . .,mn be n independent media items,

and AUT1,. . .,AUTn be the corresponding finite state machines. Let AUTi = 〈Si, s0
i , Fi,

nexti, Ti〉, for all i = 1, . . . , n. The overall behavior is modelled by the finite state machine

AUT = 〈S, s0, F , next, T 〉, where
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[isAvailable(mi)] idle
start(m)→ init [¬isEmpty(buffer(mi))∧

isUsed(channel(mi)) = mi]

[isFull(buffer(mi))] init
ready(m)→ playing [¬isEmpty(stream(mi))]

[true] init
pausem→ paused [true]

[true] init
stop(m)→ idle [isEmpty(buffer(mi))∧

isUsed(channel(mi)) = ]

[isEmpty(stream(mi))] playing
ending(m)→ terminating [true]

[true] playing
pausem→ paused [true]

[true] playing
stop(m)→ idle [isEmpty(buffer(mi))∧

isUsed(channel(mi)) = ]

[isAvailable(mi)] paused
start(m)→ playing [isUsed(channel(mi)) = mi]

[true] paused
stop(m)→ idle [isEmpty(buffer(mi))∧

isUsed(channel(mi)) = ]

[isEmpty(buffer(mi))] terminating
end(m)→ idle [isEmpty(buffer(mi))∧

isUsed(channel(mi)) = ]

[true] terminating
pausem→ paused [true]

[true] terminating
stop(m)→ idle [isEmpty(buffer(mi))∧

isUsed(channel(mi)) = ]

Table B.2: Transition rules for independent media items.
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• S = {〈s1, . . . , sn〉 | si ∈ Si, i = 1, . . . , n};

• s0 = 〈s0
1, . . . , s

0
n〉;

• F = {〈sf1 , . . . , sfn〉 | sfi
∈ Fi, i = 1, . . . , n};

• next(〈s1, . . . , si, . . . , sn〉, emi
) = 〈s1, . . . , nexti(si, emi

), . . . , sn〉, for any si ∈ Si, and

any event emi
on the the media mi, i = 1, . . . , n;

• T contains the following transitions: ∀ t, if t = 〈si, emi
, Csi,emi

,Psi,emi
〉 ∈ Ti for a

given i then 〈〈s1, . . . , si, . . . , sn〉, emi
, Csi,emi

,Psi,emi
〉 ∈ T .

In a presentation some media are related each other, therefore we must consider objects

which are temporally related by the synchronization relationships defined in the model

and introduced at the beginning of this chapter. We translate the temporal relations into

different composition of finite state machines, which are mostly based on the one considered

above.

Specifically, the finite state machine modelling media items related by any temporal

composition miθmj, θ ∈ {⇔, ⇒, ⇓, ⇀↽,
s
>,

p
>} is defined by:

(i) applying the definition B.2.1, to model the case of the general composition of items

mi and mj, and

(ii) adding some transition rules which will be described later in this section possibly

overwriting already existing transition rules.

Given a transition t ∈ T for an event e from 〈smi
, smj

〉 to 〈s′mi
, s′mj

〉, if t′ = 〈〈smi
, smj

〉,
e, C〈smi ,smj 〉,e, P〈smi ,smj 〉,e〉 ∈ T reaching the same state 〈s′mi

, s′mj
〉 already exists, t

replaces t′, otherwise t is added to the set of transitions T .

In order to modify the transition rules described in Table B.2 for taking into account

the effect of synchronization relationships on the media finite state machines composition,

we define the notion of closure of an item, with respect to some synchronization relations,

to capture the effects of event propagation among media.

Definition B.2.2 (SC⇔) The symmetric closure of a media item a wrt. ⇔ is the set

SC⇔(a) such that

(i) a ∈ SC⇔(a), and
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(ii) for any item c ∈ MI, if ∃b ∈ SC⇔(a) such that b ⇔ c ∈ SR or c ⇔ b ∈ SR, then

c ∈ SC⇔(a).

SC⇔(a) contains all media items related by a ⇔ relationship, that are required to start

simultaneously, when one of them is activated. From the definition SC⇔(b) = SC⇔(a) iff

b ∈ SC⇔(a).

The set SC⇔(a) results from the closure of a transitive chaining process. Basically, it

includes all items which are transitively connected to a, by means of ⇔ relationship. As it

will be clearer in the following, there are cases in which some of the connected items have

to be discarded. In this case, when computing the symmetric closure of a wrt. ⇔, items

connected to a have to be included in the closure only if the “connecting chain” does not

include any discarded item. This notion of restricted closure is formalized in the following

definition.

Definition B.2.3 (SC⇔(a)M ) The symmetric closure of item a wrt. ⇔, limited by the

set of items M , is the set SC⇔(a)M such that

• if a ∈ M then SC⇔(a)M = ∅,

• else

(i) a ∈ SC⇔(a)M , and

(ii) for any item c ∈ MI \M , if ∃b ∈ SC⇔(a)M such that b ⇔ c ∈ SR or c ⇔ b

∈ SR, then c ∈ SC⇔(a)M .

All the synchronization primitives of the model exhibit an asymmetric behavior. For

some of them, a notion of transitive (forward) closure is needed, to deal with the forward

propagation of the effects of an event.

Definition B.2.4 (C⇔) Let a be a media item in MI. The closure of a wrt. ⇔ is the

set C⇔(a) such that

(i) a ∈ C⇔(a), and

(ii) for any item b ∈MI, if b ∈ C⇔(a) and b ⇔ c ∈ SR, then c ∈ C⇔(a).

Definition B.2.5 (C⇓) Let a be a media item in MI. The closure of a wrt. ⇓ is the set

C⇓(a) such that
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(i) a ∈ C⇓(a), and

(ii) for any item b ∈MI, if b ∈ C⇓(a) and b ⇓ c ∈ SR, then c ∈ C⇓(a).

Six new transition rules define the evolution of a composite presentation in case of

events which have a wider impact on the document activating a cascade of simultaneous

media activations or stops. Such events are start, ready, stop, ending, and end.

When the system receives an event startmi
, all media items which are related by a

⇔ relationship, i.e., all media items in SC⇔(mi), should begin to fill the buffer. The

system controls if their channels are available (media items in SC⇔(mi)NotAvailable) or if

there are some media objects to replace, and in this case changes their states to init (and

consequently, the states of the replaced objects become idle).

Event: startmi
for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Notation:
NotAvailable = {mk ∈MI|¬isAvailable(mk)}
Replacing = {mr

j |mr
j ∈ SC⇔(mi) ∧ (isUsed(channel(mr

j )) = mj

for some (mj ⇀↽ mr
j) ∈ SR ∨ (mr

j

α
>mj) ∈ SR}

StartClosure = SC⇔(mi)NotAvailable\Replacing

IP = {mj ∈ StartClosure|sj = idlemj
∨ sj = pausedmj

}
Replaced = {mk|(mk ⇀↽ mr

k) ∈ SR ∨ (mr
k

α
> mk) ∈ SR

for some mr
k ∈ Replacing}

StopClosure =
⋃

mk∈Replaced C⇓(mk )
I = {mj ∈ StopClosure|sj 6= idlemj

}
Precondition: IP 6= ∅ ∧ |IP | = |channel(IP )|
Initial state: 〈s1, . . . , sn〉
Final state: 〈s′1, . . . , s′n〉, where
∀mj ∈ IP , s′j = initmj

;
∀mj ∈ I, s′j = idlemj

;
∀mj 6∈ IP 6∈ I, s′j = sj

Postcondition:
∀mj ∈ IP , ¬isEmpty(buffer(mj)) ∧ isUsed(channel(mj)) = mj ;
∀mj ∈ I, isEmpty(buffer(mj));
∀mj ∈ I \Replaced, isUsed(channel(mj)) =

In case of event readymi
the system controls if all media items have their buffers full,

and in this case the presentation begins its playback. Otherwise, the system waits for
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media objects already buffering and controls if there are other media items in SC⇔(mi)

for which the channel is now available and begins their bufferization.

Event: readymi
for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Notation:
NotAvailable = {mk ∈MI|¬isAvailable(mk)}
Terminating = {mk ∈ NotAvailable|sk = terminatingmk

}
StartClosure = SC⇔(mi)NotAvailable

IP = {mj ∈ StartClosure|sj = initmj
∨ sj = pausedmj

}
Ready = {mj ∈ StartClosure|isFull(buffer(mj))}
Free = {mj ∈ StartClosure|sj = idlemj

∨ sj = pausedmj
∧isAvailable(mj)}

Paused = {mk|(mp
k

p
> mk) ∈ SR such that sk 6= idlemk

for some mp
k ∈ SC⇔(mi)}

Precondition: IP = Ready ∧ Free = ∅ ∧ Terminating = ∅ ∧ isFull(buffer(mi))
Initial state: 〈s1, . . . , sn〉
Final state: 〈s′1, . . . , s′n〉 where
∀mj ∈ IP , s′j = playingmj

;
∀mj ∈ Paused, s′j = pausedmj

;
∀mj 6∈ IP 6∈ Paused, s′j = sj

Postcondition:
∀mj ∈ IP , ¬isEmpty(stream(mj))

Event: readymi
for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Notation:
NotAvailable = {mk ∈MI|¬isAvailable(mk)}
IP = {mj ∈ SC⇔(mi)NotAvailable |sj = idlemj

∨ sj = pausedmj
}

Precondition: IP 6= ∅ ∧ isFull(buffer(mi))
Initial state: 〈s1, . . . , sn〉
Final state: 〈s′1, . . . , s′n〉 where
∀mj ∈ IP , s′j = initmj

;
∀mj 6∈ IP , s′j = sj

Postcondition:
∀mj ∈ IP , ¬isEmpty(buffer(mj)) ∧ isUsed(channel(mj)) = mj

If the user stops the playback of an item mi, the system looks for all media items which
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must be stopped at the same time, i.e., all objects contained in C⇓(mi), frees their channels

and changes their states to idle again.

Event: stopmi
for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Notation:
I = {mj ∈ C⇓(mi)|sj 6= idlemj

}
Precondition: I 6= ∅
Initial state: 〈s1, . . . , sn〉
Final state: 〈s′1, . . . , s′n〉 where
∀mj ∈ I, s′j = idlemj

;
∀mj 6∈ I, s′j = sj

Postcondition:
∀mj ∈ I, isEmpty(buffer(mj)) ∧ isUsed(channel(mj)) =

Otherwise, if mi naturally ends, the system first notices that its stream is empty (event

ending) and then that also the buffer is empty (event end). When the system receives

the event endingmi
, it checks what media objects must be started after its end, i.e., media

items in SC⇔(m) such that a relationship mi ⇒ m exists and checks if their channels are

available1, or if some media items can be replaced. Then the system changes the states of

media objects whose channels are available to init and begins their bufferization.

Event: endingmi
for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Notation:
Started = {mk|(mi ⇒ mk) ∈ SR}
NotAvailable = {mk ∈MI|¬isAvailable(mk)}
Replacing = {mr

j |mr
j ∈ SC⇔(mk ) for some mk ∈ Started,

∧isUsed(channel(mr
j)) = mj for some (mj ⇀↽ mr

j) ∈ SR ∨ (mr
j

α
>mj) ∈ SR ∨mj = mi}

StartClosure =
⋃

mk∈Started SC⇔(mk )NotAvailable\Replacing

IP = {mj ∈ StartClosure|sj = idlemj
∨ sj = pausedmj

}
Replaced = {mk|(mk ⇀↽ mr

k) ∈ SR ∨ (mr
k

α
> mk) ∈ SR

for some mr
k ∈ Replacing}

StopClosure =
⋃

mk∈Replaced C⇓(mk )
I = {mj ∈ StopClosure|sj 6= idlemj

}
Precondition: isEmpty(stream(mi)) ∧ |IP | = |channel(IP )|

1Since the stream is already empty, channel of mi is considered available for new items.
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Initial state: 〈s1, . . . ,playingmi
, . . . , sn〉

Final state: 〈s′1, . . . , terminatingmi
, . . . , s′n〉 where

∀mj ∈ IP , s′j = initmj
;

∀mj ∈ I, s′j = idlemj
;

∀mj 6∈ IP 6∈ I, s′j = sj

Postcondition:
∀mj ∈ IP , ¬isEmpty(buffer(mj)) ∧ isUsed(channel(mj)) = mj ;
∀mj ∈ I, isEmpty(buffer(mj));
∀mj ∈ I \Replaced, isUsed(channel(mj)) =

When mi naturally ends, the system stops all media items in C⇔(mi), i.e., media items

currently playing in parallel, and frees their channels. Then it checks if there are some

media objects that must be started after its end, and whose channels are now available.

In this case changes their states to init and begins their bufferization.

Event: endmi
for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Notation:
End = {mj ∈ C⇔(mi)|sj 6= idlemj

}
Started = {mk|(mi ⇒ mk) ∈ SR}
NotAvailable = {mk ∈MI|¬isAvailable(mk)}
Replacing = {mr

j |mr
j ∈ SC⇔(mk ) for some mk ∈ Started

∧isUsed(channel(mr
j)) = mj for some (mj ⇀↽ mr

j) ∈ SR
∨(mr

j

α
>mj) ∈ SR ∨mj ∈ End}

StartClosure =
⋃

mk∈Started SC⇔(mk )NotAvailable\Replacing

IP = {mj ∈ StartClosure|sj = idlemj
∨ sj = pausedmj

}
Ready = {mj ∈ StartClosure|isFull(buffer(mj))}
Replaced = {mk|(mk ⇀↽ mr

k) ∈ SR ∨ (mr
k

α
> mk) ∈ SR

for some mr
k ∈ Replacing}

StopClosure =
⋃

mk∈(Replaced∪End\{mi}) C⇓(mk )
I = {mj ∈ StopClosure|sj 6= idlemj

}
ChannelFree = {c|∃m ∈ (I ∪ End) ∧ c = channel(m) ∧ isUsed(c) = m}\

{c|∃m c = channel(m) ∧m ∈ IP}
Precondition: isEmpty(buffer(mi)) ∧ |IP | = |channel(IP )|
Initial state: 〈s1, . . . , terminatingmi

, . . . , sn〉 >

Final state: 〈s′1, . . . , s′n〉, where
∀mj ∈ End ∪ I, s′j = idlemj

;
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if StartClosure = Ready ∀mj ∈ Ready, s′j = playingmj
;

else ∀mj ∈ IP , s′j = initmj
;

∀mj 6∈ End 6∈ Ready 6∈ IP 6∈ I, s′j = sj

Postcondition:
∀mj ∈ I ∪ End, isEmpty(buffer(mj));
∀cj ∈ ChannelFree, isUsed(cj) = ;
if StartClosure = Ready ∀mj ∈ Ready, ¬isEmpty(buffer(mj));
else ∀mj ∈ IP , ¬isEmpty(buffer(mj)) ∧ isUsed(channel(mj)) = mj
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